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Haddon Hall, from the Terrace.

FOLD ENGLISH HOMES.
Nfe

homes of England ! How the very name

stirs the imagination ! What images of beauty,

what associations of interest, are connected with

the idea ! In a country old and noble, with a

long and storied past stretching away far behind a present which is still very vital,

how the history, the poetry, the romance of our dear old England are epitomised

in those fair and stately homes which, from castle to cottage, from the Norman

Conquest to the day of Victoria, are types and emblems of the changing life of our

great nation. The noble is always embodied in the beautiful
;

and we can read

37
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English history in English homes. At the basis of every human institution lies

hidden an idea an idea which is ever discernible to the "seeing eye;" and

architecture expresses subtly, through the buildings of every age, the needs, the

habits, the ideas of the day in which men built. We now, in our hurried, fevered,

money-seeking modern life, build chiefly for temporary renting and occupation; and

our houses are consequently mean and trivial. In the olden time, the inner idea

latent beneath building was permanence and continuity, framed in worthy stateliness

and noble beauty. The great homes expressed the idea inherent in a noble feudalism;

and buildings attempted to perpetuate the masterhood of power to govern and to serve

the state through race. "And yet, in prizing justly the indispensable blessings of the

new, let us not be unjust to the old. The old ivas true, if it no longer is." So says

our Carlyle. The 'true ideal is ever based upon the real; and it is noteworthy how

Tudor architecture seems to suit subtly with the thoughts and imaginings of

Shakespeare. Shakespeare does not much mention architecture, the reason being, that

the architecture of his day, and of the old time before him, was so good. We do

think and speak much of architecture, the reason being that, to us, it is an art of

the past ;
the architecture of our own day being, mainly, very poor, and mean, and

unlovely ;
while the buildings which remain to us, as relics of our ancestors, are

picturesque, poetical, instinct with noble and with true ideas.

In connection with the homes of England, I here transcribe a passage, with

which I wholly agree, from a book which I recently read. The author says :

"
England is pre-eminently the country (compared with the rest of Europe) in which

the monuments that embody historical associations, and link the present with a far-

reaching past, are most thickly strewn over the whole of its area. The dukes and

earls who held and ruled under the king, and the great families which, in virtue of

the talents and the services of their founders, acquired territory and titles, were early

spread over the comparatively confined space included within the four seas which

surround the little island. The fortified castle gave place to the great mansion, as

Plantagenet gave place to Tudor
;

the Conway Castle softened, with softening

manners, into the Knole House. Each castle or hall was the seat and actual

dwelling-place of a noble and powerful race, in which rank meant, originally at

least, capacity for command
;

which usually derived its titles from its possessions ;

which lived from generation to generation in its ancestral seat
;
which took pleasure

and pride in adding convenience and beauty to the permanent home and steadfast

abiding place of a line of nobles. The fair old land is closely studded with

castle and with hall
; while, as Time mellowed and widened social institutions

for the onward tendency of society is to uplift lower strata into the higher the

grange of the Franklin grew into life, and is, frequently, if less stately, yet as

picturesque as are its more imposing rivals. The traveller in any English county
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will be astonished alike at the number as at the beauty of these glorious types and

relics of that past on which our present is

securely built. Everywhere he will find

battle-fields, sites or scenes of historic or &HOBTCf<vj6$bk.

of romantic interest
; abbeys, cathedrals, and

those stately and

enduring homes

and habitations of

t ^l '

,. * > *-^~~-z-* t. ^^^rjwrn^^-^^u
.

~ ^'^^S^r^S

the great families which originally won

pre-eminence by power of brain and

by prowess of arm, by ability to govern

men in peace, and to lead them in

war."

Thus far our author. Facts are

illustrations of ideas. Having now

Hail, from the River. filled our minds with the general ideas

which are expressed in the Homes of

England, we will accompany our artist in his somewhat arbitrary selection of

certain of our old English halls, and castles, and houses
;

and we will begin
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with one of the notablest, one of the best known and most described, the most

picturesque and most often painted of our English mansions Haddon Hall.

The Courtyard, ILnUsn Hall.

Soaring up from out an einbowerment of stateliest trees rises the beautiful

sky-line of Haddon, crested with the noble Eagle tower. The towers and turrets,
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standing up above the full foliage of splendid summer, strike the imagination before

we enter, or even fully see the building itself; and the beauty of the sky-line is, as

we afterwards find out, continued down to the very earth which the old Hall covers

and adorns. You enter a courtyard, the quadrangle of a most magnificent castel-

lated mansion of the sixteenth century. The most ancient portions of Haddon were

erected before 1452, but the greater part and the latest additions date from about

1545.

The Banqueting Hall, Haddon Hall.

Our artist has represented this stately courtyard with the torches flaring below

as the slowly driving wrack above flares across the flying moon. In the so-called

Chaplain's Boom are still preserved some horsemen's boots of the time of the Civil

Wars. They yet stir the fancy with images of the strife of Puritan and Cavalier;

and one likes to picture to one's thought the nameless men, long past away, who,

at the trumpet call of "boot and saddle," mounted, perhaps in this very courtyard,

and rode away to those noble wars. The Chapel and the Banqueting Hall belong

to the oldest parts of the Hall, and the Dining-room to the latest. The Long

Gallery, with its carved ceiling and vast bay-windows, is certainly the most stately

feature of the interior
;
but the exterior, especially as seen from the Terrace, has

that something which architecture at its highest flight presents of the mystery of

loveliness which we see in Nature
;
embodies a touch of the rare delight which we
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feel when gazing at the tender vivid green of spring standing out against a keen

blue sunny sky. The architect of Haddon who was he? His name we know

not, but his work shows that he or they, for there has been more than one

architect engaged here built inspired by a nobly sweet idea, and devised for the

permanent domicile of a great and powerful family.

Dorothy l^'a-notis Postern.

Every great English home as we shall find in our gradual progress is chiefly

memorable, is surpassingly dear to the imagination, for the sake of one person, or

of some one romantic incident
;

and all Haddon is fragrant with the memory of

one fair woman Dorothy Vernon. You have her postern, her walk, her room, her

terrace. Her beauty beautifies the whole beautiful place. Men love women, and

women love Love
;
hence the charm and the romance of the fair heiress linger

yet round every part of Haddon. She was the daughter of that Sir George Yernou,
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the "
King of the Peak," who died in 1565, the year in which Mary Queen of

Scots married the ill-fated lout, Darnley. In the fulness of time Dorothy loved,

hut her father did not approve. She determined to elope ;
and now we must fill,

in fancy, the Long Gallery with the splendour of a revel and the stately joy of

a great ball in the time of Elizabeth. In the midst of the noise and excitement

the fair young daughter of the house steals unobserved away. She issues from her

door, and her light feet fly with tremulous speed along the darkling Terrace, flecked

with light from the blazing ball-room, tih
1

they reach a postern in the wall, which

opens upon the void of night outside dancing Haddon. At that postern some one is

waiting eagerly for her
; waiting with swift horses. That some one is young Sir John

Manners, second son of the House of Kutland, and her own true love. The anxious

lovers mount, and ride rapidly and silently away ;
and so Dorothy Vernon transfers

Haddon to the owners of Belvoir
;
and the boar's head of Vernon becomes mingled,

at Haddon, with the peacock of Manners. We fancy with sympathetic pleasure

that night-ride, 'and the hurried marriage ;
and forgetting that the thing happened

"
ages long agone

" we wish, with full hearts, all happiness to the dear and charming

Dorothy ! Of all the dwellers in Haddon it is not my hint to speak. Enough for us,

and for the romance of the dear and quaint old Hall, is the romance of one fair

woman. Haddon has long been uninhabited because it passed to the lords of Belvoir

and, being uninhabited, our fancy is more strongly tempted to re-people its halls and

gardens with the olden inhabitants, to see again the figures and faces of some of

those who have so long ago returned to dust. Elizabeth was at Haddon. Then

" In the morning, horn of huntsman, hoof of steed, and laugh of rider,

Spread out cheery from the courtyard till we lost them in the hills,"

as Bluff Harry's

" Man-minded offset rose

To chase the deer, at five,"

and Haddon was alive and glorious with a regal visit. In one room you are still

shown the mirror which Elizabeth used
;

and it is a strange, eerie feeling, as you

see your own face in the glass, to think that its unretentive surface has also reflected

back to her the features of the monarch who was the Queen of Shakespeare.

Linger, and look round, for we are about to leave Haddon. Gaze once again

on the Terrace, and on the lovely stretch of building seen from the Terrace
;
snatch

a look at her postern, and then let us begone. We leave the place, but carry

with us the memories and the image of it. The fairy carpet of the Arabian Nights

transports us instantaneously and noiselessly to the next place in our progress.

We are there
;

and the mind opens to admit other ideas as we stand before

Kenilworth.
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Mindful of the fact that Kenilworth is now a ruin, our artist introduces us to

it by night, and at an hour in

which

"The trees which grow along the broken arches

Wave dark in the blue midnight, and the

stars

Shine through the rents of ruin."

The manner in which, through

another art, we thus make the

acquaintance of Kenilworth is

poetically significant ;
for the grand

old place has now fallen into that

utter ruin which, in comparison

with its former state and stateli-

ness, is so suggestively pathetic,

so mournfully beautiful. The castle

is a ruin owing to decay rather

than to destruction
;
the fragments

which survive to-day tell of Time,

and Time's slow, sad havoc, rather

than of the shattering wreck of

sieges and of wars. Gazing upon

the indications of its stately halls

and chambers, framed for pleasure

and for ease, we remember keenly

and vividly, that, in bygone times,

A'eniluvrth Castle.
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"
Every room

Hath blazed with lights, and brayed with minstrelsy;"

aud then, looking round, we see that its

"
Grey walls moulder round, on which dull Time

Feeds, like slow fire upon a hoary brand."

The glass long gone and fallen away, the arches and the sashes of the nobly

beautiful old windows are but ragged rents of ruin, dark against the silver moon

riding slowly across the blue summer night; and many a moon has, in the course

of long, long years, visited this stately memorial of a sumptuous past. Ivy holds

in its tenacious grasp the walls which it eats away and yet holds together; and

the first glimpse which the art pictorial gives us of these jagged hints of olden

beauty is typical of the castle as it remains to-day.

Its legendary and even its historical antiquity we may pass lightly by.

Kenilworth is dear to fancy chiefly through one figure and one event. It was

the property of Leicester, and it was the castle in which he, while Amy Eobsart

pined in
" The haunted towers of Cumnor Hall,"

received, and courtier-like courted, great Elizabeth.

One day, in the early years of the present century, a stranger visited the

ruins of Kenilworth. He asked many and pertinent questions about the building,

and then, as was noticed at the time, he stood in the ruins silent and alone for

two hours.

That stranger was Walter Scott; and he went away to write the romance of

" Kenilworth." " What a wonderful art ! What an admirable gift of nature was it

by which the author of these tales was endowed, and which enabled him to fix

our interest, to waken our sympathy, to seize upon our credulity, so that we

believe in his people speculate gravely upon their faults or excellences, prefer

this one or that." So exclaims Thackeray. He referred to Henry Fielding ;
but

his words have a wider application. They are truest of the greatest ; and,

assuredly, they are true of the wizard poet-writer dear old Sir Walter Scott.

His genius seized instinctively upon the culminating period of the romantic life of

Kenilworth; and, in the mere glimpse and glance which time and space allow to us

at present, I will touch chiefly upon the splendid revel which formed the high-tide

mark of glorious old Kenilworth.

It is, by the way, curious to note one anachronism into which Sir Walter

has fallen. He was not likely to make mistakes from ignorance, and therefore

I assume that he has reckoned upon the ignorance of readers, or has elected to

be inaccurate with a view to general effect. In his "
Kenilworth," writing of a

38
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date prior to Elizabeth's memorable visit in 1575, lie makes Raleigh, and Elizabeth

herself, quote passages from Shakespeare's
" Midsummer Night's Dream," and

" Troilus arid Cressida ;

" and the poet is several times referred to as if he had

been, at that date, a known and popular poet and dramatist. Now Shakespeare

Archway, Kcnihnorth Castle.

was born in 1564, and was therefore, in 1575, in his twelfth year a period of

his life at which he had certainly written nothing, and at which he was known

only to his family, and the little world of Stratford-upon-Avon. I have never seen

allusion made to this singular anachronism on the part of Sir AValter Scott
; and

mention of it comes in fitly on the occasion of our present visit to Kenilworth.

It seems to me probable in the highest degree that the nearly twelve years' old

boy, William Shakespeare, was present, as one of the general public, at the Kenil-
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worth revels of 1575. Elizabeth loved the people, and Leicester loved popularity.

The whole country-side flocked to the great Earl's great castle.

The loyalty of Englishmen led them, in those days of difficult locomotion, to

seize eagerly such an opportunity of looking upon their Queen ;
and the shows at

Kenilworth surpassed probably anything that could then be presented elsewhere in

England. Stratford-upon-Avon is not far from Kenilworth
;

and the well-to-do

burgess who wrote himself, phonetically, "John Shaxsper
"
would, doubtless, give leave

to, and even find a horse for, his bright young son William. His mother, nee Mary

Arden, and others of the family, may have been of the party to see the splendid

sights. It is certain that the imagination of such a lad as Shakespeare would be

inflamed to the highest by the prospect of such attractions
; and, if there were

any family objections to the visit,* young Shakespeare, I will answer for it, was

at the revels of Kenilworth in 1575 as a truant. The interest of the whole scene

is heightened, to my fancy, by the conviction that the boy Shakespeare father of

the man Shakespeare was present.

Not yet were, for him, the troubles of Charlecote, or the quarrel with Sir

Thomas Lucy, or the flight to London, or the acquaintance with the play-house ;

but, at Kenilworth, the future dramatist would have his fancy touched for the first

time in his life by contact with the drama
;

and he would see the Hock-tide

representation, the rude masques, the "
storial shows "

of Gascoigne, and the

allegory of the Lady of the Lake. He would receive a distinct impression of the

dramatic essence
;

and all this in addition to the tilting !

A page or two farther on we shall visit Sidney in his own home, and I

therefore postpone further mention of him until we arrive at Penshurst
;

but I may

just state here that Sidney, born in 1554, was ten years older than Shakespeare,

and that they may well have seen each other at Kenilworth in 1575. Both were

certainly there. It is highly improbable that there was ever any further contact

between Sidney and Shakespeare during the knight's short life. Sidney died when

he was thirty-one ; Shakespeare would then be twenty-one. He would, at that age,

have made no mark, and would scarcely have been known to Elizabeth's favourite

courtier. In Sidney's "Defence of Poesie" the passages which relate to the drama

could have been written only by a man unacquainted with Shakespeare's plays.

Hamlet and Othello, Lear and Macbeth, were not as yet. It is likely that

Shakespeare, with all London, saw the splendid funeral of the hero of Zutphen in

old St. Paul's; but it seems to me wholly improbable that the knight and the

* Master Edward Arden, head of the House of Arden, and cousin of Shakespeare's mother, had incurred

Leicester's high displeasure, by refusing disdainfully to wear that nobleman's livery. Many of the county, of

Ardeii's means and rank, thought Leicester's livery an honour to them
;

but Edward Arden thought and acted

very differently. Vide " Duydales Warwickshire."
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player ever crossed each other's paths after the

Kenilworth revels of 1575. Let us look on for

a moment at those revels. We are in good com-

pany. Elizaheth, Leicester, Shakespeare, Sidney,

are there ;
nor need we overlook Amy Eohsart,

Richard Varney, Tressilian, Wayland Smith, or

Mike Lamhourne. Concurrently with the his-

torical reception flows on the under-current of the

great novelist's story. Walirlteit und Dichtung,

fact and fancy, work together to produce delights

for the imagination, as the trumpeters termed,

by the way, by pedantic Master Laneham, the

"harmonious blasters
" announce the entry of the

Queen of England into the precincts of Leicester's

castle.

The building, in its present ruinous condition,

is somewhat unintelligible. It is difficult to

understand the plan, or make out the different

towers and chambers
;
but fancy can fill up gaps,

and bring the whole together. During Elizabeth's

stay, Kenilworth, with its hundreds of windows,

was by night, according to Laneham, lit up

and blazing, "as it were the Egyptian Pharos

relucent unto all the Alexandrian coast." Fire-

works, then great rarities, were

lavishly displayed by magnificent

Leicester
;

music stole over the

water of the lake, and the ball-

room rang with minstrelsy. By

day, Hock-tide plays, bear-bait-

ings, hunting the stag, and tilt-

ing, filled up every richly-occu-

pied hour, and pleasure glowed

through princely splendour. As-

suredly the boy Shakespeare had

a good time of it! We think

from Shakespeare to Scott
;
and

tl it'n rises up darkly the image
of Tony Fire -the -Faggot and

ll't-st 7'iXi'sr, fCatihtvrtJt Castic.
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Varney, and their hellish drawbridge staircase at Cumnor, contrived over an abyss,

"as dark as pitch, and profoundly deep," at the bottom of which lies "a heap of

white clothes, like a snow-drift;" and this deathly heap is the fair, young, murdered

Amy, Countess of Leicester !

The Courtyard, l\-nshxrst.

The vision of the revels passes away silently, Like a dream, and leaves the place

once more a ruin. Leicester bequeathed his castle to his brother, the Earl of

Warwick, for his life
;

and after him to his (Leicester's) own son, Sir Robert Dudley.

James I. tried to cheat this son, by means of Leicester's widow, out of Kenilworth
;

but gallant young Prince Henry sought to undo his father's wrong by an offer to

purchase Kenilworth from Sir Robert, who was then abroad. At his death, Prince

Henry had only paid a fifth of the purchase-money agreed upon ;
but his brother
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Charles, training himself for the life which led to death at Whitehall window, acted

as he did towards Raleigh's unhappy sou, and simply seized possession of Kenilworth.

Charles I. was conquered and succeeded by a mightier than he; and Cromwell

divided the place among his captains and counsellors. Then came silence and disuse,

paving the way for slow but sure decay. And now the birds wheel circling round

its ruined shafts of towers, and the "silly sheep
" -animals created silly, probably,

in order that man may feel no remorse at converting so many of them into mutton-

browse at the base of towers which once were the dwellings of nobles and of kings.

Leicester's fugitive splendour is symbolised by Kenilworth; his better objects in

building are embodied in the still active, quaint old " Leicester's Hospital." No single

owner made greater additions to Kenilworth itself than did the sumptuous Earl of

Leicester.

Our next "home" will be one of the shrines of English pilgrimage Penshurst.

Choosing fitly for our Kentish walk a fair summer noontide, let us visit now the

home of Sidney. Its grey turrets rise from out the green setting of its stately park and

noble oaks. These parks, coeval with the mansions they surround, form an integral

part of these unspeakably lovely olden homes. The horse and the deer should be

the two animals to support the shield of chivalry. Penshurst, to be viewed aright,

should be visited in calm and brilliant English sunshine. An English fine day is, as

I hold and I have seen many lands as fine a day as earth can produce ;
and on

one such day will we see Penshurst.

Of the possessors of Penshurst before the Sidneys came to it, we will take no

account. The old Pencestre family, nay, even Shakespeare's "good Duke Humphrey,"

and the Duke of Bedford of the time of Henry VI., shall not detain us now. A

black-letter investigation is one thing, and an imaginative delight is another. It is

the latter thing that we now want
;
and we will therefore pause before the gateway

of the entrance tower, to read the inscription there, which tells us that "The most

religious and renowned Prince, Edward VI., King of England, France, and Ireland,

gave this house of Pencester, with its manors, lands, and appurtenances thereunto

belonging, unto his trusty and well-beloved servant, Sir William Sidney, Knight

Banneret, serving him from the time of his birth unto his Coronation in the offices

of chamberlain and steward of his household. In commemoration of which most

worthy and famous King, Sir Henry Sidney, Knight of the Most Noble Order of the

Garter, Lord President of the Council established in the Marches of Wales, son and

heir of the aforenamed Sir William, caused this tower to be builded, and that most

excellent Prince's arms to be erected, A.D. 1585."

We thus connect the Sidneys with their Penshurst, and get a glimpse of those

two worthies, the father and grandfather of the one gracefi;! and noble figure that

dominates and informs the fair domain. Sidney's mother was Lady Mary Dudley,
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daughter of the Duke of Northumheiiand, who perished on the scaffold, and sister of

Leicester and the other Dudley brothers. On the 29th November, 1554, Philip Sidney

was horn at Penshurst, and in the same year his uncle, Guildford Dudley, and his

aunt by marriage, Lady Jane Grey, were beheaded, the one on Tower Hill, and the

other on the Tower Green. Sidney's boyhood was passed in the clays of "
Bloody

Mary," in which so many Protestant martyrs ascended, by the fiery death, to heaven.

The strong father and the gentle mother knew then, no doubt, a troublous time, but

the beautiful boy would feel no sadness that was not assuaged by life opening in

Penshurst and its park.

It is pleasant to recall the events of Sidney's noble and lovely life. Oxford is

curiously neglectful of the memories of its great students, and Christ Church preserves

no tradition of the rooms in which Sidney there resided. Cambridge is more credit-

ably careful in this matter. In 1572 Sidney first went abroad, and was sheltered in

Paris in the Ambassador's Hotel of Walsingham during the terrible days of that St.

Bartholomew Massacre, in which the Eoman Catholics butchered, at the lowest com-

putation, 105,000 Protestants. He became intimate with the noble Huguenot, Hubert

Languet, and was the friend of Henry of Navarre, of Du Plessis Mornay, of William

the Silent, and of that Fulke Greville who was proud to have inscribed upon his

tomb the fact that he had been "the friend of Sidney." William the Silent, no bad

judge of men, said of Sidney that "if he go on in the course he hath begun, he will

be as famous and worthy a gentleman as ever England bred;" and Sidney did go on

in that course, and became all that the great prince predicted.

Eeturning to England, Philip found that his sister Mary had married Henry

Herbert, Earl of Pembroke. Between Sidney and his sister subsisted a life-long and

most tender attachment. At Wilton, Sidney, to delight that dear sister, began the

" Countesse of Pembroke's Arcadia," which was afterwards carried on at Penshurst. We
all know Ben Jonson's lines by heart, but we all love to hear or to repeat them, so

charming are they to the ear, so delightful to the sense. His epitaph on Mary runs

" Underneath this sable hearse

Lies the subject of all verse,

Sidney's sister, Pembroke's mother;

Death ! ere thou hast slain another

Learn'd, and fair, and good as she,

Time shall throw a dart at thee !

"

Sidney had three loves : the first was Anne Cecil, daughter of great Burghley,

who married Edward de Yere, the brutal Earl of Oxford, with whom Sidney afterwards

nearly fought a duel. The second was Penelope Devereux, daughter of the Earl of

Essex, who was forced unwillingly into a loveless and unsuitable union with Lord

Robert Eich. Sidney loved Penelope passionately, both before and after her unhappy
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marriage, and she is the " SteUa
" whom he has celebrated in so many a sonnet. His

third love, Frances Walsingham, daughter of the wise and honest statesman, became

in 1583 (the year in which he was knighted by Elizabeth) Sidney's wife. She out-

lived him ;
and the widow of Sidney actuaUy married two other husbands ! His

daughter Elizabeth followed Dorothy Vernon to Belvoir when, in her fifteenth year,

she married Eoger Manners, fifth Earl of Kutland. We aU know how, in 1586, Sir

Philip Sidney, then aged thirty-one, was killed at Zutphen. In a frantic heroism of

chivalry, Sidney, seeing Pelham going into battle half-armed, took off his cuisses,

and the fatal bullet entered where the armour should have been. We all know, too,

that immortal answer which Sidney made when, faint and thirsty from loss of blood,

the deeply-wounded hero took from his parched lips the welcome water, and handed

it to the poor soldier whose "
necessity is yet greater than mine !

"

And now, having run rapidly through a short resume of the course of this

brilliant life, let us, in that exquisite mixture of thought and dream which is the

most delicious state of feeling in an imaginative mind, stroll about the park at

Penshurst, and fancy Sir Philip, a book in his hand, a poem in his brain, sauntering

by copse or shaw, and then reclining beneath a broad-armed, leafy beech. Is he

devising the "Arcadia?" or composing a sonnet? or thinking out his "Defence of

Poesie?" Has he in his hand John Lyly's
"
Euphues ?

" '

or the last poem of his

friend Spenser? He stops, perhaps, to listen to " a shepherd's boy piping as though

he should never be old." Looking up, he sees, through ancestral oaks, the turrets

of his own dear home, which represents, to his idea,
" a firm stateliness

; truly a

place for pleasantness not unfit to flatter solitariness." Is Mary Sidney with him?

or is the Countess of Pembroke at Wilton? Sidney sees the oak planted when he

was born
;
sees the places which shall be known when the place knows him no more,

as Saccharissa's Walk, Barbara Gamage's Copse, and dreams meanwhile of noble

fame, of courteous courage, and of loyal love. The rather tall, perfectly proportioned,

though somewhat slight figure is full of grace as strength, is suited equally to arts

or arms, and there is something in his air that lends nobleness to nobility.
"
High

thoughts seated in a heart of honour" speak through the thoughtM, loving eyes;

and something in the whole physiognomy tells you that you are in the presence of

one of earth's rare ideal men. Let us speak to him. Why not ? Do not be afraid

of him; you will soon find that

" Manners are not idle, but the fruit

Of loyal nature, and of noble mind."

He is "a rare ornament of this age, the very formula that all well-disposed

young gentlemen of our Court do form all their manners and life by." The writer

of the " Arcadia "
was " the secretary of eloquence, the breath of the Muses, the honey-

bee of the dayntiest flowers of witt and arte, the pith of moral and intellectual
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virtues, the arm of Belloaa in the field, the tongue of Suada in the chamber, the

spirit of practice in ease, and the paragon of excellence in print." Thus one admirer,

and, in the same high strain, many more, including Spenser. And yet Sidney was

not pre-eminently a poet

or author. He was rather

.statesman or soldier, with

a sweet fancy turning to

literature in the absence

of action. His "Arcadia,"

always intensely pure and

noble, is the heroic knightly

romance of chivalry. It is

not a work for all time,

nor has it any vital hold

upon the readers of to-day ;

but its high and tender

fantasies will always charm

the reader of culture who

The Gateway, JJeuer Casile.

can turn backwards in literature. In Sidney's day, action was comparatively simple.

God and England had two dire enemies in Spain and Home
;

and no wise patriot

could doubt of duty. But if Sidney had lived through the Civil Wars, would he

have seen his path clearly, or would he have been a mere Lucius Carey ? His

ambition was active as noble; and a "sad, high, longing discontent" came over his

39
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gentle spirit when excluded from action and engaged at the Court of which he

was the ornament and delight. He won everywhere, without effort, the friendship

of man and the love of woman. Beauty of face and figure were matched hy

beauty of soul and character. He seems the very incarnate ideal of the "
grand

old name of gentleman;" brave and courteous, graceful and gifted, a poetic knight

and a Christian paladin. We can say, proudly, that this was a gentle-man ;
.

and we may challenge Europe with our paragon of arts and arms, with our sweet

Elizabethan worthy, with our good and lovely Sir Philip Sidney, of Penshurst.

Almost did Sidney once join those knightly seamen of Elizabeth's great day, of

whom Ealeigh is the noblest type. As Blake exchanged the saddle of the war-horse

for the deck of the war-ship, so our old Devon worthies left the bower and the tilt-

yard for the Spanish main and the Virginia voyage.

One glance inside the house before we part. Here are the old courtyard, the

old hall hung with arms
;
and there is an objectionable, plate-glass-windowed modern

portion of the old building. Little of the house is now shown. The portraits of the

two Mary Sidneys, mother and daughter, are interesting ;
and that of Algernon

Sidney bears, in the background, the significant addition of a block and axe. The

portrait of Sidney is not worthy of him. Would that we could now recover that lost

Italian portrait which Languet loved so well and praised, so highly ! I, amongst

others, may have seen it in Italy, mischristened as that of some Italian noble.

Queen Elizabeth, by the way, once visited fair Penshurst, which passed from the

race of Sidney with the last Earl of Leicester. It came, by marriage, to the family

of Shelley, of Fen Place, Sussex, to which the poet belonged ;
and Sir John Sidney,

uncle of Shelley, claimed the barony of L'Isle, though his claim was rejected by

the House of Lords.

Some of the buildings that we have visited in this our royal progress may be

finer than Penshurst
;

but none other enshrines such a worthy. As the house

itself is embowered in trees and surrounded by park, so Sidney stands out, an

almost divine figure, with the noblest virtue, or manly worth, set off by every ideal

grace and charm. He was gallant, but never a mere gallant. Assuredly we have

not wasted our summer day at Penshurst; for has it not been full, to rapture, of

sweet and noble dreams of the flower of his land and time of high and matchless

Sir Philip Sidney, of England?
Our next visit will not take us far away from Penshurst and all its associations.

We will see Hever. The old, grey house lies low, in a hollow, and small hills rise

up gently all about it. The old moat still stretches sluggishly round the building, and

is crossed by a drawbridge, leading to a gateway in which a portcullis yet grins

frowningly. Hever is a domestic fortress, and blends the sullen distrust of the

castle with the secure serenity of the mansion. It is capable of defence, and yet
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is charming for residence. It is a characteristic specimen of the transition age

of building to which it belongs ;
an age in which men had not wholly laid aside

the long habit of distrust of an enemy, while they began to desire the conveniences

of a home which should be more comfortable than a merely armed house. Hever

is, in fact, a house in half-armour. Built in the time of Edward III. a reign

in which many similar structures were erected all over the country Hever is a

fine and quaint castellated mansion.

Its original builders and owners were the Norman Hevers
;
but this family made

but little mark in history, and died out without having so lived as to retain much

place in record or in romance.

Hever, like Haddon, is linked to romance, and endeared to the imagination, by

the image of a fair woman. Unlike as they are in character and in fortunes, Anne

Boleyn is yet, to Hever, almost that which Dorothy Vernon is to Haddon. The

fair and ill-fated Anne is the dominant figure, which always fills the mind's eye when

we think of her dear old home. She was born in 1501 or 1507. Her mother was

Elizabeth Howard, daughter of the Duke of Norfolk
;
and her father was Sir Thomas

Boleyn, afterwards Earl of Wiltshire, who died, where his daughter had been born,

in Hever. The Bullens were an old Norfolk family ;
and William Bullen, great-

grandfather of Anne, a silk mercer, and Lord Mayor of London in 1459, bought

Hever Castle. In the mansion, Anne of Cleves, another wife of Henry VIII., died in

1556. In the quadrangular courtyard, which casts sharply-defined shadows across

the sunlight, and in other parts of the building, you will see those Tudor windows

which mark occupancy, and additions, in that day.

Hever contains some historical portraits of interest, and much quaint old furniture.

Anne Boleyn's chamber is there
;
and the whole place is rife with the memories of

that fair, bright mother of Elizabeth whose fate was the block, while the question of

her guilt or innocence still remains a problem.

But not in Hever need we think of block and sword, of the prison in the Martin

Tower, of the "little neck" that was severed by the expert headsman of Calais on

the Tower Green. Hever contained, for Anne, that time of courtship and of romance

which preceded her fatal, royal marriage. Pre-engaged to Henry, Lord Percy, whom

she certainly loved, but with that amour broken off by Wolsey, who compelled Percy

to marry Lady Mary Talbot, we may fancy Anne, in Hever, in the flower of her

young beauty, full of gay life, of ambition, and of triumphant vanity. As we cross

the drawbridge to quit Hever, let us look up to the window of Anne's bower, and

fancy her waving her kerchief to her royal lover as the eager Henry spurs towards

the home of his lovely love.

From Kent to Yorkshire
;
from an old quiet house lying low in a hollow, and

washed by a stagnant moat, to a warlike castle perched high upon a rocky hill,
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Scarborough Castle.

round whose base

chafes or thunders the

great sea for ever.

From Hever Castle

we pass to Scar-

borough Castle. The change is great !

This is no still, secluded home, but

an iron fortress, seen on every side,

from the earth beneath, and the heavens above
;

dominant over steadfast land and restless sea. Let

us, with our artist, quit the cheerful town, the busy

beach, the gay and lively Spa; let us climb up to

the high-seated ruin which speaks so eloquently of

former pride and power. Light, flame-tufted clouds

are spread thinly over the still and sunless sky.

Birds, undreading of a fall, whirl and wheel airily
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round the broken topmost tower. How very beautiful are the breakages of ruin !

What can be lovelier than the present rent and jagged state of the lofty tower of

Scarborough? Let us look below us and around. Beneath us stretches wide the

open country, and the white modern blocks of houses. To seaward, we look over

Temple Street, Bristol.

many a mile of ocean plain ;
there to the south is Flamborough Head

; while

along the coast, to the northward, we see the Nab. The busy little harbour

clusters masts and rigging directly down below; and bathing-machines dot whitely

the expanse of golden sand. When "
Humphrey Clinker

" was written say about

1767 bathing-machines were novelties, and were called "bathing chariots." But

this is by the way. Around us, as we stand upon the towering castle hill, spreads

wide the great sea of fresh, keen, Yorkshire coast air another ocean !
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Having attained to our airy altitude, and having had time to think, the question

rises in the ingenuous mind What history has this old Castle ? What memories are

suggested by its dismantled towers, by its crumbling walls ? I can give some

answer. Harald Hardrarda, when, in 1055, he landed in England to receive from

Harold, son of Godwin, at Stamford Bridge, those " seven feet of English earth
"

which were needed for a giant's grave, attacked Scarborough, and fired and plundered

the town. His dark "horses of the sea" lay to off the town, which then had no castle.

The present ruin was built in the reign of Stephen, by William le Gros, Earl of

Albemarle and Lord of Holderness. William, while Stephen wore, or fought for the

crown, ruled the country north of Humber
;

but when Henry II. ascended the

throne, the new King compelled the great Baron to yield up Scarborough to the crown.

In 1312 Piers de Gaveston was besieged in Scarborough Castle by the Earl of Pembroke
;

and the unworthy favourite was led from Scarborough to Blacklow Hill, and to the

headsman. In 1377 (temp. Eichard II.) one Mercer, a Scottish pirate, entered the

harbour with certain Scotch, French, and Spanish ships, and carried off to sea the

Scarborough shipping. Brave Alderman Philpot followed Mercer with a small fleet. He

overtook, and fought, and beat the pirate, returning to Scarborough in triumph, with

fifteen ships captured from the enemy. During Wyatt's rebellion (1553), Thomas

Stafford seized the Castle a deed which led Thomas to the block in London. The

fortunes of the Castle fluctuated during the Civil Wars, but, after much fighting,

victory remained with the Parliamentarians
;

and the Commons struck square-shaped

silver medal-coins, as trophies of success, bearing on one side a castle, and on the

other the inscription,
" Obsidium Scarborough, 1645." In 1665 George Fox, the great

original Quaker, was confined in Scarborough. In 1745 the Castle was strengthened with

a view to resist Charles Edward and the Highlanders in their attempt upon the

crown
; and, after 1745, history has done with the Castle, which began to sink slowly

into ruin a ruin presided over by one or two artillerymen, who will, I believe, be

found to be to-day the whole garrison and sole inhabitants. The keep of Scarborough

is of about the same date as that of Kochester.

Not less grandly situated than Scarborough is the proud Castle of Bamborough,

which stands with the massive beauty of its square keep and many towers, looking

down upon the storm-vexed, wreck-strewn coast of Northumberland. The rock upon

which it stands is said to be inaccessible on ah
1

sides but the south. It is said to

have been founded as early as the year 560, so that if this be true, its importance as

a place of strength must have been very early recognised. At present it may claim

to be one of the finest of our English fortified dwellings.

Bristol is our next goal. We have done, for the time, with mansions and with

castles, and will walk along a street, called Temple Street, poor but picturesque,

lined with overhanging gabled old houses, and having ever in view the splendid tower
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of the richly-decorated Temple Church. This street presents us with a specimen of

civic domestic architecture, and is very little changed from the aspect which it wore

when Queen Elizabeth saw it. The Flemish cloth-weavers, who were brought to

England by Edward III., resided in this Temple Street, which still gives the impression

of busy burgher life from day to day.
" Base mechanicals

" would be the term

A Peep through the Gateway, Chcpstow Castle.

applied by the conceited and empty-headed scoffers and swash-bucklers of Shakespeare's

day to the Flemish weavers
;

but the handicraftsmen throve iintil the changes of

time transferred the cloth manufacture from the west to the north of England. It

is observable that, whenever sound and healthy national life produces good and

picturesque architecture, the houses of all classes, of peasant as of peer, are beautiful.

The castle and the mansion of the noble, the cottage of the peasant, the grange of

40
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the Franklin, the house of the burgher, were alike while architecture was yet a

living art convenient, suitable, and lovely. Honour to the great old poet builders !

Let us now, remaining in the capital of the West, stroll out with our artist by

moonlight. Clouds are behind and around the wading moon, but her light shines, in

the mystery of chiaro-scuro, upon a block of most qiiaintly decorated and singularly

picturesque old gabled houses, on which we can gaze with delight, as we linger in

the " mirk o' night." The building is St. Peter's Hospital. Seeing the olden pile

in the gloom and mystery of night, we will pierce into no details : we will be

contented with the old' houses as a picture and a charm.

Among the many fancies stirred by old houses like this Hospital, is one that

suggests a resemblance between their rich convoluted decorations of carving and the

tattoo-marks of a New Zealand chief. Singular that a house and a man should be

ornamented in a somewhat similar way !

One more remove the last but one and we leave cities, and stand before

the sun-bright great gate of Chepstow Castle.

Here we are back again to the pure fortified fierce castle. Seen from the

Wye, the place looks like cliffs crowned by a keep and defended by towers

descending to the water's edge. The whole thing seems not to have been built, but

to have grown. The hour for seeing Chepstow is, to, my fancy, the sad, late

afternoon, when calm, broad sunshine floods all the air and scene with peaceful, if

somewhat melancholy stillness, and the rich fulness of the mellow light when that

light is about to fade out of the weary day. Each place has an hour, and a light,

that suits it best. Afternoon, late afternoon, for me at Chepstow.

Over and around the small remains of a Norman castle, built by Fitz-Osbern,

Earl of Hereford, in the eleventh century, the mass and bulk of Chepstow has been

built in the times of the three Edwards. The castle passed from the Fitz-Osberns

to the Clares
;

it then became the property of the Herberts, and eventually fell into

the hands of the present owners the Somersets. In one tower, on the left as you

enter, Henry Marten was confined for twenty years. Marten was one of the regicides,

and his name appears on the deathless "Death Warrant" which condemned to the

block "
Charles Steuart, King of England." Durance is hard, but is easy compared

to the fate which befel other of the regicides under Charles II. The Castle was
taken and re-taken in the Civil Wars, and Cromwell himself appeared before it in

person ; although the great Protector had to go to Pembroke, to quell the insurrection

there, and left the siege to Colonel Ewer. Taken by assault in 1645, Chepstow was

again besieged in 1648. It was ultimately bestowed by Parliament upon Cromwell,
but was restored to the old family by Charles II.

The grand old place is still highly picturesque, and its site is very lovely.

Chepstow has comparatively little "history" around its massive remains
;

but an
artist may well select a place so striking and so old for pictorial illustration.
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Our "last scene of all" is Glastonbmy. Upon what point will an artist

capriciously, perhaps seize in Glastonbmy ? It is the site of the great old Abbey, of

the legend of Joseph of Ariinathaea, of the Holy Thorn (cut down in the Civil Wars)

which flowered in winter
;
and it was a shrine of pilgrimage. Our artist selects the

George, which is, perhaps, from an architect's point of view, the finest hostelry in

England. In the Middle Ages this house was the Home of the Pilgrims. It was

built, probably, temp. Henry VII., and is very noticeable for the rich beauty of its

highly decorated facade. Where shall we find such another inn ? The archway is

surmounted by the arms of the Abbey suppressed by Henry VIII. and by the arms

of Edward IV., supported by the black bull of Clare, and by the white lion of

Mortimer. Time alters strangely the uses of old buildings. The house of refuge

for pilgrims has become the George Hotel, and is now the haunt of traveller and of

tourist. You may stand opposite this inn for some time, and gaze, with ever-

increasing pleasure, upon its picturesque and ornate front. Turning away, at last, we

will exclaim, with Charles I.,
" Kemember my George !

"

And now, gentle reader, our wanderings together have, for the present at least,

ceased. Assisted by the arts of the pencil and the pen, you have glanced, it may
have been somewhat hurriedly, at certain of the artist-selected specimens of the

Homes of England : and we have seen much of unfading beauty and of undying

interest.

The Norman castle is the type of a stern time, in which even power could

only feel secure when defended by iron force. The modern Norman castle is the

dark and terrible ironclad war-ship. As order spread, and as law superseded mere

might, the grimly grand castle, with its thick walls and its small, jealous windows,

softened into the noble and stately hall or mansion the home which could exist

without the constant dread of attack. The castle was commonly perched upon an

inaccessible rock, while the hall often sleeps securely in the warm and sheltering

hollow. Architecture marks the growth and development of human society; and

in England the work of the master-builder presents a panoramic picture of social

change and progress. It expresses the needs and the ideas of changeful centuries.

We have seen, too, in our wanderings, something of many of the historic figures

which played parts in our "
rough island story :

" we have seen fair women,

splendid nobles, a most knightly poet, a most ill-starred queen ;
and our visits to

these great ideal personages, in their own noble homes, may have stirred anew our

thoughts and fancies about their lives, and ways.
' and deaths. Who can take from

us our life of thought and of imagination ? No one
;

for it is a gift of God.

In connection with this higher mental life, wealth or poverty matter nothing ;
he is

spiritually rich whose mind to him a kingdom is
;
and the full and working imagina-

tion will ever linger with untiring delight amid the romance of English history.
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We "look before and after;" at times, too, it may be, we "sigh for what is

not;" but it is noteworthy that the human mind takes more delight in recalling the

past than in imagining the future. True, the one theme is wholly objective, while

the other is highly subjective ;
but this circumstance does not fully explain the greater

joy that is taken in re-constructing the past in preference to imagining that dim, far

future, which is yet rich with so many strange possibilities for the human race.

There is no Walter Scott of the time to come. Men prefer association to speculation ;

and we English have so much to be proud of in our past ! Day and night, ceaselessly

and for ever, the tides of the great sea ebb and flow, advance and retire, round all

the coasts of our little isle
;
and sun and stars look upon a land small, indeed,

physically, but great in all that lends nobleness or beauty to story or to song.

Our greatest poet is our greatest patriot ;
and we, his countrymen, may worthily

catch from our Shakespeare something of his love for

" This royal throne of kings, this scepter'd isle,

This earth of majesty, this seat of Mars,

This other Eden. clemi-Paradise ;

This fortress built by Nature for herself

Against infection and the hand of war;

This happy breed of men, this little world,

This precious stone set in the silver sea,

Which serves it in the office of a wall,

Or as a moat defensive to a house,

Against the envy of less happy lands
;

This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England."

Architecture and History are closely connected
;

and we shall in our present

pleasant wanderings have caught, I hope, an added glow of noble national feeling

by viewing and thinking of some of our Old English Homes.

H. SCHUTZ WILSON.



Clare Island, Cletv Bay.

THE WEST COAST OF IRELAND.

TRELAND is rich in ecclesiastical remains abbeys, monasteries, churches; for, in

the earlier ages of Christianity in the West, she was indeed the "
Isle of Saints."

Her schools of theology were famous
;

to them men resorted from Britain and the

Continent, and from them went forth great scholars, to teach and to preach, whose

names are still commemorated in France, and Switzerland, and Germany. Of one of

these we have already written Glendalough and its seven churches. This mystical
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number of churches is found in other localities in Ireland, and amongst them at Clon-

macnoise. Like most of these establishments, Clonmacnoise occupies a site lonely and

desolate, significant of that spirit of asceticism which was wont to exclude the world, and

repel its busy life. The loneliness of Glendalough. is that of the secluded valley :

that of Clonmacnoise of the desolate flat in the midst of a wild moorland country,

over which the bog of Allen stretches its almost interminable waste. "If ever,"

says Otway,
" there was a picture of grim, hideous repose, it is the flow of the

Shannon from Athlone to Clonmacnoise." Bound a swampy flat of meadow the

river winds in a semi-circle, upon the southern curve of which the seven

churches are erected. To obtain the best view of the group, one should ascend the

green hill which rises at the northern extremity, like an oasis in the desert. From

this he will see the churches, the two round towers, the overhanging bastions of the

old castle of O'Melaghlin, all rising, ruinous and desolate, as if out of the brown

bog that stretches away southward. The name Clonmacnoise (corrupted from Cluan

Mac Nois) means "The recess of the Sons of the Nobles;" for here the chieftains

of the neighbouring districts sent their sons to be ediTcated, and here, too, many of

the kings and nobles were buried.

The founding of the Abbey by St. Kieran dates from the middle of the sixth

century, and the locality is as rife with legends of this tutelary saint as is Glendalough

of St. Kevin. It is recorded that "
Diarmid, son of Cirvail, monarch of Ireland,

having granted to St. Kevin Clonmacnois and Innis Aingin, or the Island of All

Saints, together with 100 churches in Meath, he bestowed the church of Clonard on

his master, St. Finian, and the island on St. Domnan. In the year 548 he founded

an abbey for himself at Clonmacnois, which afterwards became a celebrated monas-

tery." In the extensive churchyard most of the churches are situated, and the

intervening spaces are crowded with tombs and graves ancient and modern for it is

still a favourite place of burial with the people with inscriptions from the oldest form

of Irish characters to the modern Koman and Italian letters. But perhaps the most

remarkable and interesting objects are the numerous antique crosses, some being of the

most exquisite workmanship, and richly carved with scriptural subjects. Whoever is

curious about these matters will find them all pictured and described in Mr. O'Neill's

splendid volume on Irish Crosses. Pre-eminently among these is the splendid Cros na

Scrieptra, or " The Cross of the Scriptures," which is coeval with the founding of the

cathedral. It is a single stone of siliceous sandstone, thirteen feet high, and four feet

eight inches across the arms, with rich sctilptures on all its sides. Those on the west

evidently relate to the history of the original foundation of the church by St. Kieran,

and are clearly intended to be a memorial of its erection to his honour, while the

sculptures on the other sides represent the principal events in the life of our Saviour

on the east side the last judgment, and on the west the crucifixion. A spot of
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peculiar sanctity is the small Church or Oratory of St. Kierau. The walls have

long since fallen in, and it is a heap of ruins, presenting
" a picture of desolation

without grandeur." This was the largest of the churches, said to have been built

by a McDermot, and amidst its ruins there still

remains evidence of its original architectural richness

in the elaborate and exquisite ornamentation of the

northern doorway, with its figures in high relief,

and the elegance of its western doorway. At the

north-western extremity is the church built by the

McCarthy More, with a small round tower, in good

preservation, on the south side of the chancel. It is

fifty-five feet high, and its conical top is constructed

with beautiful

courses of cut

stone. Then

Clonmacnoise.

there is an old church which has been kept in preservation, and serves as a Church

of Ireland place of worship. Beyond the churchyard, on the northern side, are the

ruins of another church, which must have been a splendid structure, if we may judge

from the remnant that still exists a beaiitiful arch, which stood between the nave

and chancel, wrought in the most florid and ornate style of Gothic workmanship.
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The most conspicuous ob-

ject, however, at Clonmacnoise

is the fine round tower said to

have been built by O'Eourke, Prince

of Brefney. Antiquarians and topo-

graphers are loud in its praise. One

says it is
" the most beautiful round

tower in existence," which may be

questioned. It is certainly a fine specimen of those

buildings erected, as has been pleasantly said, "to puzzle

posterity," but it owes some of its impressiveness to the

elevated spot on which it stands, and the contrast of the

surrounding scenery. "Nothing," says the writer already quoted, "can equal the

beautiful effect of this simple pillar-tower cutting, as it does, on the horizon, and

41

Jtocks near Kilkee.
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relieved by the sombre background of the bog on the other side of the Shannon,

that spreads for miles, cold, flat, and desolate ;
and then the tower itself is so

beautifully time-tinted, I think I never saw anything erected by human hands so

painted by fortuitous vegetation."

The western coast of the county of Clare, from the cliffs of Moher to Loop

Head, presents a succession of grand and impressive scenery. A bold precipitous

shore, with intervening bays, and coves, and sandy beaches
;

black giant cliffs rising

sheer out of the Atlantic Ocean, whose billows roll with an unbroken swell from

the coast of America till they break thundering on the rocks, flinging their spray

high upon the headlands. One will not readily see in any country finer scenery

of its kind. The incessant beat of the sea has undermined the rocks in many

places, making overhanging cliffs and caverns, whose borings have been the work

of ages, forming natural bridges of the most picturesque character, and deep long

tunnels, into which the waters rush and break up through fissures, tossing their

foam into the air high over the cliffs above. He who loiters on this coast for a

day will not spend his time unprofitably.

The little town of Kilkee the Church, or Cell, as the name imports, of St.

Keagh, who is said to have resided in a cell near the Amphitheatre is a favourite

resort of sea-bathers, while the fine coast attracts many a tourist. And, indeed,

there is much to see. A walk of a few minutes brings us to a remarkable cir-

cular depression, apparently scooped out of the cliff, exposing the horizontal strati-

fication of the rock, which bears a strong resemblance to the successive tiers of

seats in the old Roman amphitheatres. At the bottom is an arched entrance

thirty feet high, which leads to a beautiful cavern eighty feet long. The caves

along the shore, about two miles from the town, are highly interesting. They

rise high out of the sea, whose waves incessantly break against them, and are

figured into most fantastic forms
;

sometimes in detached masses, and sometimes

connected by superjacent fragments stretching from cliff to cliff, beneath which the

water rushes. One of these it takes no great stretch of imagination to fancy a

Gothic archway, leading into a spacious chapel. If the day be calm, by all means

enter it. Your guide will light up its dark recesses, and show its roof glittering

with pendent stalactites, and his voice will awaken echoes that reverberate like

thunder through the rocky vault. The natural bridges along the coast are striking

features in the scenery. One near George's Head, one hundred feet above the

sea, is very grand ;
and near it is another crossing a chasm forty feet wide.

The finest, however, of these is at Ross, the arches of which consist of stratified

courses that seem as regular as if artificially constructed of brick-work. Some

of the rocky headlands are well-nigh undermined by the action of the sea-

waves, and one only knows the perilous footing upon which he has unconsciously
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stood, when lie goes down to the shore beneath. The "puffing hole" is an

object of special admiration. A cavern in the rock, fifty feet beneath its surface,

penetrates to a considerable distance. Midway a fissure thirty feet wide, either

natural or formed by the action of the water, pierces up through the rock. " When

with the rising tide a strong wind blows from the west, the waves, as they roll,

shoot showers of spray through the aperture, producing probably as exquisite an

effect as the Geysers in Iceland exhibit. Dashing up with a booming noise to a

height of sixty or eighty feet, the jet seems to pause, and then slowly descends

glistening and brilliant, as though a beam of light had dissolved into a shower of

stars, and showing a superb iris in the siinshine."

The two principal lakes in the south of the county of Mayo, Lough Mask

and Lough Comb, are separated by an isthmus of about two and a half statute

miles in width, forming the highway between the counties of Mayo and Galway.

The waters of the former lake find their way into the latter through a subter-

raneous passage in the limestone rocks. As the difference of level is considerable,

the rush of this river is rapid, now appearing as it tumbles amid piles of stones,

now disappearing through a multitude of holes and gullies, and then, plunging

finally down, it is lost to view, to emerge at last through a singular cavern about

a mile to the west of Cong, which, from the number of pigeons and wood-quests

that used in former times to flock into it, is known as Pole na g-columb, or " The

Pigeon Hole." At its mouth are dwarf oak, hazel, and holly. A flight of steps

leads into the bowels of the earth, "between huge masses of lichen-covered rocks,

draped with tendrils of ivy, every chink and crevice of which is festooned with

ferns and mosses of the greenest hue." Within, it is dark, deep, and dismal
;
and

the rush of the sounding waters gives it an unearthly and Dantesque appearance.

A lighted torch partially dispels the gloom, and flings its reflection on the stalactite

roof above and the darkling waters beneath, while a shout or a pistol-shot will

awaken the echoes from its cavernous walls.

Cong (Cunga, "a neck") is an island surrounded by numerous streams. "There

is," says that distinguished archaeologist and charming writer, the late Sir William

Wilde, "water everywhere, gliding by in the broad river; gushing from the sur-

rounding rocks
; boiling up in vast pools that supply several mills

; oozing through

the crevices of stones
; rising in the interior of caverns

; appearing and disappear-

ing whenever its wayward nature wills." The little town was once a place of

considerable importance, having been the residence of the Kings of Connaught.

One of them founded the Abbey in 624, of which St. Fechin was said to have

been the first abbot. It was also the seat of a bishop, upon the removal of

whom the fine Monastery of Augustinians was established, a beautiful structure

which was fast falling into decay, till restored by the pious munificence of the
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late Sir B. L. Guinness. Here, too, for fifteen years before his death in 1198,

dwelt in peaceful seclusion Ireland's last monarch, Eoderick O'Connor. The

principal portions of these splendid ecclesiastical remains date from the twelfth or

Subterranean Passage of the Mask.

thirteenth century, and are in the Decorated Norman

style. The finest specimen of its architecture is the

entrance gateway. But the great glory of Cong was

the large processional cross, now in the Museum of

the Royal Irish Academy: "one of the finest specimens of metal work, enamel,

niello, and jewellery of its age in the Western World." It has been figured and

accurately described by Wilde and Petrie. The whole district teems with historic

memories and natural beauties. "Whether," says Sir Bernard Burke, "you consider

its unbounded fertility, the varied beauties of its surface, or the historical events which

invest every plain and every mountain with an interest peculiarly its own, it stands
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forth to the lover of the wild and the beautiful, to the antiquarian and the geologist,

as unsurpassed hy any portion of the British Empire. Barrenness and fertility, ex-

quisite beauty and wild desolation, green valleys and rocky plains, lakes and rivers

and huge mountains, are so thrown together in wild confusion, that it would almost

seem as if Nature had wandered here in 'one of her sportive moods, producing on

every side such a marvellous contrast and variety."

The Twelve Pins of Binabola.

That district of Galway which is known as Connemara, or "The Bays of the

Sea," is as remarkable for the primitive character of its people where, among its

fastnesses of hill and valley, still lingers much of the habits, customs, and peculiarities

of the ancient Irish as for the scenes of wild beauty of its secluded lakes and

valleys, and the stern grandeur of its highlands. The Lake of Kylemore is one of

great loveliness
;

it is about two miles and a half in length. At one of its extremities

has been built a handsome castellated mansion, with extensive grounds laid out

with great taste. The road along the lake to Clifden brings under the eye

of the traveller some of the wildest scenery that is to be met with, winding tortuously

through the mountain valleys, and disclosing the Maam-Turc Mountain, the Eagle

Mountain, and other lofty hills, and skirting the base of the Twelve Pins of Binabola,
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with their peaks glittering in the sunshine, or hidden for a time hy the clouds that

sweep over them. The "Pins," a corruption from "Bens," are accounted hy many

persons to be the most extraordinary and beautiful assemblage of mountains in

Ireland. This is a bold assertion, to which we must not be taken to subscribe. Be

this, however, as it may, they are very striking and bold in their character, and seen

from so many places, and in such different and varied aspects and forms, they

constitute the grandest and most imposing scenery of the kind in Connemara. The

highest of these, Bencorr, has an elevation of 2,336 feet, and most of the others are

not much lower. Few ascend any of them, which is much to be regretted, as they

present from their summits magnificent views. An American tourist, who visited this

district many years ago, speaks of Connemara as equal to the finest parts of Wales or

Scotland, and adds that " the traveller that ventures to enjoy its romantic, picturesque

scenery, and who can relish the lone majesty of untamed Nature, may here have his

feelings gratified to the full." Without concurring in his comparison altogether, we

agree in the latter part of his observations, nor have we ever met one who expressed

himself disappointed in the expectations he had formed of Connemara after he had

thoroughly investigated its attractions.

There are few bays along the western coast of Ireland that surpass, in beauty

and grandeur, Clew Bay, in the county of Mayo. At its inland extremities the town

of Westport occiipies the south-western shore, while at the north-western point its

waters wash the town of Newport. Seen from the former, which is "set in its

curve like a jewel in a tiara," the bay presents a sight of singular loveliness,

especially on a summer evening, when the sun is sinking far away beyond Clare

Island, lighting up the stretches of wide bright water that flows round a multitude of

islands, and falling on the ranges of mountains, covered with wild flowers of countless

variety of hue, that lock in its shores on the south and north, with the majestic

Reek or Croagh Patrick, which rises from out the waters of the bay, and sweeps

boldly upwards from the landward on the opposite side the ruins of Murrisk Abbey
at its base. This mountain, which rises to the height of 2,510 feet, terminates in

a fine and sharply-defined peak, across which the clouds often sweep and hide it

from the view. It is one of the most remarkable objects of the district, and is

seen from numerous points of view, presenting various configurations. It is con-

secrated, as its name imports, to the great tutelary saint of Ireland, and thither a

multitude of devotees and pilgrims resort at stated seasons of the year, and climb

to the summit of the mountain, performing
" stations

" and saying prayers at certain

points in the ascent. But, apart from devotional exercise, the hill is well worthy
of an ascent, nor is the task by any means formidable

;
and from its summit is

obtained a magnificent view of Clew Bay, with all its fine environings, terminated

at the extreme west by Clare Island. There is perhaps no island along the whole
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coast of Ireland, beautiful as many of them are, that surpasses upon the whole Clare

Island. Seen from Westport, from which it is distant about seventeen miles, its

outline is strikingly fine and bold. Its length is about four miles, and its breadth

A'illala.

not more than one mile and a half. To the south-east it trends gently down to

the sea, while on the north-east the steep and rocky acclivity of Knockmore rises

almost perpendicularly to the height of 1,520 feet above the sea. The view from

the top of this eminence embraces a range of mountains in every variety of outline,

"
extending, with only one break, round 190 degrees of the horizon, while the

beautifully-shaped islands of Cahir and Inisturk and the boundless ocean complete
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the circle. The island is entered ou the eastern side through a small harbour, the

pier of which stands immediately under the picturesquely-situated old square tower,

now all that remains of the castle of the celebrated Grace O'Maille, better known

by her Irish name of Grana Uiale. The daughter of O'Maille, one of the great

chieftains of the district, she assumed after his death, and notwithstanding the

claims of her brother, the rulership of the

wild sept, which she governed with a daring

and courage that suited their piratical and

warlike habits.

Another of the bays of Mayo, that of Killala, on the north-eastern extremity

of the county, has much of interest connected with it. Here in 1798 General

Humbert appeared with three frigates, and made a descent on the little town of

Killala, from which its .garrison, fled after an ineffectual resistance, leaving the

French troops to advance to Ballina and thence to Castlebar, when they were

driven back by Lord Cornwallis and finally routed at the battle of Killala. The

town of Killala (Kill Aladh) is situated on the west bank of the river Moy, where
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it enters the bay, and was once the seat of a bishopric ;
the see having been

founded by St. Patrick. It is embosomed inland amid green hills, with intervening

flats of rich pasture and meadow laud. As you walk up the street you catch

glimpses of the bay, and reach one of those fine round towers of which so many

are to be found in Ireland. The cathedral has little to recommend it in point

of architecture, but it is venerable from its great antiquity. The great attractions

of the neighbourhood are the two fine abbeys on the road to Ballina, by the

river Moy. Eosekirk Abbey, though the roofs of the buildings have fallen in,

still displays, in the fine square tower and graceful gables, enough to show that it

was a noble pile, and its situation is charmingly romantic.

The Abbey of Moyne is situate near the shores of the Bay of Killala, about

two miles south-east of the town. Whatever other merits the good monks of old

possessed, there was one in which they were pre-eminent a thorough appreciation

of the fittest site on which to build their religious houses. Wherever you see

the walls of a monastery, be sure, in nine cases out of ten, you have lighted on

rich, fat lands, well sheltered and picturesque, where the good things of the earth

might be sought after as well as the better things of heaven. And this Abbey

of Moyne is no exception : it is charmingly placed on a fertile slope of a seques-

tered pastoral district, that reaches down in all its ridh verdure to the edge of

the water. A small bright stream runs through the fields, and dipping under the

enclosure of the abbey, rises again beneath the church in a well of pure water,

and thence it runs into the bay, which here,
"
protected from all winds, offers a safe

harbour for boats, where the monks in old times could unlade in perfect security the

produce of their several granges, which they owned along the river Moy and the sea-

coast." Truly there was "
snug lying in the abbey," as Sir Lucius O'Trigger says snug,

not for the dead, but for the living, when these holy followers of St. Francis dwelt

there; embosomed in the midst of its fertile parks, "its walls casting their massive

shadows over the placid bay, its lofty and slender tower sending its solemn vesper

summons over land and sea, it must have been a noble religious establishment, when

peace was within its walls and pensive contemplation within its cloisters."

The Abbey was founded in 1460, by MeWilliam Bourke, who established there

the order of the Franciscans, and it long enjoyed a high reputation for the

sanctity of its inmates, and was prosperous in this world's wealth and in the love

and honour of the people. Though now a min, it is, as such, in fair preservation;

strong and massive, with its ivy-mantled chimneys, its lofty slender tower, its lights

and shadows, Moyne Abbey has few rivals in picturesque beauty.

You enter the Abbey through the nave, from whose arches springs the square

tower, ninety feet high, remarkable for its light and graceful elegance. As the

Abbey was built on low ground, the tower needed great elevation 'in order to
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command from its summit a wide pros-

pect. Proceeding to the choir you see

the confessional, a small closet con-

structed of smooth closely-jointed stone,

with a hole on each side, through which the penitents

whispered their sins into the ear of the priest. A
flight of steps leads to the top of the tower, and as

the ascent is neither dangerous nor difficult, it should

be mounted
; for from the summit a fine view is

obtained, both of the mass of buildings themselves and
of the country around inland, the rich pasture lands

rising gently; and seaward, the white low sand-hills

stretching along the bay, beyond which lies the island

of Bartagh.

If the county of Donegal cannot boast of spots of

lovely and sequestered beauty like that of Wicklow,

Dunliice Castle.
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or the civilisation and culture of the county of Dublin, it is unsurpassed in the

wild grandeur of its mountain scenery and the boldness of its sea-washed shore.

At its south-western seaboard, where the Atlantic rolls in to the Bay of Donegal,

the mountain scenery is extremely fine. Landward one does not by any means

appreciate the grandeur of the lofty range of mountains that stretches from

Carrigan Head to Slieve League. Carrigan Head terminates the southern end, and

is a fine promontory rising like a wall out of the sea to the height of 745 feet;

thence the range rises gradually for two miles and a half, till it attains its

highest altitude of near 2,000 feet at the summit of Slieve League. This is a

stupendous object seen from the sea, out of which it rises like a mural precipice in a

superb escarpment, and so steep that it looks almost perpendicular. To ascend this

mountain from the sea side of it is an exploit, if not of peril, certainly of daring,

for the land ascent approaches so closely to that from the sea that the pathway

becomes exceedingly narrow as well as steep, affording but very scant footway for the

climber, a considerable portion of the rocky path being only two feet wide, and

hence it has obtained the name of " One Man's Pass." We counsel no one to

attempt it that has not a good head and a firm foot. There is a safer ascent from

the land side, which most people take, and many who do so are under the delusion

that they have performed the feat of this difficult ascen,t. By one way or the other

attain the summit of Slieve League, for you will be amply repaid by the extensive

view of the subjacent country, which you may sweep as in a panorama, from the

coasts of Mayo and Sligo southward, till, looking inland, you see the clusters of

mountains that seem like the billows of the sea stretching far away to the north

of the county. Should the weather suit, too, you get a sight not easily equalled,

"with glorious colours that are grouped in masses on its face; stains of metals

green, amber, gold, yellow, white, red, and every variety of shade are observed,

particularly when seen under a bright sun, contrasting in a wonderful manner with

the blue waters beneath." On the north-western side is also some very fine scenery-

wild inaccessible peaks and fantastic cliffs. Of these the Stirral or Bent Cliff is one

of the most remarkable.

The county of Antrim presents a considerable range of coast to the Northern

Ocean and the Irish Channel. The most striking features are its mountains, which

are highest along the sea coast, and disclose to view, in their steep sections, the

different strata of which they are composed. Its mineralogical components are

limestone and basalt. The latter pervades the coast, and is highly interesting from

the extraordinary and stupendous irregularity it has assumed, from the borders of

Londonderry on the west to Fairhead on the east. Taking this route from

Portrush eastward, we traverse a vast stratum of white limestone about two hundred

feet in thickness, and considerably above the level of the sea, which has obtained the
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name of " The White Rocks," and forms one of the finest and most interesting views

on the coast. The configuration which these rocks have assumed, partly from Nature

and partly hy the depredations of the ocean, it is very difficult to describe. The water

has in many places burrowed into the rocks, till they present the appearance of

gigantic rabbit warrens with wild and picturesque caves, the largest and finest of

which is known as " The Priest's Hole," from the fact that during the Rebellion of

1798 a priest sprang from the cave into the sea rather than surrender. From this the

view of the coast eastward is magnificent as we approach Dunluce Castle, described by

Mr. Willis as the most picturesque ruin he had ever seen. This praise seems almost

extravagant from one who had seen the noble edifices that crown the hills along the

Rhine and other rivers of Germany. And yet, take it with all its massive greatness,

its commanding position, and all the surrounding accessories of land and water,

backed by the Causeway, and growing as it were out of the stupendous cliffs of

which it seems a part, that are eternally lashed by the ocean waves, Dunluce

Castle may claim to be as fine a specimen of baronial grandeur as any land can

boast of. "It broke upon us," says the same author, "like an apparition on the

road." It stands on the summit of a rock over a hundred feet above the sea, cut

off from the mainland, and covers the whole of its surface with a mass of buildings

of great extent and solidity round towers toppling over the cliffs that have

partially fallen away from beneath them
; bastions, and gables, and chimneys shooting

upwards in configurations and outlines the most picturesque and imposing. A strong

wall connects the base of the cliff with the mainland, and the arch still remains

over which the drawbridge used to be lowered. "
See," says Otway,

" how this wall

is perforated; and, without any support from beneath, how it hangs there, bearing

time and tempest, and still needing no support of arch, simply by the power of its

own cemented material. It is about eighteen inches broad, just the path of a man
;

do not fear to cross it." Well, Otway crossed it, and so did I; but many a one

declines, and not without reason. Such a stronghold as Dunluce could not be

without a history, and it is rife with stirring events. By whom or when it was

founded is not ascertained
; indeed, it is attributed to one of the De Courcys in

the twelfth century. At all events, we find it, in 1580, in the possession of the

McQuillans, from whom it passed into the hands of the Scottish family of

McDonalds, whose descendants, the Earls of Antrim, still retain it.

Passing on our way eastward to the Causeway is a very fine cave (Portcoon),

forty-five feet high, and penetrating the rock to the depth of three hundred and fifty

feet. It can be entered either from the sea or the land, and is well worth inspection.

And so is the still finer Cave of Dunkerry, seven hundred feet in length and sixty

feet in height. And now we come to " The Giant's Causeway." And let us confess

to a feeling of disappointment which we experienced at the first sight of this singular
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7"/fe Giant's Chimney Tops.

and far-famed place. We ex-

pect, as the name suggests, vastness of proportions and

grandeur bordering on the terrific. Yet in these qualities

the Causeway is surpassed by the basaltic pillars on the Island

of Staffa, and far more so by many miles of vast perpendicular precipices of basalt

columns in parallel ranges which line this coast as far as Fan- Head, rising even to

the height of two hundred and fifty feet, and unrivalled for magnificence in any

part of the world. How, then, is it that the Causeway became specially famous.
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and still maintains

its reputation ? It

is attributable to two

facts : first, it was the

group of those forma-

tions that earliest

attracted the notice

of travellers or geo-

logists, Dr. Hamil-

ton having, in 1784,

described it in his

"
letters concerning

the coast of Antrim;" and

secondly, that it is the most

perfect group of these forma-

tions yet discovered. The

Causeway has all the appear-

ance of a mole or a quay made

with giant pavement projecting

from the base of a steep pro-

montory some hundred feet

into the sea, and is formed by

troncated perpendicular pillars

of basalt, which stand in con-

43

Phaskin Head, Giant's Causeway.
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tact with each other, presenting a sort of polygonal pavement, somewhat resembling in

appearance a solid honeycomb. The pillars are irregular prisms of from three to six

sides, but the six-sided are as numerous as all the others taken together. Each pillar

is separable into several joints, whose articulation is wonderfully neat and compact.

The sides of each column are unequal amongst themselves, but the contiguous sides

of adjoining columns are always of equal dimensions, so as to touch in all their parts.

Though the angles are of various magnitudes, yet the sum of the contiguous angles of

adjoining pillars always make up four right angles, so that there are no void spaces.

When one inspects and understands all these surprising adaptations, the sentiment of

wonder and admiration grows upon him, which may well make up for the want of

that vastness which the name would suggest. Nor is the name altogether unsuited, nor

the tradition unfitting, which ascribes its construction to the great historic warrior, Finn

McCoul, magnified, like many another hero, into grotesque proportions when seen

through the mists of antiquity. The legend goes that Finn laid it as a highway

from his own country to the neighbouring shore of Scotland, for the giants of both

countries to pass to and fro. When the race disappeared in the soberer light of true

history, the Causeway was no longer a needful fiction, and so it was said to have sunk

mid-channel, leaving but the ends at Staffa and Antrim above water. The Causeway

consists of three divisions, which have been named the Little, the Middle, and the

Great Causeways. A distinguished traveller likens the whole to a mountain of hewn

stones "frusta of noble remnants of vast porticoes cast down from a height into the

sea. The upright and regular pillars in the face of the cliff give you an impression

that there is a city overwhelmed and buried behind them." The principal or Great

Causeway is composed of many hundred thousand columns. It is approached from

the east by the Giant's Gateway, which resembles somewhat a flight of steps.

Indeed, most of the objects in the vicinity of what is properly denominated the

Causeway are connected with the giants. We have the Giant's Organ immediately

above, a singular colonnade of magnificent pillars one hundred and twenty feet high,

bearing no small resemblance to the pipes of an organ. Then there is the Giant's

Loom, the Giant's Pulpit, the Giant's Ball Alley, and, the most remarkable of

all these, the Giant's Amphitheatre, which Kohl pronounces "the most beautiful

amphitheatre in the world." This praise is well merited, for this work of Nature one

could almost believe to have been the production of art. Everywhere through this

singular district the rocks present strange configurations, which suggest resemblances

to artificial objects. Thus, near Port na Spania is a remarkable group of three

pillars that, standing on an isolated rock, shoot upwards to a considerable height,

the tallest attaining an altitude of forty-five feet. These are known as the "
Chimney

Tops," and it is said that in the darkness of the night one of the vessels of the

Armada, mistaking them for the chimneys of Dunluce Castle, actually cannonaded
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them. To see all to

the best advantage,

one should, if the weather

permit, go along the coast in

a boat, and also ascend the

cliffs. A walk along them

eastward from the Causeway

brings you to Pleaskin. The

magnificent . headlands amply

compensate in their grandeur

for any deficiency in that re-

spect in the Causeway itself.

And chief of these is the

Pleaskin. A noble promon-

tory it truly is, rising in bold

grandeur of outline and variety

of stratification to a height of

near four hundred feet to its

summit, crowned with verdure

of various tints. Moving still

eastward along the coast, by
the ruins of the Castle of

Duuseverick, perched high on

the summit of an enormous

basaltic rock that stands out

insulated from the mainland, Gray Man's Path, Co. Antnn
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we come to Carrick-a-Rede "
Carrig-a-Ramaath

"
the " Kock in the Road."

A wild, dark, steep rock it is, of basalt, that shoots lip, rough and irregular of

outline, to over eighty feet from the sea. A chasm of sixty feet insulates it from

the shore of the mainland, from which it is accessible by a bridge of ropes : a

perilous and unstable footing it seems to afford to him who is adventurous enough to

tread it, yet the peasantry and fishermen traverse it fearlessly and safely during the

season for the salmon fishery, after which it is removed during the winter. All along

this coast the sea has cleft its way between the rocks, leaving deep fissures which

separate the cliffs. One of the most singular of these is on the west of Fair Head,

known by the name of " The Gray Man's Path." It is a deep wild chasm, which

strikes one with a feeling of awe almost amounting to horror, dividing the headland

sheer down over two hundred feet. Down the side of this chasm is a path, by

which, if adventurous enough, you may descend to the base of the cliff. One of

those massive basalt pillars, broken from one side at a considerable height from the

sea, in ages too remote for memory or tradition, fell across to the other, and there

rests by a hold so slender that it enhances the frightful character of the place,

seeming almost ready to fall down; while, when seen from below, it forms, as it were,

the huge lintel of a giant door-case. Now comes perhaps the grandest of all the

headlands of Antrim Benmore, or Fair Head, which rises in one point to the height
i

of six hundred and thirty-six feet above the sea level, from which it shoots up almost

perpendicularly. The promontory is formed of a number of colossal pillars of basalt,

similar in formation, but many of them far surpassing in size, those to be seen near

the Causeway. The largest of them is a quadrangular prism, over two hundred feet

in length, and thirty-three feet by thirty-six on the sides. One must stand upon the

summit of these pillars to appreciate its grandeur, which well-nigh appals any one who

has the nerve to look down seaward. By all means ascend, for the ascent landward

is not difficult, as it slopes upwards with a gentle rise through rich pasture to a

fertile table-land. From the water, too, the appearance is magnificent, and the

masses of disjointed columns look like the debris of some ruined city.

The Bay of Dublin ranks amongst the most beautiful bays in the world. It

is often compared to those of Naples and Navarino, and, indeed, possesses many of

the charms of these latter; though assuredly it wants the accessories of climate and

sky, and the intense blue of their waters. Without instituting comparisons, whoever

traverses its shores from the promontory of Howth to Bray Head, or sails through

it, entering or leaving Ireland, will own that its celebrity is not undeserved. At its

northern extremity a low-lying peninsula runs out for near a couple of miles, till it rises

gradually into the hill of Howth, attaining to an elevation of 563 feet above the sea

level, to which it sinks in a varied and picturesque outline. It is chiefly composed
of quartz, which constantly crops up through the soil, and gives scanty sustenance to
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the golden furze and the purple heather, while the lower portion of the hill, especially

along its southern side, consists of rich arable land. Its chief attraction is its ever-

varying aspect now in dark shadow, now blooming with the tints of many-lined

vegetation, and gleaming with the white villas that are scattered along its base

and rise midway along its sides. The town, which stretches a short way along the

western side of the hill, will not invite attention save for the ruins of the old abbey

in the centre,
"
half-temple, half-fortress," as its strong walls overhang the sea. It

is dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, and dates from 1235, and has some good sculptured

tombs, especially one in the chancel. The Castle occupies the north side of the hill

near the town, and was erected in the twelfth century by Sir Arrnony Tristram, the

ancestor of the noble family of Howth, in whose possession it has ever since

uninterruptedly remained. At various periods additions were made, especially in the

sixteenth century, when it was largely re-built. It is approached by a flight of

steps leading to a terrace, and thence into a hall which extends along the whole

length of the building. The structure is, upon the whole, imposing, consisting of a

long range crowned with battlements, and terminated at either end by square

flanking towers. There are many historic memories connected with the Castle, one of

which tells how Grace O'Malley, of whom we have already spoken, was refused the

hospitality which she sought from the earl, on her landing at Howth after her visit

to the court of Elizabeth. She took a characteristic vengeance by making away with

the young heir, whom she detained till his father promised that thenceforth the

Castle gates should never be closed during dinner.

Nor must we leave the shores of Ireland without a passing notice of Kingstown

and its vicinity. The town has risen to be one of the most populous and wealthy

townships in the kingdom. This is attributable principally to its fine harbour and

packet station. The whole southern shore of the Bay of Dublin is a succession of

beautiful scenery Merrion, Booterstown, Blackrock, Dalkey, Killiney, and Ballybrack

each with its cluster of villas by the edge of the sea, or creeping up the hill-sides,

till the circuit terminates in the town of Bray.

And so our wanderings through Ireland have brought us again in sight of the

county of Wicklow, where our survey commenced. Our design was not to visit all

the noteworthy localities of that picturesque island, or to write an itinerary. We had

in view to select representative specimens, both natural and artistic, to illustrate the

varied scenery of the countiy in its beauty and its ruggedness, its richness and its

sterility, its grandeur and its desolation
;

its mountains and valleys ;
its lakes and

bays; its inland loveliness and its bold, wild, ocean-washed coasts; its religious

edifices; its mouldering strongholds; its geology, history, and antiquities. Contented

are we if we have done this, and shown that Ireland deserves to occupy no mean

place in PICTURESQUE EUROPE. JOHN FRANCIS WALLER.
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Branksholm

TT^ROM that remote time when

the great wall of Severus

formed the boundary between the

Roman province in Britain and

Caledonia, until the union of the

crowns in 1603, the Borders were

the arena whereon were fought

many of the most memorable battles in our history ;
and well may the fields and

pastures be green in Westmoreland and old Northumbria, in the Merse and Teviotdale,

since every rood of these have been soaked again and again in the best blood of two

gallant nations.

After passing the ancient bridge of Berwick that quaint old Border town which

is so pleasantly situated on a green declivity that overlooks the estuary of the silver

Tweed, and so strongly attracts the attention of the traveller by its harbour, shipping,

and crumbling walls that whilom bristled with cannon
;

its square cliffs of sandstone,

massive houses, massive quays and piers, its portly old-soldier-like aspect we find

beyond it, on the north, the three divisions of the great shire of which it was
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I

once the capital. These are

the Merse, Lauderdale, and the

pastoral Lammermoor
;

each

possessing distinct natural fea-

tures, and all studded with

ruined fortresses and solitary

towers that have been stormed

and sacked, given to the flames,

repaired and re-garrisoned, to

be stormed again and again, in

the wild wars that were waged

for ages between England and

Scotland, and by the Border

clans in their fierce domestic

feuds. Hence the whole dis-

trict is pre-eminently the re-

gion of romantic and legendary

lore the land of battle and

of song.

The Merse, long famous for

the richness of its harvests and

of its scenery, and for the in-

dustry of its population, gives

the tourist a most favourable im-

pression of the frontier deni-

zens
;
while Lauderdale, though

less productive, has scenery

that is more bold, attractive,

and varied, rising in gentle

acclivities from the banks of

the Leader, till it reaches the

heights of the Lammermoor, a

vast sheep-walk, which presents

a variegated surface of purple

heath, morass, and furze, striped

here and there by emerald

green, where the tracks of the

summer torrents have grooved

the upland slopes.

44
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The Borders were long governed by laws peculiarly their own, styled the

Leges Marchiarum; but when James assumed the title of King of Great Britain,

he ordained but in vain that the term "Borders" should be discontinued, and

that the distinctive names of Scotland and England should no longer be employed

in public acts; that the frontier strongholds should be deprived of their outworks,

and the garrisons be withdrawn from Berwick and Carlisle. The lesser strengths

were the towers or peels, each the abode of

a more or less powerful chief; and these

are still the most remarkable features in a

Border landscape. With walls and turrets

of enormous strength, they are usually

built on the verge of some steep precipice,

on the bank of a foaming torrent, or some

isolated rock, surrounded by woods and

Cross at Norham.

morasses, all positions which plainly indicated the pursuits, character, and apprehensions

of their occupants. Of these castles, Lochwood, the ancient seat of the Jolmstones

of that ilk, and Branksome, the cradle of the House of Buccleugh, are considered

good examples, though the latter has been modernised since those days of which the

" Last Minstrel
"

sung in his lay, and is now a comfortable family residence, a

portion of which is the original tower once occvipied by that Sir Walter Scott who

made himself so obnoxious to Elizabeth by his incessant forays into England, and

his faithful attachment to Queen Mary, long after her country had abandoned her.

It stands three miles from busy Hawick, on a steep bank north of the Teviot,

flanked by a deep ravine and precipitous brook, amid rich plantations that have
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replaced the ancient woods. Though often found in song and story, but little remains

now of the hall in which the "
nine-and-twenty knights of fame" hung their shields

on the night that William of Deloraine rode for the magic book to Melrose
;
and

though ever the principal seat of the Buccleugh family while security was any

object in the choice of a mansion, it is now usually the abode of the ducal

chamberlain.

On the English side of the Border the most celebrated fortress is that of Norham,

situated six miles south-west of Berwick, and anciently called Ubbanford, a quaint,

old, and decayed town, consisting chiefly of thatched houses, but in the grass-grown

market-place of which there still stands its cross, around which a fair is held in April

yearly, and from whence, on looking north, we can see, looming above the woodlands,

the square mass of the great stronghold which has been so repeatedly taken and

re-taken in the wars between the two countries.

Built in that detached district of the Borders called Norhamshire, which lies

between Northumberland and the Tweed, from the summit of a richly-wooded bank

it immediately overlooks the latter and the open country beyond. It was erected

by Ralph Flambard, Bishop of Durham, in 1121, who had in view the repression

of the Scottish raiders
;
but it was stormed and dismantled by David I., before the

Battle of Northallerton. Eepeated sieges rendered repairs of the castle so necessary,

that it was nearly rebuilt by Hugh, Bishop of Durham, in 1164; and after the

tune of Henry II. it was taken from the prelates of that see, and being garrisoned

by the English Crown, was henceforward considered a royal fortress, of which the

Greys of Chillingham were most frequently the castellans. After the accession of

King James to the English throne, it became the property of the Homes, Earls of

Dunbar, but is a mass of ruins now. These consist of a large shattered tower,

with many vaults, and grass-grown fragments of other edifices, encircled by an

outward wall of great extent.

Proceeding through the Merse, about fourteen miles westward of Berwick, we

come upon the quiet little town of Coldstream (anciently called Lennel), on the north

bank of the Tweed, with its two bridges a modern one of five arches, and an

ancient one, consisting of a high single arch, from the time-worn parapets of which

a fine view can be had up and down the steep and woody banks of the limpid

river. The whole scenery here is sweetly sylvan. The town anciently derived its

chief importance from its ford over the river, being the first of any consequence
above Berwick. By this passage Edward I. invaded Scotland in 1296, and many
other Scottish and English armies have made their way, before the union of the

crowns, to ravage the countries of their respective enemies
;
and it was last used

by the Scots, under General Leslie, in 1640, when the Earl of Montrose led the

way by plunging into the stream at the head of his regiment.
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Here it was that in December, 1659, General Monk's regiment was disbanded

as soldiers of the Commonwealth, and re-embodied as the Coldstream Guards, when

the famous march began for London, to effect the Kestoration. During the nine

years it had been in Scotland, it had been chiefly recruited among the Puritans

of that country, and it is said that the men of Coldstream who have a predilection

for a military life usually join that regiment. In the market-

place, where there are some very luxuriant old gardens, and a

secluded burying-ground, but little used, stood the ancient Cis-

Coldstream Bridge.

tercian nunnery, of which not a vestige remains. The fatal field of Flodden is

little more than six miles from Coldstream, and the tall stone which marks where

James IV. fell, only half that distance, the battle having terminated about three

miles from the spot where it commenced
;
and we are told that the Cistercian abbess

sent carts for the conveyance of the Scottish dead, that were of rank, to Coldstream

for interment.

In ascending the course of the Tweed in a westerly direction we come to the

confluence of the Teviot with it near Kelso, in the county of Roxburgh. The Tweed

approaches it on the west, making large curves for two miles till it passes the town,
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and then goes away for more than a mile to the eastward. The Teviot, after tracing

for three-quarters of a mile the western boundary of Kelso, comes into it after a

winding beauty of course, amid scenery of the greatest richness and fertility its

banks all tufted with copsewood and willows, and in some places overhung by bosky

and beetling crags and few Scottish rivers are more celebrated in poetry and song

than this :
-

" Sweet Teviot ! on thy silver tide

The glaring bale fires blaze no more
;

Kelso Abbey.

No longer steel-clad warriors ride

Along thy wild and willowed shore ;

Where'er thou wind'st by dale or hill,

All, all is peaceful, all is still,

As if thy waves since Time was born,

Since first they rolled upon the Tweed,

Had only heard the shepherd's reed,

Nor started at the bugle-horn."

But the two rivers are sometimes simultaneously flooded, and run together in

headlong and riotous confluence, introducing into the usually tranquil and sylvan

landscape the elements of terror and sublimity; for the Tweed averages 450 yards

in width, and the Teviot 200.
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Around Kelso the -whole district is surpassingly rich in those rural features which

constitute the strictly beautiful in a landscape, unmixed with the grand or startling,

or save in a few instances with the romantic
;

and Scott, who often revelled

amidst it in the years of his boyhood, ascribes to its influence upon his mind the

awakening within him of that " insatiable love of natural scenery, more especially

when combined with ruins or remains of our father's piety and splendour," which

characterised and distinguished him as a writer.

Delightfully situated at the confluence of these two border streams, Kelso, the

largest burgh-of-barony in Scotland, stands in a plain, in the centre of a magnificent

natural amphitheatre, commanding from every vista of its ancient streets views of

exquisitely lovely scenery, and constituting, in the tracery of its own burghal

landscape, an object of high interest in the midst of its beautiful environs.

The magnificent architecture and enormous masses of its venerable abbey-church,

which is partly Norman in style and partly of the earlier pointed Gothic, the air

of pretension worn by its public buildings, the light-coloured stone and blue roofs

of its dwelling-houses, together with the graceful sweep with which the town

winds along its bordering river, impress upon it a city-like character, and combine,

with the surrounding landscape, to vindicate, in a great degree, the enthusiasm

of the inhabitants, who are wont to exhaust their sjfcock of superlatives in its

praise.

Viewed either as a single object or as a feature in the general landscape, the

unique, lofty, and massive pile of the abbey presents an aspect too imposing and too

interesting to be adequately described. Though built about the same time as the abbeys

of Melrose and Jedburgh, and by the same pious monarch, David I., it differs from

them in character and form, being in the shape of a Greek cross; and after all the

perils and outrages it has undergone, it is marvellous that so much of it still

remains
;

and there must have been sound judgment in the old Scottish architect,

who surrounded its Tironensian brothers with such carnal means of defence. By
David I. it was dedicated " to the Blessed Virgin and St. John," with special

reference to John xix. 26, 27.

In the conflict with the see of York for metropolitan supremacy in Scotland,

the Prior of Kelso was joined with the Bishop of Glasgow in delegation to resist

the foreign claims; and when Pope Alexander decided in favour of the total inde-

pendence of the Scottish Church, the honour of a mitre was conferred on the Abbot

of Kelso. Many of these abbots were men of note in their day, and some have

attained the scarcely higher dignity of the episcopal mitre. Their authority over

the town of Kelso was of a highly feudal character. During the long war that

followed the wanton aggressions of Edward I., an abbey so rich and so close upon
the Borders could not escape peril. Troops of lawless men, professing to seek rest
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and food, frequently pillaged the brotherhood, and more than once left the building

in flames
;
and they were compelled, at one time, to wander over Scotland, begging

for food and clothing at other religious houses.

During the savage and relentless inroad made by the Earl of Hertford in 1545,

the abbey was attacked by the Spaniards in the English service with cannon and

arquebusses. Led by twelve monks, a hundred Scotsmen contrived to repel their

attack, till the walls were breached by heavy guns, on which the little garrison

retreated to the steeple, where they defended themselves to the last, and all were

slain save twelve, who effected their escape. The mischief done by the Anglo-

Spaniards was more fully completed, a few years after, by the iconoclasts of Knox,

and since then St. David's beautiful fane, after serving as a parish church and then

being degraded to a gaol, has been left the open and shattered ruin we find it.

In the north-western portion of the same county we come upon the little village

of Srnailholm, on the old post road between Edinburgh and Kelso. The country here is

undulating and finely wooded
;
but the ground is nowhere higher than 500 feet above

the level of the sea. Not far from the village is the farm of Sandyknowe, which was

the property of the paternal grandfather of Sir Walter Scott, and the scene of many
of the musings of his boyhood. Smailholm Tower, which is situated among a

cluster of rugged rocks on an eminence in the farm, engaged much of his attention,

and has acquired celebrity from having afforded such suggestions and imagery as

materially conduced to form his peculiar style of poetiy. It anciently belonged to

the Pringles of Whytbank, and is now the property of Lord Polwarth.

It is a large square Border keep, to the apartments of which a circular stair gives

access, and prior to the fame given it by Scott, who in celebration of it wrote "The

Eve of St. John," it was simply conspicuous as a landmark to direct vessels to

Berwick. The building is surrounded by a barbican wall; is accessible only by a

steep and rocky path on the west; and on three sides is defended by precipices and

morass. In " Marmion "
Scott tells us how, in boyhood, he

"Thought that shattered tower

The mightiest work of human power ;

And marvelled as the aged hind

With some strange tale bewitched my mind
;

Of forayers who with headlong force

Down from that strength had spurred their horse,

Their southern rapine to renew,

Far in the distant Cheviots' blue,

And home-returning filled the hall-

With revel, wassail-rout, and brawl."

No tourist would willingly leave the Merse without visiting the site of its ancient

capital, old Roxburgh, now, save a few fragments of wall, quite extinct. When
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travelling eastward along the highway, a little to the west of these fragments, we

move along the summit of a precipice, bordered by trees
;

below, on the left, through vistas of the wood, the majestic

Tweed can be seen rolling far below, dark, deep, and

turbid, and at a little distance on the right, the calm

and pellucid Teviot, girding a rocky wooded bank, and
JK-;

meandering like a silver thread through

a green velvet plain. On advancing

a little further, we lose sight of both,

and are involved among dark and shady

Roxburgh Castle.

copsewood in a hollow of the way. On suddenly emerging from the leafy gloom,
one of the most brilliant landscapes in Europe opens to the eye the splendid
mansion and embellished grounds of Springwood Park; the demesne of Fleurs, with

45
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its noble ducal castle and stately terraces ;
the two beautiful rivers of Teviotdide,

each spanned by a magnificent bridge; Kelso with its vast ruins, and the green

tufted knoll, where once stood the great Border Castle of Roxburgh, a bulwark against

England, and the key of the Merse. On one hand, the eye can look along a valley

ten miles in length, covered with the finest timber, and on the other, an open and

diversified prospect for double that distance, away to the summits of Carter-Fell and

other mountains. Looking over all this, from the height of Dunse Law, where the

army of the Covenant unfurled the standard in 1639, the eye commands a prospect

so extensive, rich, and varied, so abounding in all the sweetest elements of rural

landscape, including three great castles, renowned in ancient wars, and a peep at the

German Ocean, as to defy a succinct description.

The town of Eoxburgh which was a place of great note in the twelfth century, and

in the days of David I. had an encincturing wall and ditch, with schools that flourished

under the abbots of Kelso, which was the seat of a mint, where coins of William I.

and James II. were struck, having in the time of the former a weekly market, and

in the fourteenth century enjoying the reputation of being the fourth town in Scotland-

has so completely passed away, that not a stone of it remains. It stood over against

Kelso, on a rising ground, at the western end of a fertile plain, insiilated by the

confluence of the Tweed and the Teviot. ,

The remains of its castle still appear on a steep and wooded knoll on the margin

of the Teviot, about forty feet above the plain, and indicate it to have been a place of

vast extent and strength. To this castle came, in 1136, Thurstin, the aged Archbishop

of York, to persuade David I. to consent to a truce with Stephen of England, when the

former was about to invade Northumberland, which he claimed in the name of his

son, Prince Henry; and here the good old king was residing in 1152, when his

nobles came to condole with him on the loss he had sustained by the death of that

amiable and excellent prince whose virtues were so praised by St. Aired.

It figured largely and prominently in Scottish history till 1460, when James II.,

finding it in possession of an English garrison, marched with a strong force and a

well-furnished train of guns against it. While he was superintending a battery of the

latter, one, which from its remarkable size was called " The Lion," burst, and killed

him, at a spot now marked by a large holly. His brave queen, Mary of Gueldres,

inspired by grief and rage, held up her infant son, James III., then in his seventh

year, in view of the troops, who assaulted the place with such fury that the enemy

under Lord Falconburg surrendered, and the castle was razed to the ground.

In the rich, picturesque, and pleasant vale through which the brawling Jed,

between rocky eminences, flows joyously to meet the Teviot, stands the Augustinian

abbey of Jedburgh, built by David I. on the site of one erected in 1118, when the

throne was occupied by Alexander I. The old Border town of the same name, so
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famous in warlike history for its battle-axes, with its steep streets and ancient

houses, is wonderfully quaint and picturesque, and, as the centre of an eminently rich

agricultural district, has a character alike bustling and thriving. The eastern bank of

the river at Jedburgh is remarkably beautiful, having a richly-wooded background of

an undulating and hilly character
;

while the western, or left bank, has been

compared to a stupendous wedge with its hither edge rounded off, this being a spur

Jeiibnrgh Abbey.

or projection of the vast and beautiful hill named Dunian. So well is the whole

district wooded, that in some parts, particularly at Stewartfield, there are trees which,

in age, size, and density might vie with any in the greatest of American forests.

From the circumstance of the great round arches which support the Kood Tower

being exposed, few mined churches present so shapeless and unsymmetrical an aspect

as that of Jedburgh Abbey; yet the specimens of architecture possessed by it are

exquisitely delicate. In the chancel we find the short round pillars and heavy
arches of the Saxon type, though the main features are Norman or Romanesque
the work, it is supposed, of some wandering Italian architect. In a small chapel

off the chancel, the style called second-pointed has been engrafted on the thick
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round pillars of an earlier age, probably in some repairs effected after the devastating

war that ended so signally at Bannockburn.

The abbey of Jedburgh suffered so much during the war with Edward I., that the

condition of its monks excited, incredible as it may seem, the compassion of that

monarch
;

and he gave directions that they should be spared, and sheltered in the

monastic houses of their order in England. In 1554 it was garrisoned by a corps

of Spaniards in the English

service, and besieged by a

body of French who served

the Eegent of Scotland
;
thus

the building never recovered

from the ruin which these

adverse military operations

brought upon it, its walls

still retaining traces of the

flames amid which it was

ultimately destroyed.

The town had six bastel-

houses, which are mentioned

by Surrey in a despatch to

Henry VIII., and in one of

these Queen Mary lodged when she returned from her ill-fated expedition to visit

Bothwell, when lying wounded in the Castle of Hermitage ;
but the house in which

she resided during her perilous illness is still entire in a back street.

It is a large building with small grated windows, and walls of enormous thickness.

A broad stone stair leads to the second storey, and a narrow circular stair, or turret,

corbelled out in the angle of the edifice, leads to the third and the chamber occupied

by the queen, a small room with two windows. Some of the tapestry which then

adorned it is still preserved. In the records of the Scottish Privy Council this

edifice is oddly styled
" The House of the Lord Compositor."

In the orchard which adjoins it is a group of pear-trees, sprung from the

Queen Mary's House, Jedburgh.
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branches of a large pear-tree which was blown down by a storm on the night when

James VI. entered England, on his accession to the throne of that country.

In all the old Border wars the men of Jedburgh were ever famous for being among

fernictmrst Castle.

the foremost in the strife, and were usually known as the Foresters of Jed, and they

still possess three remarkable trophies one taken from the English at Bannockburn
;

another taken from them at Newburnford, in 1640
;

and one from the Highlanders at

Killiecrankie. The burghers of Jedburgh were noted for the use of their weapons,
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and their battle-axes made in the town were known throughout Scotland and the

North of England as Jetliart Staves.

On the eastern bank of the Jed, two miles above the town, are seen the

grey turrets of Ferniehurst Castle, overtopping a grove of tall and ancient trees, amid

which it is embosomed. The present edifice, which is still one of the principal seats

of the Marquises of Lothian, was engrafted in the Scoto-French style of architecture

peculiar to the reign of James YL, in 1598, on the remains of its predecessor, which

had been stormed by the Earl of Surrey in 1523. In 1549 it was re-taken by the Scots,

after a ferocious struggle, in conjunction with some of the French troops of Mary of

Lorraine, under the Chevalier de la Mothe Rouge. The arquebussiers of the latter

drove the English archers from the barbican into the keep, where they defended

themselves with the greatest bravery, till its wall was breached by mining, on

which the commander came forth and surrendered himself to the Chevalier
;
but a

Scottish marchman, recognising in him the captor of his wife, struck off his head

by a single blow, and then the whole garrison were mercilessly massacred by

the Scots.

The whole of this district was anciently densely wooded with what is known

in history as Jed Forest. Little more than a hundred years ago, a large expanse of

this old Caledonian forest spread its umbrageous shadows ,over the valley ;
but since

then it has been remorselessly cut down. A few patches of it still exist, chiefly

around Ferniehurst, and these are birch trees of great size and age. Two venerable

representations of it, called "The King of the Border," and the "Capon Tree," still

arrest attention lower down that lovely valley, about a mile from the ancient burgh.

One of these the royal one has a retinue of younger and less noble trees, and

rises to the height of a hundred feet, with a girth near the ground of fourteen

feet. Solitary and alone, in a grassy haugh, the other abounds in the number, the

fantastic twistings, and far-stretching length of its boughs, and has a girth near the

ground of twenty-one feet. But, though the old forest has so generally fallen beneath

the axe, trees which have sprung from the ancient roots, and others which have

been raised by planting, are sufficiently numerous to give the district a rich,

picturesque, and sheltered appearance.

The two veterans of the forest are decaying fast, but they must have been in

all their leafy glory when King James marched to Flodden
;
when mass and lauds

were chanted in the now roofless abbey; when the Jedburghers kept watch and

ward in their bastel-houses with axe and bow; they may have echoed to the

bugle of belted Will Howard, or that of Bothwell, when, as Warden of the Scottish

Marches, he swept them at the head of his Moss troopers, in the cause of the

fair White Queen.

In ascending the Yarrow the saddest and loveliest river scenery in Scotland, the
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theme of innumerable songs and wild traditions, and tlie scene of the beautiful ballad of

" the outlaw Murray
" we come upon the birthplace of Mary Scott, the " Flower

of Yarrow," a venerable ruin on the right bank of the river. It occupies a

peninsula, cut out, in the process of ages, by the encircling stream, amid a

fantastically wild landscape of grandeur and verdant beauty; and though in a

The "
King of the Border?

tolerable state of preservation, this old tower, which belongs to the Duke of

Buccleugh, whose princely abode at Bowhill stands a little lower down the Yarrow,

is now inhabited only by the blinking owl, the black gled, and the chattering crow.

In the years of her widowhood, it was the residence of Anne Scott, Duchess

of Buccleugh and Monmouth, whose husband was beheaded for insurrection, after

the Battle of Sedgemoor ;
and in its courtyard all the Cavalier prisoners taken by

General Leslie's Covenanting troops after the conflict at Philipburgh were destroyed
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by platoons of carbines. Newark is the well-known scene where "The Last

Minstrel" is made to sing his lay to the sad-hearted Duchess:

He paused where Newark's stately tower

Looks out from Yarrow's birchen bower
;

The minstrel gazed with wistful eye

No humbler resting-place was iiigh."

Proceeding further into the Lowlands, the

tourist who wanders from Peebles along the

northern bank of the Tweed will come upon the Castle

of Neidpath, about a mile westward of the ancient town.

Occupying a rock that overhangs the sweeping river, it

is the strongest and most massive of the many feudal

fortalices which stud the district. The walls are eleven feet in thickness
;

its site is at
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the lower end of a wide, semicircular bend of the Tweed. The concave bank on which

it stands is steep, and of considerable height, and fifty years ago wood covered

all the slope. The convex bank commences with a little plain half circled by

the river, and, rising into a bold and beautiful headland, seems to stand as sentinel

over the bend.

The wood which once embowered this castle the old abode of Sir Simon

Fraser, who won the Battle of Roslin, and was afterwards put to death in London

was avariciously destroyed by the last Duke of Queensberry (the old Queensberry

of Bond Street and Piccadilly), to impoverish the estate before it went to Buccleugh,

the next heir of entail.

But of all the minor Border Castles few are more renowned in song and

story than the Tower of Johnnie Armstrong, the Laird of Gilnockie, who, Pitscottie

tells us,
" was the most redoubted chieftain that had been for a long time on the

Borders, either of Scotland or England. He ever rode with four-and-twenty able

gentlemen, well horsed, yet he never molested any Scottish man
;

" and it is said

that from the Borders to Newcastle "every Englishman, of whatever state, paid

him tribute," i.e., black-mail, which seems barely possible. His tower, called the

Hole House, is oblong, sixty feet in length, forty-six wide, and seventy high,

furnished with a cape-house and turrets. It occupies ( a steep rock, on the small

promontory of Gilnockie, washed on three sides by the Esk in Dumfries-shire, and

protected on the fourth by a deep ditch. During the reign of James V., he

committed such ravages, and excited such terror by his forays into Westmoreland

and Cumberland, that his band of Moss troopers became so great as to hazard a

defiance of the Crown. Hence the king marched against him, with numerous

forces, in person, and halted at Euesdale, a pastoral district of Dumfries-shire, from

whence he sent a herald to summon the attendance of the Laird of Gilnockie and

his chief followers, under a promise, it is said, of security.

He is known to have yielded a ready attendance, and in token of his peaceful

intentions towards his sovereign, he and thirty-six gentlemen, his adherents, ran

their horses at a gallop, and broke all their lances on Langholm Holm, while, as

the ballad has it, their ladies looked from the lofty windows,

"
Saying,

' God send our men well back again.'
"

But they were all hanged by order of the king, to whom, on finding his loyal

promises derided, Armstrong said proudly-
It is folly to seek grace at a graceless face

;
had I known this I should

have lived on the Borders despite you and King Harry too, though I know that

he would weigh down my best horse with gold, to learn that I am to die this

day."
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They were interred in a desert churchyard, where their graves are still pointed

out by the peasantry, who hold the memory of John of Gilnockie in high estimation,

and still affirm that the fresh young growing trees on which the Armstrongs were

The Eskt near Gilnockie.

hanged withered away, as a manifest sign

of the injustice of the execution. "Johnnie

Armstrong's Last Good Night
"

is still one

of the sweetest of old Scottish songs.

The turbulent spirit of the Armstrong clan was never broken or suppressed

until the reign of James VI., when their leaders were brought to the scaffold,

their strongholds razed to the ground, and their estates transferred to strangers,

so that now there is scarcely a landholder of the name. But there is something

warlike in the race still, as about eighty officers bearing the name appear in our

Army list after Waterloo.
f

JAMES GRANT.



CATHEDRAL CITIES.

Gloucester Cathedral, from the Railway.

"
rpHERE is no church, no place in

the kingdom, with the excep-

tion of Westminster Abbey, that is

so closely connected with the history

of our country
"

as the cathedral of

Canterbury. So writes, in his de-

lightful
" Historical Memorials," the

present Dean of Westminster, to wbose book we must refer our readers who would

study at length the chronicle of the more important events of which our metropolitan

cathedral has been the scene. Though the outward glories of Canterbury be faded,

though the shrine of St. Thomas gleams no longer with gold and gems, though no

pilgrims crowd the precincts, and mount the long ascent to the Trinity Chapel ;

though its archbishops be no longer
"
Popes of a second world," yet it is still the

visible centre of a spiritual force no less potent, we hope, than in the days when

they cowed monarchs by their anathema, and tamed them with the discipline of the

monastery for it is the mother church of the Church of England, the chief cathedral

of an episcopate that has its members in every quarter of the globe. Though the
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archiepiscopal throne has, doubtless, its trials and its difficulties now, and no man,

after the warning which a neighbouring country has given us, can venture to say

what ending may not be in store for its occupants, yet the former days were more

stirring than the present, for no less than five of the early archbishops have died a

violent death.

Canterbury Cathedral is a shrine worthy of great memories. It is one of the

largest, almost the longest, and in many respects the most impressive among our

cathedrals. Its coronet of towers is almost unequalled; the choir, with its long ascents

and converging walls, is unique in Britain. Its architectural history extends over a

long period ;
and the present building contains work from the eleventh to the fifteenth

century, and even some of a much more recent date. The cathedral stands on the

site of the ancient Roman or British church granted by Ethelbert to Augustine, "the

earliest monument of the English union of Church and State." That, after various

vicissitudes, was destroyed by fire at the time of the Norman Conquest, and not a

trace of it now remains. Lanfranc rebuilt it, and his successors, Anselm and Conrad,

re-constructed the eastern part of his church on a far more magnificent scale. Four

years after the murder of Becket, this "glorious choir of Conrad," as it was called,

was wholly burnt down, amid the wild wailings of the people. The work of re-building

went on from 1174 to 1184, when the choir and eastern part of the cathedral were

completed, the nave of Lanfranc yet remaining intact. This was taken down and

rebuilt, 1378 1410, the great central tower, known by the name of "Bell Harry,"

being completed about eighty years later. This cathedral thus " exhibits specimens of

nearly all the classes of English pointed architecture, the principal, being Transitional

Norman and Perpendicular."

Canterbury Cathedral cannot thoroughly be appreciated unless it be studied

from a considerable distance
;

for its great size and unusually intricate plan make

the task of apprehending it a difficult one from "any near point of view, . so- that

we unconsciously compare only some part, not the whole, with surrounding objects'.

But when the building is seen in all its grandeur, rising far. above the trees and

houses of the town almost like a mountain of carved stone dwarfing all surrounding

objects, we realise that it is indeed worthy to be a mother church of a great country.

The cathedral is certainly most fortunate in its surroundings. The old grey walls and

circular towers, which still enclose part of the town, the narrow streets with their

picturesque houses, and occasional fragments of ancient buildings, chief among which

is the gateway of St. Augustine's Abbey, tell of a peaceful present and an unbroken

continuity with the past, and fitly introduce us to the Precinct, or Christ Church

Gate, an extremely rich and beautiful work of the early part of the sixteenth century.

We pass through this into the Close, and at once obtain one of the most striking

general views of the cathedral. A grassy lawn, bordered with trees, runs all along
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Baptistery, Canterbury Cathedral.

the southern side, allowing of a much more uninterrupted view than is possible from

any other quarter. The central tower rises grandly above the nave, its firm,
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simple, yet graceful lines, contrasting well with the more florid and less satisfactoiy

outlines of those at the western end, the northern of which is quite a modern work

replacing an old Norman tower pulled down some forty years since. Immediately in

The Precinct Gut,; Canterbury.

front of us is the fine southern porch, from the earliest times the principal entrance

to the cathedral. Passing along hy the side of the nave we come to the transepts,

with their extensive remains of late twelfth century work
; simple and massive, yet

beautiful. We cannot fail to notice the windows of the crypt, a very unusual feature :
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this, in fact, at Canterbury, is rather a second church than a crypt proper. A part was

allotted hy Queen Elizabeth to French and Flemish Protestant refugees, and a service

in French is still carried on there. At the extreme east of the cathedral rises that

perplexing appendage, commonly called Becket's Crown. It is circular in plan, and

is attached to the eastern apse. The upper part is unfinished; it was obviously

intended to be carried up at least a stage higher ;
and from the size of the buttresses

one would infer that it was to be covered by a dome or conical roof. Mr. Fergusson

thinks it occupies the site of the Saxon Baptistery, in which the earlier archbishops

were buried. I have occasionally seen somewhat similar terminations to Continental

churches, the nearest resemblance being the cathedral of Trondhjem, in Norway.

Passing round to the north side we are involved in a wilderness of buildings, the

remains of the ancient Benedictine monastery. Many beautiful fragments still exist,

either standing in ruins or incorporated into dwelling-houses. Before reaching the

cloisters we come to a most picturesque building, the exterior of what is now called

the Baptistery. The Norman portion of this dates from about the middle of the

twelfth century, and is really a lavatory. The upper structure, obviously of much

later date, now contains the font. It would be difficult to find a "nook" more

characteristic than this of the architecture of the cathedral and of the picturesque

details in which this northern side is so wonderfully I ha'd almost said bewilderingly

rich. Beyond the Baptistery lies the cloister with its quiet "Paradise." From the

north-west angle of this is a grand view of Bell Harry Tower, jonly surpassed by that

from the Deanery garden, which is in a nearly similar situation towards the north-east.

Far above the ruined fragments of the once sumptuous monastery beautiful still in

their shroud of vegetation, Nature's last honour to departed grandeur ;
far above the

striking window of the chapter-house, a work of the last part of the fifteenth century ;

far above the gables and pinnacles of the double transepts, rises that noble mass of

masonry, its fine vertical lines, like sheaves of spears, giving the idea of almost

immeasurable height, yet cunningly wrought together and relieved by the deep arches

of the windows and the rich tracery of the wall panellings. The name " Bell Harry

Tower" is derived from a small bell hung at the top. This tower was the last great

work before the Reformation ;
it replaced an older one, more familiar to the eyes of

pilgrims, which went by the name of the "Angel Steeple," because it was crowned

by the gilt figure of an angel.

We have lingered long outside, but one more fragment of the monastery cannot

be left unnoticed the Norman staircase in the outer court, a unique relic. This

now leads to the hall of the Grammar School, which stands on the site of an older

hall, believed to have been intended for the accommodation of guests of the more

humble classes. The architecture, as the sketch shows, is remarkably rich. This

alone would repay one for a long pilgrimage to Canterbury.
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But the most interesting localities are within the cathedral. The northern

transept was the scene of an event which was the glory of Canterbury and a great

national disaster the glory of Canterbury, because it brought wealth untold to the

monastery of Christ Church
;
a national disaster, because it enabled astute ecclesiastics

to inflict a lasting humiliation on the State, and gave rise to a host of superstitious

abuses. The tale of the murder has been so graphically told by Dean Stanley, that

no excuse need be offered for borrowing from his narrative. During the afternoon

of Tuesday, the 29th of December, a stormy interview took place between the four

knights and Becket in his palace, which ended in a violent quarrel. The knights

ran out to summon their men
;

the archbishop, yielding to the entreaties of his

attendant monks, withdrew to the sanctuary of the cathedral. He had passed along

the cloister, he had entered the northern transept, and was slowly mounting the

steps which led to the choir, when the knights rushed in by the same door. The

deepening gloom of a winter evening, and probably the central pillar of the transept,

hid for a moment the archbishop and his few remaining followers, for most of them

had now fled. The knights sprang round the pillar, and called,
" Where is the

archbishop?" Becket turned and descended "from the fourth step, which he had

reached in his ascent, again into the transept, suddenly confronting his assailants.

Startled by his sudden appearance, the nearest of them sprang back two or three

paces, and Becket, passing by him, took up his station between the central pillar

and the massive wall, which still forms the south-west corner of what was then the

Chapel of St. Benedict. Another brief altercation took place, during which they

tried to drag the archbishop out of the church, but he resisted violently, setting

his back against the pillar, and even flung one of the four knights on the ground.

All the five were now infuriated with the straggle. First one, and then another,

struck him with their swords
;

and in a few moments the archbishop's lifeless body

lay on the pavement of his own cathedral." The transept has been rebuilt, but part

of the old wall against which he fell still remains
;

and a slab in the pavement,

marked by a singular square insertion, is probably one of those which were stained

with his blood. The body was first buried in a new marble sarcophagus, "in the

ancient crypt, at the back of the shrine of the Virgin, between the altars of

St. Augustine and St. John the Baptist." From this resting-place the relics were

transferred, with great solemnity, early in the reign of Henry III., to a sumptuous

shrine east of the Patriarchal Chair, in the choir above.

But before that event the cathedral witnessed a scene happily since unparalleled

in English history the humiliation of Henry II. himself, as complete as that of his

German namesake at Canossa, or that attributed to Barbarossa at Venice. The

king's submission at Avranches had not sufficed
;

the Scots were across the border
;

half England was in revolt ; the blood of the martyr was supposed still to cry for
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vengeance. Undeterred by a gale, the king crossed the Channel, landed at Southampton,

and entered Canterbury as a penitent,
"
barefoot, with no other covering than a

woollen shirt and a cloak to keep off the rain." The stones of the street stained

The Norman Staircase, Canterbury.

with his bleeding feet, he entered the cathedral, did reverence at the slab where

the archbishop had fallen, and was solemnly scourged by the bishops and monks

before the tomb, at which, after receiving absolution, he passed the night fasting,

"
resting against one of the rude Norman pillars, on the bare ground, with bare feet

still unwashed from the muddy streets."

So, for centuries after, jewels gathered on the shrine, and offerings flowed into the
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abbey chest, as crowd after crowd of pilgrims, like those whom Chaucer has described,

thronged the streets of Canterbury and the holy place of St. Thomas. Then, almost

suddenly, came the crash. The position of Becket, as champion of the Papacy against

the Crown, caused the hand of Henry VIII. to fall with peculiar weight on all

connected with his memory. To point the moral more effectually, it is said that

the saint was solemnly cited to appear within thirty days, to answer a charge of

"
treason, contumacy, and rebellion." It need hardly be stated that the summons

was not answered, even in the person of a medium, so sentence was pronounced,

the shrine was broken up, and its jewels sent to the royal treasury ;
the archbishop's

bones were burnt or secretly buried, and his memory, as far as possible, was

obliterated from the cathedral. The site of the shrine, however, may still be traced

in the floor of the Trinity Chapel, where a magnificent piece of mosaic pavement

remains, similar to those so common at Eome, and, doubtless, wrought from the

spoils of some Italian structure of imperial times.

Another tomb, however, yet exists, to which, though no pilgrim throng has

sought it, most Englishmen at the present day will turn with far more sympathetic

interest that of the Black Prince. It now stands in the Trinity Chapel, between the

first two piers on the south side. Whether it was originally placed there, or was

removed thither in the reign of Henry IV., is a matter of some doubt, for the prince

in his will expressly commanded that his body should be interred near that of the

"vray martir monseignour Seint Thomas," in the middle of the crypt. "There he

lies
;
no other memorial of him exists in the world so authentic. There he lies, as

he had directed, in full armour, his head resting on his helmet, his feet with the

likeness of the spurs he won at Cressy, his hands joined as in that last prayer which

he had offered up on his death-bed. There you can see his fine face, with the

Plantagenet features, the flat cheeks, and the well-chiselled nose, to be traced

perhaps in the effigy of his father in Westminster Abbey, and his grandfather in

Gloucester Cathedral. On his armour you can still see the marks of the bright

gilding with which the figure was covered from head to foot, so as to make it look

like an image of pure gold. High above are suspended the brazen gauntlets, the

helmet, with what was once its gilded leopard crest, and the wooden shield; the

velvet coat also, embroidered with the arms of France and England, now tattered

and colourless, but then blazing with blue and scarlet. There, too, hangs the empty
scabbard of the sword wielded perchance at his three great battles, and which

Oliver Cromwell, it is said, carried away. On the canopy over the tomb there is

the faded representation painted after the strange fashion of those times of the

Persons of the Holy Trinity, according to the peculiar devotion which he had

entertained. In the pillars you can see the hooks to which was fastened the black

tapestry, with its crimson border and curious embroidery, which he directe'd in his will
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should be hung round his tomb and the shrine of Becket. Bound about the tomb,

too, you will see the ostrich feathers, which, according to the old, but, I am afraid,

doubtful tradition, we are told he won at Cressy from the blind king of Bohemia, who

perished in the thick of the fight, and interwoven with them the famous motto with

which he used to sign his name,
'

Houmout,'
' Ich diene.'

'

We turn now to the cathedral city of the northern province York, the sister

and once the rival of Canterbury. The chief town of the Brigantes, formerly one

of the strongest tribes in Britain, it became, under the name of Eboracum, an

important Eornan colony, and two emperors died within its walls. Thus it was

among the first cities to claim the missionary efforts of Augustine, and Paulinus,

one of his companions, was sent thither. His preaching converted the king of the

country, Eadwin by name, and the foundation of the cathedral dates from his

baptism, on Easter Day, A.D. 627. To give due solemnity to that rite, a wooden

chapel had been erected, as time did not allow of a more convenient building. About

this the king afterwards commenced building a church of stone, in which the

wooden chapel could stand, as the Sacred Tomb now does beneath the rotunda of

the Holy Sepulchre Church at Jerusalem; and though he died before the work was

completed, yet his design was afterwards carried into effect. The little baptistery,

with the ancient church, has, of course, long perished, for the whole was destroyed

by fire nearly a century and a half after Eadwin's baptism. The church, however,

was soon rebuilt, only to perish in the same way shortly after the Norman Conquest.

To this latter structure a fragment of a wall in one of the crypts is believed to

belong. The present cathedral is not even the immediate successor of this, for

that which replaced it was only allowed to stand about sixty or seventy years.

Indeed, the choir has been twice rebuilt since the Conquest, and the present structure

mainly dates from the latter part of the fourteenth century. The transepts are

older, as they belong to the first half of the thirteenth, and the nave to the end of

the same. The towers are the latest parts of the building, as they were not completed

till about the year 1470. Thus the present cathedral occupied about a hundred and

fifty years in its rearing, and represents the richest period of English art. Less

striking in situation than Durham or Lincoln, with which its noble group of high
towers most aptly suggests comparison ;

less full of historic interest than Canterbury
or Westminster, it is conspicuous among English cathedrals for the extent of ground
which it covers, and the width of its nave and choir. In these matters it excels all

;

in the height of its roof it is only surpassed by Westminster.

As a rule, there is something prosaic in the outline of all cathedrals with three

towers, and York is no exception to this. At the same time its design is full of

dignity and grandeur; and, while falling short of the exquisite grace of WT

ells, is

redeemed by its richness from a cold severity. The western front is, in my opinion,
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the most striking part of the cathedral; the great window, with its intricate tracery,

in which the outline of a heart appears, being certainly one of the finest in England;

and the chapter-house, with its conical roof, breaks most pleasingly the lines on the

northern side of the building.

Durham Cathedral, from fhe River.

The interior of the cathedral, notwithstanding its richness in stained glass, in

many cases of ancient date, is rather cold and unattractive, exhibiting too often that

merely mechanical execution which, after the first bursting into bloom of the

Decorated Style, not seldom replaced the massive grandeur of the Komanesque, or the

exquisite, though never effeminate, delicacy of the Early Pointed. The east window

48
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is remarkable mainly for its size, since it is the largest glazed opening in England,

if not in the world, and by great good fortune has preserved its original stained glass,

which dates from the beginning of the fifteenth century ; still, as a composition, it is far

inferior to that at the western end. But the lover of simple beauty will pause longest

before the far-famed Five Sisters, in the northern transept. These five beautiful

lancets, of equal size, still retain their original rich diaper glass, the legend of whose

origin has been told so well by Dickens in " Nicholas Nickleby." The chapter-

house, with its noble windows, must not be left unvisited, of which it has been

well said, "It is still fully entitled to the distinction implied in the ancient verse

painted on the left side of the entrance,
' Ut rosa flos florum, sic est domus ista

domorum.'
" The town of York contains many picturesque remains of ancient times,

not the least notable being those of St. Mary's Abbey. It also, like Chester, has

retained its old walls and some of its gates nearly intact.

"Durham alone, among English cities, with its highest point crowned not only

by the minster, but by the vast castle of the prince-bishop, recalls to mind

those cities of the Empire Lausanne, or Chur, or Sitten where the priest, who bore

alike the sword and the pastoral staff, looked down from his fortified height on a flock

which he had to guard no less against worldly than against ghostly foes." So writes

Dr. Freeman, in his work on the Norman Conquest, indicating most truly the dis-

tinctive feature of Durham among the cathedrals of Britain. So far indeed as its site

is concerned, he might have found even closer analogies. Almost exactly as at Durham,

the cathedral and Papal palace at Avignon look from the brow of their limestone

crags over the curving waters of the Ehone, or the towers and walls of Laon rise high

above the plain of Champagne. The site is one which Nature has indicated for a

"great high place." The river Wear in one of its windings almost encloses a lofty

peninsula guarded by steep slopes. Hither, nine hundred years ago, Ealdham, Bishop

of Northumbria, struck with the advantages of this natural fortress, bore the body

of St. Cuthbert. There his followers reared a church for the sacred relics, first

of wood, then of stone. In the latter they were deposited with all solemnity, in the

year 999. All traces of this church have long ago disappeared, for the earliest of the

existing buildings belongs to a period some twenty years subsequent to the Norman

Conquest; by which time the "prelate of Durham became one, and the more

important, of the only two English prelates whose worldly franchises invested them

with some faint shadow of the sovereign powers enjoyed by the princely churchmen of

the Empire. The Bishop of Ely in his island, the Bishop of Durham in his hill-

fortress, possessed powers which no other English ecclesiastic was allowed to share."

Its bishop the lord of a palatinate, its walls among the most sacred of sanctuaries,

its site might well be a noble one, as indeed it is
;

its western facade, with the

pair of grand towers and projecting gables, almost overhanging the densely-wooded
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slopes above the winding river; its central tower rising yet higher into the air above

the lofty nave, the massive castle walls, and the group of conventual buildings. It

would be impossible to find a site worthier of a noble building, or a building

worthier of a noble site.

On a nearer approach, a sense of disappointment or perhaps rather a pang of

pain chills for a moment the first glow of pleasure. It is evident that the cathedral

has lost something of its ancient glories not by the touch of time, not by the hand

of the spoiler in the usual sense, but by that of the so-called restorer. There lived at

the end of the last century a man named Wyatt, of whom it is no libel to say that

he was more destructive to our English cathedrals than any natural convulsion has

ever been. "He touched nothing that he did not spoil" might well be his epitaph.

Without any sense of beauty, without any reverence for antiquity, absolutely besotted

by his shallow self-sufficiency, "he destroyed, he built, he changed square into round"

in every structure which ignorant guardians and they were many gave into his

power. He pulled down the western facade of Hereford, and ruined its nave
;
he

spoiled the interior of Salisbury; and pared, mangled, and impoverished to an incon-

ceivable extent the noble exterior of Durham. West of the nave stands one of the

most peculiar features of the cathedral, which had a narrow escape from Wyatt a kind

of large enclosed porch or chapel, commonly called " The Galilee." This singular name

has been borne almost from the time of its erection, which was about the year 1175.

It is supposed to have reference to " Galilee of the Gentiles," as implying that the

building was less sacred than the rest of the cathedral. Notwithstanding this, there

seems no doubt that it was intended for a Lady Chapel. It is a beautiful, almost

graceful, Norman structure, with the roof supported on rich arches and rows of

slender columns, which, however, together with other details, were considerably

altered in the fifteenth century. South of the main entrance is a simple flat altar-

tomb, engraved with the well-known Latin verse,
" Hac sunt in fossa Bedse venerabilis

ossa." As the story goes, the monk who composed this inscription for Bede's grave

had got his hexameter line perfect with the exception of the last word but one, for

which he vainly racked his brain. Puzzling thus, he fell asleep, and on awakening

in the morning found that angelic hands had filled up the gap. There seems to be

little doubt that the bones enclosed in the tomb are really those of the saint, which

were stolen from Jarrow early in the eleventh century.

At the other end of the cathedral, in the beautiful chapel of the " Nine Altars," is

the site of St. Cuthbert's shrine, once the holiest ground in the cathedral. The

magnificent superstructure was destroyed at the Keformation, and the body of the

saint reputed to be incorrupt buried in front of the base. Though legend says that

'

Deep in Durham's Gothic shade

His holy relics are in secret laid,"
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the spot being known only to three of his servants, "sworn to solemn secrecy," yet

the excavations made during the present century have placed it beyond doubt that

the great missionary of the north at last rested here. Hard by once hung the banner

The Western Doorway, Rochester Cathedral.

of St. Cuthbert, bearing the "
holy corporal cloth

"
used by the saint when he said

mass, and the " Black Rood of Scotland," which was left so mysteriously in the hands

of David I. after his struggle with a wild hart on the site of Holyrood Abbey. This

relic, hardly less sacred than the stone of Scone, was brought by the Scotch king to

the battle of Neville's Cross, biit St. Cuthbert's banner proved a yet more potent

charm, and the Black Rood fell accordingly into the hands of the conquerors.
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Space fails to tell of the other wonders of the cathedral its noble nave, with

the massive ornamented Norman columns, reminding us of those of Dunfermline, which

has, happily, been less injured by the

restorers than many others
;
the chapter-

house, now but a wreck of its former

grandeur ;
the conventual buildings ;

the

library, with its treasures of manuscripts

and vestments among them the stole

and maniple given by Athelstane in

honour of St. Cuthbert, and found, with

other relics, in his tomb
;

as well as

the castle adjoining, once the episcopal

palace, which still retains some fine

ancient work. Of objects of interest

Durham has its full share, while for

grandeur of position it is unequalled

among the cathedrals of England.

The cathedral of Kochester is small

Salisbury Cathedral.
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and almost insignificant compared with its metropolitan neighbour, Canterbury,

with which, however, it has something in common, for the nave, which is Norman,

is very probably a small copy of the former nave of that cathedral. The choir

and transepts are Early English, and Eochester also possesses a fine crypt beneath

the former part of the building. The cathedral generally is plain and simple in

style, belonging chiefly to these two periods of architecture, though it has had a

few insertions and additions of later date, such as the Perpendicular window,

which has spoiled the fine Norman west front (though happily the doorway, with

its wonderfully rich and massive sculpture, has escaped), and the centre tower, most

of which is a feeble work of the present century. The cathedral has been rather an

iinlucky building. The Saxon one which stood on the site of the present was sorely

harried by the Danes, and was in ruins at the time of the Norman Conquest. In the

twelfth century it twice suffered severely from fires. In the year 1264 it was

desecrated by the soldiers of Simon de Montfort when they were besieging the Castle.

The stained glass appears to have been destroyed at the dissolution of the Benedictine

monastery, for Archbishop Laud complains of the injury which the interior had

received from want of glass to the windows. At the time of the Commonwealth the

nave was for some years used as a carpenter's shop, and " several saw-pits were

dug in it." The crypt is the most interesting part of the building. As at

Canterbury, it extends under the whole length of the choir, the floor of which is in

consequence elevated, as also at Glasgow, considerably above the level of that of the

nave. It is of two ages, the central part being later than either of the ends. It

is difficult to obtain a satisfactory view of the cathedral as a whole, for it is shut

in by buildings, but the group formed by it and the ruined castle crowning the

slope above the Medway is an extremely picturesque one, although the modern

bridge has rendered the scene less tempting to the artist's pencil than it was in

the days of Turner.

The cathedral of Salisbury is remarkable in two respects it is almost wholly

built in one style, and affords from one point of view the most perfect composition

in England, perhaps even in Europe. Take your stand on the north-east, beneath

one of the fine trees that border the green lawn environing the cathedral on the

north and west, and say whether it is possible to conceive anything more full of

grace than this structure. The eastern Lady Chapel leads up to the higher level

of the choir
;
the double transepts break by their gables the long line of roof which

often gives a monotony to this part of the building, and mask that of the nave
;

the western face of this the weakest part of the whole composition is invisible ;

and the ascending group of gables is crowned by the exquisite central steeple the

most slender, and perhaps the most beautiful, in England. The whole forms a

group ordered by those subtle and delicate curves in which Turner 'so delighted.
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Other cathedrals have their grand features or their bits of exquisite beauty,

Salisbury challenges our admiration as a whole, as one poetic thought not many

fancies graven in stone.

The greater portion of the cathedral was built in the earlier half of the

thirteenth century, the west front being with the exception of the steeple the

latest part, as it is the least satisfactory. It is poor and rather prosaic in design ;

richer, indeed, than the rest of the cathedral (which is sometimes blamed for

"leanness," though I should rather call it simplicity), but none the better for this

richness, being expanded by turrets and what is really blank wall, like the facade

at Lincoln, yet so broken up in design and shallow in execution as to be far less

impressive than Wells or Peterborough. The interior of the cathedral, like the

greater part of the exterior, is somewhat plain in its details, but the double

transept gives a wonderful beauty and enrichment to the design of the eastern

part ;
the chapter-house, now gorgeously restored, is no unworthy rival to that of

Westminster; and the cloister court, with the quiet "Paradise" within, where the

grey stone contrasts with the bright tints of the grass and the sombre shadows of

some fine cedars, is one of the most lovely that I know. But after all the steeple

is the chief glory of the cathedral, whether we view it from afar, grey in the

distance, over the wide downs of Salisbury Plain, or see it rising high above trees

and houses from the grassy meadows that edge this southern Avon, or, as is best,

contemplate it as the crown of the view which I have already named. A little more

than 400 feet in height, it is far the loftiest in Britain. Evidently a central tower

formed part of the original plan, for the first storey is Early English in style ;

though the two upper and the spire date from the reign of Edward III. Owing

to a settlement in the two western piers, the spire leans slightly, a plumb-line

dropped from the base of the vane deviating twenty-three inches from the true

position. Every precaution, however, has been taken to preserve this noble structure

from the fate of Chichester.

The restorer Wyatt was let loose on Salisbury, and, as usual, did more mischief

than all the iconoclasts who had preceded him. To quote the words of Mr. King,

in his excellent guide-book to the English cathedrals,
" He swept away screens,

chapels, and porches ;
desecrated and destroyed the tombs of warriors and prelates ;

obliterated ancient paintings ; flung stained glass by cart-loads into the city ditch,

and levelled with the ground the campanile, of the same date as the cathedral

itself, which stood on the north side of the churchyard. Such were the operations

which our forefathers pronounced tasteful, effective, and judicious!" Among the

tombs which have escaped the destroyer's hands is one which has a special and more

than usually sad interest, the monument of the Boy Bishop. It was the custom at

some of the cathedrals for the chorister-boys to elect one of their number to this
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office on St. Nicholas' Day (December 6th), and he remained in possession of the

dignity till after Innocents' Day. He wore the mitre and the rest of the episcopal

attire, carried the pastoral staff, and read the holy office. The little fellow

The South Porch, Gloucester Cathedral.

whose monument is here preserved must have died during his brief tenure of this

high dignity.

The church towers of the west country are famous among those of England

for combined grandeur and richness
;
and it would not be easy to find among them a

finer example than Gloucester. Faults of detail may no doubt be discovered in it and

iii other parts of the building, as in almost all fifteenth century work, -but the effect
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as it rises high above the valley of the Severn must be admitted to be extremely grand.

The battlements and the

lofty pinnacles are con-

structed of open stone-

work, which gives a

peculiarly light and ele-

gant finish to the richly-

decorated structure. The

style is Perpendicular,

to which, or to the Nor-

man, the greater part

of the cathedral (once

attached to a Benedic-

tine monastery) belongs.

In early days it suffered

much from fire
;

the

first (Saxon) church was

totally destroyed. Its

successor, completed in

the year 1100, was

greatly injured only two

years later, and still

more twenty years after

this
;
twice again it suf-

fered before the close

of the century. The

effects of these, it is

said, may be seen in

the discolouration and

partial calcination of

some of the stones
;
and

of course they necessi-

tated important restora-

tions. Prosperous days

begun with the entomb-

-, ~ ment of Edward II.,7ae Jown Hall, Exeter.

who straightway became

a sort of local saint a character with which he was not much credited during life

and attracted a great crowd of devotees. Their offerings supplied the means of

49
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carrying out important works in the abbey, commencing with the south transept and

concluding with the Lady Chapel, which was not completed till almost the close of

the fifteenth century ;
the tower being finished about twenty-five years before. The

cathedral, notwithstanding the long siege of Gloucester, suffered less than many

during the Civil War, and has since escaped fairly well from the hands of restorers;

little having been done till the middle of the present century was passed, since which

time a more conservative spirit has prevailed among architects.

The greater part of the interior of the nave is Norman work, and the pillars,

circular in form, are remarkable for their unusual height. The effect of this is very

grand, but the necessary diminution of the triforium and clerestory is less satisfactory.

The west front, however, in which is a very large window, with the two adjoining bays,

is Perpendicular, having been rebuilt about the year 1430. To the same date

belongs the rich southern porch, which, both in stjie and position, reminds us

of that at Canterbury, a work of nearly the same age. The transepts and choir

still retain much of the old Norman work, especially in the lower part, but this is to

a considerable extent masked by a sort of veil not a casing, as at Winchester of

Perpendicular tracery. The east window is the largest in England, and the choir

vaulting is singularly rich and intricate in pattern. Among the monuments, two

deserve much more than a passing notice one is that of the unfortunate Edward II.,

a highly-finished piece of rather late Decorated work, consisting of an altar-tomb

supporting a recumbent figure, and covered, like a shrine, with an extremely rich

canopy of tabernacle work. The other is that of Robert Courtehose, eldest son of

William I., whose fate was hardly less iinhappy. This is an altar-tomb with a

recumbent cross-legged figure, the whole being made of Irish oak
;

the monument,

however, does not belong to a very early period, for good judges assert that it cannot

possibly be older than the reign of Henry II. During the Civil War it was broken

up, but the pieces were bought and preserved by one Sir Humphrey Stanway, and

again put together after the Restoration.

The cloisters of Gloucester are perhaps the most beautiful in England, the

roof -being the earliest and one of the richest existing examples of the fan-vault.

According to Professor Willis, this style of vaulting is peculiar to England, and

lie suggests that it may have been originated by the school of masons employed in

this cathedral. The style is early Perpendicular, the building dating from the latter

part of the fourteenth century. "In the south walk are the 'carols' places for

writing or study twenty in number, formed by a series of arches running below the

main windows. In each 'carol' is a small and graceful window, of two lights. In

the north walk are the lavatories projecting into the cloister garth ;
these are very

perfect. Under the window is a long trough or basin into which the water flowed.

The roof is groined. Opposite, in the wall of the cloister, is the recess for towels."
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Ablutions here elm-ing a hard frost on a January morning must have been such

a chilly business, that one could not wonder if the monks were not enthusiastic

hydropathists.

Exeter possesses a cathedral with one of the richest western facades in England,

and many beautiful gems of detail. We give here a view of the Town Hall, a building

of the early part of the last century. Though it is not without a certain sturdy

Lincoln, from Canivitk Hill.

and almost picturesque dignity, it excellently illustrates, when contrasted with these

real gems of mediasval art, the state of feeling of an age which called Durham

Cathedral " a gloomy pile," considered that the " external appearance of an old

cathedral cannot but be displeasing to the eye of every man who has any idea of

propriety and proportion," but thought that the Assembly-Eoom at Scarborough
"
might be converted into an elegant place of worship."

Among our smaller cathedrals, few, notwithstanding all it has suffered, are more

beautiful, and none more interesting, than Hereford. No one can fail to be struck

by the fine Perpendicular north-western porch with its upper chamber; the Cantilupe
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transept with, its curious straight window mouldings, a grand work of the latter part

of the thirteenth century; or the Lady Chapel, still a most graceful Early English

structure, though it has

been over-much restored.

But, perhaps, the most cha-

racteristic feature of the

cathedral is the central

tower, an excellent example

of rather Early Decorated

architecture, finished about

The Jew's House, Lincoln.

the year 1320. Notwithstanding the imsatisfactory (modern) battlements and pinnacles,

the free use of the "ballflower" ornament, so largely employed at that time in this

district, gives a wonderful richness to this otherwise very massive structure. The

interior also is very curious
;
the bell chamber with the inner walls resting upon a sort of

open grating of stone, designed doubtless to diminish the pressure on the piers. There

was once a western tower, but its fall or dilapidation caused Wyatt to be summoned,

who almost ruined the fine Norman nave
;
the western bays of the choir show what we
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have lost. Not the least beautiful feature in the cathedral is the glimpse from the choir

through a rich late Norman arch into the Lady Chapel. The reredos and fine metal

screen are good examples of modern \vork
;
and the visitor will linger long, though we

cannot, over the many beautiful shrines and tombs ; the quaint Mappa Mundi decorated

with "anthropophagi and men whose heads do grow beneath their shoulders;" the old

chapter library, with the books yet chained to the shelves, and the like. The best

general view of the cathedral is undoubtedly that from the doorway of the Deanery on

the north-east. The most picturesque is, on the whole, that from the river side,

where the central tower rises above the old bridge, and the gables and trees of the

Bishop's Palace. When the fine western tower was also standing this must have been

a noble group. Now it is somewhat marred by the mean gable of Wyatt's facade.

Lincoln stands on a commanding knoll above the plain of the Witham, even more

proudly than Ely on its isle a cathedral scarcely yielding to Durham in the grandeur

of its site, perhaps almost surpassing it in the splendour of its design. Three noble

towers, among the loftiest in Britain, crown the whole building ;
two rising immediately

behind, though not forming a part of, the western facade
;

the other, which overtops

both that of Canterbury and that of Durham, standing in the usual central position.

Far and wide over the plain this grand group of towers is seen; they rise before the

traveller as he mounts the steep street which winds upwards through the ancient

city, till he views them from near in the precincts of the close itself. The western

front is of singular grandeur, and of rather unusual design a very large portion of

it being constructively nothing more than an extremely rich blank wall. The central

part is formed by the facade of the old Norman cathedral, with the usual Perpen-

dicular alterations. This facade has been very dexterously incorporated into a vast mass

of masonry, which is bounded by corner pinnacles, and has its sky-line broken by a

central gable, but is practically unpierced, except by two small doorways, one on

each side, with circular windows above. The inevitable flatness of this design is

relieved by covering the whole facade with rows of lancet arches. The effect thus

produced is exceedingly rich, but the design, I think, is open to question. A blank

wall it remains, after all, and that is a feature more adapted to the genius of the

Classic than of the Gothic art. The one virtually lets it alone, and so produces a

sense of vastness almost overpowering; the latter seems to be iincomfortably

conscious of an incongruity which it seeks to hide beneath a veil of sculptured stone-

work. The nave of Lincoln, which dates from the early part of the thirteenth century,

is of considerable beauty, though the wide spacing of its piers, and their want of

solidity, have been censured; there is also a curious twist in the axis of the building

near the west end, which is supposed to have been caused by the retention of the

old Norman facade, probably from motives of economy, after the design for the

re-building of the nave had been nearly carried out.
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In the central tower hangs the famous Great Tom, the third largest bell in

England notable as being the only one of the three which is occasionally swung.

The beautiful Galilee porch, and that to the presbytery on the south-east side, the

noble chapter-house, and the various views of the choir, will all in their turn attract

the visitor, as well as such minor points as the richly-carved Easter Sepulchre in

the choir, the old lavatory in the cloisters, and the singular
" stone beam "

a

depressed flat arch crossing the space between the eastern and western towers. One

point in the history of Lincoln should not be forgotten namely, that the present

cathedral was rebuilt in consequence of the older building (commenced soon alter

the Norman Conquest) being "cleft from top to bottom "
by an earthquake.

Lincoln Cathedral, upon the whole, has survived marvellously well both natural

and political convulsions. The stone with which the greater part of the fabric is

built has the peculiar property of hardening by exposure to the atmosphere, and

much of the carving is wonderfully preserved; though there are parts the cloisters,

for example which are decayed and even ruinous. But decay has heightened their

picturesqueness, and we should regret to see the clumps of moss removed from their

weather-beaten roof, the tufts of grass from the broken parapet, and the stains from

the massive buttresses. In the shadow of the cloisters will be found the original

effigy of the Swineherd of Stow. This pious man, so the story runs, by frugal living

managed to accumulate a peck cf silver pennies, and bequeathed the whole to the

authorities, to help to maintain the glories of their great church. The effigy seen

in our illustration occupied for several centuries the apex of the northern pinnacle

of the west front, but, becoming decayed, was replaced by a new statue about five-

and-twenty years ago.

Besides its castle, built by William the Conqueror, Lincoln contains, like most

other English cathedral cities, extremely ancient specimens of domestic architec-

ture, and amongst these the most interesting are the remains of the Palace of

John of Gaunt "old John of Gaunt, time-honoured Lancaster
" and of "the

Jew's House. " The remnants that exist of this last-mentioned truly old English

home (now incorporated into a row of mean little houses in a steep alley leading

towards the cathedral) evidently formed part of a house of considerable pretensions.

According to some, it dates back to the year 1100, and this may well be the case,

for Lincoln was one of the richest cities in England, and contained more than a

thousand houses, even so early as the period at which- the Domesday survey was

made.

Where trade was plentiful Jews were always found, and in the thirteenth century

they were somewhat numerous in Lincoln. It is on record that in 1255 they were

accused of crucifying a Christian boy who was found dead in a well, and that no

less than thirty-two of them were put to death,
" some of whom were tied to the
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feet of wild horses, dragged out of the city until they were dead, and then hanged

on gibbets at the common place of execution." The boy became canonized as

The Cloisters, Lincoln.

"Little" St. Hugh, or St. Hugh "the Less," to distinguish him from the Great St.

Hugh who was one of the earliest bishops of the diocese, and founder of the

existing cathedral.
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With Lincoln we must close our survey of the English Cathedrals, and leave

untouched a number of cities scarcely less interesting than those to which we have

briefly alluded. No other class of subjects in Great Britain can be mentioned that

possesses such wide and varied associations as the English Cathedrals. Their history,

if completely written, would include almost all the important events in the history of

the kingdom. They have in one way or another been connected with the noblest and

the greatest of our race
; they cover the ashes of our illustrious dead

; they illustrate

the rise, the progress, and the decay of art
;
and their shattered shrines and mutilated

sculptures are eloquent though silent witnesses to intense manifestations of religious

fervoiir, and to outbursts of fanatic zeal. Both on account of their beauty and for

their associations they must, so long as they exist, command the veneration of every

lover of the picturesque and every lover of his country.

T. G. BONNET.

The Castle Gate, Lincoln.
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THE GRAMPIANS

The Grampians, from Boat of Garten.

celebrated chain of

mountains, which, stretch-

ing like a mighty wall along

the northern frontier of the

Highlands, extends across the whole island

from the rugged district of Cowall in Argyle-

shire, washed by the waves of the Atlantic,

to Aberdeenshire on the German Ocean, and

then forms another ridge in a north-westerly direction, extends to the county of

Moray and the borders of Inverness. Their general height is from 1,400 to 3,500 feet

above the level of the sea
;
but some peaks there are, such as Benmore and Benlawers,

which are more than 3,900 and 4,000 feet respectively. The southern front of these

mountains the backbone of Scotland has in many places a gradual and pleasant

slope into a champaign country of great extent, of much fertility and extreme rural

beauty ; and, notwithstanding the formidable aspect of the mountains themselves,

with their coverings of dark brown heath and rugged masses of black or grey rock,

they are intersected in a thousand directions by rivers and brooks of all sizes and
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of the most pure and limpid water, that in some places come rolling in foam

and fury over beds of stone, in others roll peacefully among the richest pastures,

sheltered by woods of the solemn pine or the graceful silver birch, fringing lakes

that are second to none in the world for sylvan, but in some instances for stern

and gloomy surroundings.

These mountains collectively are supposed to derive their name from the Mons

Grampius of Agricola, who, according to Tacitus, in the year 84 encountered near

Ardoch (with the Koman army, consisting of 8,000 infantry, 3,000 cavalry, and 15,000

legionaries and auxiliaries) the Caledonian host led by Galgach, and was so severely

handled that he fell back to winter quarters in the woody peninsula now called

Fife. A district so varied in feature as the Grampians cannot be described with

even proximate accuracy, except in a detailed view of its parts.

The valleys which exhibit such a variety of natural beauty form a contrast with

the ragged nature of the mountains that overhang them. In the deeper defiles,

the rivers struggle to force a downward passage ;
and in some places the opposite

hills approach so near, that the waters, bearing with them trees, and even rocks,

rush with incredible force and deafening roar, in proportion to the height of the

fall and width of the openings. The latter are usually called passes, beyond which

no foreign foe and no armed force ever penetrated, till General Wade peacefully

opened up the terra incognita that lay beyond by the shovel and pickaxe, when he

made the Highland roads in 1724. The most famous of these passes are those of

Lennie, Aberfoil, Glenshee, and Killiecrankie, beyond which the Hessian division in

the Jacobite war flatly refused to march, as the scenery is so stupendous and gloomy,

that the soldiers averred the end of the world must be within it.

But beyond this, plains of various extent appear, filled with villages and culti-

vated fields in some places, in others where howling deserts alone meet the eye,

where the farms and hamlets have been swept away, and the people expelled, to be

replaced by deer and other game. The northern side of the Grampians is more

ragged in its appearance than the southern, and the enormous mountain masses are

seen piled over each other in awful magnificence, and often with their dark summits

hidden in grey mist or the lower ranges of cloudy vapour. Lead, iron, and some-

times silver are found among the volcanic rocks, and precious stones and crystals of

all colours are found in the Cairngorm group.

The range whose highest summit line forms the western and northern boundary
of Angus, while quite continuous and of uniform appearance, and specially entitled to

be known by a distinctive name, is probably, in spite of its local appellation of the
:< Binchinnan mountains," with their terrific precipices, more frequently grouped, in

popular speech, under the name of Grampians than any other part of the Highland
Border. None of the summits here are so majestic as those of Perthshire, nor are
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they covered with such green herbage as those which form the screens of Glenlyon,

and some other of the more southern parts of these mighty Grampians, on both

sides of which lie most of the scenes referred to in this article.

In the 110 miles of its course, from where it rises near Elvanfoot to its

confluence with the ocean (under the shadow of those Grampians that tower between

Cowall and Lochfyne), the Clyde has many beautiful cascades. At that of Stonebyres,

the first of them in approaching

the river from the west, we come

by a path laid out by the well-

Palace. known Kobert Owen, at a point

where the banks of the river

become more than usually rugged, precipitous, and confined. Upon leaving the

deep chasm of Bonnington Linn, the stream, which by that time has expanded to a

broad and noble river, after a rapid run of a few miles comes to its last fall, that of

Stonebyres, below which it enters on that series of fine alluvial plains which terminate

at Bothwell Bridge. Stonebyres Linn is eighty feet in height, and the river being

broken by two projecting rocks, forms three distinct falls, where a singular spectacle

is afforded at times by the unavailing efforts of the salmon, during the spawning

season, to surmount these obstacles to their upward progress.

It takes its name from the estate of Stonebyres, belonging to the ancient family

of Weir, and at this point the Clyde is confined between precipitous rocks, fringed
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with overhanging coppice and straggling trees. The Falls of Clyde are celebrated

in Scottish song, and it is supposed that in a space of about six miles the river

descends 230 feet, and that the valley of the river above these faUs is about 400 feet

above the level of the sea. A mile from Stonebyres it is crossed by an ancient

bridge of three arches. The whole valley of the Clyde is famous for its fertility and

the richness of its orchards. A single pear-tree has been known to yield sixty sleeks

of fruit, at fifty pounds per sleek i.e., a weight of sixty pounds ;
and there are now

pear-trees at Milton-Lockhart fully 300 years old
;

one Longueville tree is supposed

to have been in full bearing before the days of the Spanish Armada.

The beauty of the Falls of Clyde has excited the muse of Bowring and that

of Wordsworth a greater name in English poetry whose stanzas on the subject have

considerable beauty in them.

Before proceeding through the fertile carse of Stirling, no tourist or artist would

wiUingly omit to visit the ancient palace of Falkland, which has long since been

deserted by its royal inmates, and become the mansion of a gentleman named Bruce.

It lies near the base of the East Lomond hill in Fifeshire, and the view from its

southern parapets is one of great beauty. On one hand the two Lomonds spread out

their green sides, and point their conical summits to the sky ;
on the other the

fertile strath through the blue Eden winds, and the tvast extent of the mighty

vale, named the Howe of Fife, lie open from Strathniglo, from where the spires

of Cupar cut the sky, while all around the palace are the new woods with which

the late proprietors have sought to make up for the spoliation made of the stately

chase in which the Scottish kings were wont to hunt of old, and under which

Anne of Denmark is said to have flirted with "the bonnie Earl of Gowrie."

In its architectural details the palace resembles the oldest portion of Holyrood, but

is much more ornate. Engrafted by James III. and James IV. on the remains of that

ancient castle wherein the Earls of Fife resided in the Middle Ages, and where the

Royal Duke of Eothesay was so barbarously murdered by his uncle Albany, and

Ramornie of that ilk, it became the favourite residence of the good and gallant

James V., and in one of its chambers he died of a broken heart, on hearing of

the rout at Solway, in 1542. Eastward of this beautiful little palace there is a

large plain, amid the greenness of which a little knoll rises here and there above

the level. This consisted of a moss, which has been well drained, exhibiting the
%

remains of what was once the Kose Loch, of which the knoUs were islets
;
and

some are yet surviving who can remember when they shot wild ducks on this

garden-lake of the princely Stuart kings.

By an ancient bridge of four ribbed arches, which has high parapets, and rises

to an apex in its centre, and is of unknown antiquity, we could alone, until

recent years, cross the river Forth under the shadow of the quaint- and boldly
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picturesque town and castle of Stirling, which, rise on a high ridge ending in a

bold bluff, like old Edinburgh, the former having steep streets, queer old turreted

and crows-tepped houses, and the former presenting round, square, and clustered

towers, of various ages of antiquity, from their Eoman basements to the palatial

Stirling Bridge.

dwellings of the Stuart kings, and

the Scoto- French fortification of

later times, with its circular and

projecting turrets, or sentry-boxes

of stone, at the angles of the

bastions. In the castle, palace and

fortalice are combined, and are so

richly decorated with statues, rnoiild-
>

ings, and other florid architectural monuments, as to remind the traveller of majestic

Heidelberg ;
and from whatever point of view he proceeds, beyond the old bridge, so

renowned in story and in song, he passes only steep crags and wooded eminences,

that look down on the arena of some of the most famous battles of Scottish history.

If we look from Stirling when the sun is rising, we see him shine over undulating

groves and rich fields 011 stately mansions amid beautiful pleasure
- grounds the

winding Forth gradually expanding into a vast estuary, with towns, villages, and

spires occurring at intervals, till the landscape closes in hazy distance amid the hills,
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Bracklinn Bridge.

the umbered masses,

and the smoke of Edin-

burgh. The boundary

line of the horizon i-s

more close and craggy

as we look to the

north, where the deep purple slopes

and jagged peaks of the Grampian

range
^

stand sharply out against the

deep blue of the sky, while the

windings of the Forth lie like links

of gold amid their bordering

greenery.

A wooden bridge across the

Forth at Kildean, a point a little

west of the longitude of the castle,

and half a mile above the present

stone bridge, existed at a very early

period, and was the scene of that

notable battle in which Wallace cut

to pieces the army of Edward I.,

and vestiges of it are daily visible

at low water. By the ford here the

army of Montrose marched, in 1645,

to destroy the Covenanters on the

field of Kilsythe. The old stone

bridge first figures prominently in

history during 1571, when Hamilton,

the Archbishop of St, Andrew, Avas
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so barbarously murdered by being hanged over it by the faction of King James, under

the Regent, Earl of Lennox, who was slain in the adjacent streets soon after. It

formerly had two smaU flanking towers, near the west, or Stirling end, and two similar

towers near the east end, two low towers in the centre, and two gates, connected

respectively with the towers at each end. Two silver keys, each about seven inches

long, and of the ordinary form, belonged to these gates, and were always presented to

the king or any member of the Eoyal Family who passed through Stirling, in the

town-house of which they are still preserved. In 1745 the south arch of the bridge

was destroyed by General Blakeney, commanding in Stirling Castle, with the double

view of preventing recruits from the north joining the little army of Prince Charles

Edward, and that any deserters from it might be cut off in their retreat.

Hence when, in the February of the following year, Cumberland marched his

overwhelming force in pursuit of the retreating Jacobite clans, he had to halt at

Stirling, till the place of the deficient arch was sufficiently repaired by logs to admit

of being passed by his guns and cavalry, and it was mainly in consequence of this

detention that he failed to corne up with them sooner, otherwise the battle, which is

still execrated for the murder of all wounded and prisoners, might have been fought

elsewhere than on the moor of Culloden.

"The port-battery of Stirling Castle," says a writer, "commands in all its

amplitude and gorgeousness the surprisingly brilliant panorama from Ben Lomond,

Benvenue, Ben Ledi, Ben Voirlich, through the Trossachs, the vales of the Forth,

the Firth, and the Allan, the plains of Lennox and the opulent Lothians, to the

clearly-seen heights of the Scottish metropolis."

In progressing westward, the tourist on reaching the western branch of the

Keltie burn, in the Perthshire village of Callander, about ten miles from Stirling, comes

upon the Falls of Bracklinn, or rather a series of short falls and deep dark linns. The

Keltie rises at the base of the hill named Stuch-a-chroan, and flows through a wild

and savage glen, between Brackland and Auchinlaich, and falls into the Teith a mile

and a half below Callander. These falls are seen to the most advantage from a narrow

Alpine or rustic bridge, of only three feet in breadth, which rests upon two projecting

rocks, and which seems to hang suspended, at the height of more than fifty feet above

the white, foaming pool as Brae-linn literally implies into which the tumultuous

Keltie precipitates itself, over jagged masses of rock, with a thundering and ceaseless

roar. Many are reluctant to venture on this bridge ;
but a visitor here should always

note the magnificent view from the angle of the larch forest, eastward of Callander,

when passing from the village to the falls. There is in Ireland a place of the same

name, on the borders of Meath and Westmeath
;

but there it is applied to a large

morass.

Renowned in song and story, this great mountain rises, on the eastern shore of
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the lake of the same name, to the altitude of 3,36'2 feet. That vast sheet of water,

with its many isles, including that of Inveruglas opposite Inversnaid, a fort built to

overawe the MacGregors, when viewed from Ben Lomond, seems to lie at our feet.

In the distance the cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow can be seen sparkling in the

sunshine. We look down even on the vale of the Clyde with all its towns and

villages; in that direction, too, the distant Atlantic and the dim blue coast of

Ireland are visible
;

while to the north the prospect is grandly sublime, Alp piled

on Alp, dark Ben Cruachan towering above Ben Voirlich and all his brethren, with

snow-clad Ben Nevis rearing his loftier head in the greater distance.

The northern side of Ben Lomond is simply terrific ! There the mighty mass,

which from other points appears an irregular cone, suddenly becomes a crater, with

one side torn off, leaving a stupendous precipice 2,000 feet in height. On the brink

of this the tourist recoils with terror. We are in a region of clouds, which can be

seen floating midway down below. The effect of a rainbow here is marvellous
;
and

when the forked or sheet lightning is flashing far beneath us, and the thunder

reverberating from peak to peak, the awful majesty of the scene is immeasurably

heightened. "But this cannot be felt unless you are alone," says Stoddart; "a single

insulated being carrying his view over these inanimate masses seems to feel himself

attached to them, as it were, by a new bond."

On the western side of the mountain, at Craigrostan, is a cavern, to which

tradition assigns the honour of sheltering King Kobert the Bruce, after his defeat

by MacDougal at Dairy, when the "Brooch of Lorn" was lost. Here it is said he

passed the night surrounded by a flock of wild goats, in memory of which he afterwards

made a law that all goats should be exempted from grass mail or rent. Next day

he came to the Laird of Buchanan, who conducted him to the castle of the Earl

of Lennox, by whom he was sheltered for a time. Craigrostan, in the beginning of

the last century, was the property of the famous Eob Koy, who was the second son

of Lieutenant-Colonel MacGregor, of the family of Glengyle ;
and north of it is

another cave, in which he occasionally found shelter. His wife, Helen Mary, also

a MacGregor, was born in the house of Cromar, on the northern side of Ben Lomond
;

but no traces of it now remain.

By a narrow pass, where the rocks are of a height so vast, and in some places

so impending, that they seem to threaten to bury us the once formidable Pass of

the Trossachs we approach that singularly beautiful sheet of water, the charms of

which were unknown beyond the Highland frontier till the publication of the "
Lady

of the Lake " Loch Katrine, as it opened before the eye of Scott's imaginary hero,

Fitzjames.

In advancing onwards, the view of the lake is lost for a few minutes; but at a

turn of the wooded path it opens again, with a grandeur that increases, and Ellen's
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Isle, a mass of the greenest foliage in

summer, immediately arrests the atten-

tion. This was the "islet rock" from

whence, according to the poem, the

Knight of Snowdon's bugle-horn brought

Ellen's skiff to the Silver Strand,
" the

beach of pebbles white as snow" the

same isle to which the women of the

Clan Grigor fled to escape Cromwell's

soldiers, one of whom perished exactly

in the manner Scott describes the Low-

lander as dying.

Ellen's Isle.
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" One burnished sheet of living gold,

Loch Katrine lay beneath him roll'd,

In all her length far winding lay,

With promontory, creek, and bay,

And islands, that empurpled bright,

Floated amid the livelier light,

And mountains, that like giants stand,

To sentinel enchanted land.

High on the south, huge Benvenue

Down on the lake in masses threw

Crags, knolls, and mounds confusedly hurl'd,

The fragments of an earlier world
;

A wildering forest feathered o'er

His ruin'd sides and summit hoar,

While on the north through middle air

Ben-An heaved high his forehead bare."

Whether we continue to explore the northern side of this magnificent Perthshire

loch or embark upon its surface, fresh beauties delight the eye. Now we behold

bluff promontories, where rocks of singular blackness dip down into unfathomed

water, and anon deep bays with their "silver strands," covered with sandy gravel

bleached to snowy whiteness by the waves of ages. On every side rise rugged and

stupendous cliffs, covered with timber of eveiy kind, that seems to take root, not in

the earth, but in the living rock. Their branches are ever filled by the melody of

birds by day, and by day and night every cavern and crevice gives back its echo
;

while from far up the receding glens come the bleating of sheep, the cry of the

mountain shepherd, and the barking of his dogs.

" The eagle at one time might be seen sitting in lonely majesty on some lofty

rock, or sailing slowly through the air
;
but he is now banished from the district :

the heron, however, stalks among the reeds in search of his prey, and the wild duck

may frequently be seen gamboling on the water, or diving beneath its surface."

The only carriage road to Loch Katrine (a name derived from the Gaelic Ketturin,

"wild or savage") is by Callander; though pedestrians frequently come to it by the

old fort of Inversnaid, and approach by the western extremity. The first sight of

the lake, by this route, we obtain at a place called Colbaru and sometimes the

Garrow of Stronachlachar
;
but though there is a rude grandeur about it, the sheet of

water is less picturesque from this point of view. There we are surrounded by utter

desolation :

" the bluff headlands that project their weather-beaten fronts into the

water the noble oiitline of the lofty mountains the bare and rugged rocks with

which they are covered the deep ravines that form the beds of the innumerable

streams which flow down their sides the heath-covered rnuirs that intervene the

contrasted stillness and purity of the transparent lake make us feel that it is altogether

highly characteristic Highland scenery."

At this end of Loch Katrine, we are in what is called " the cpuntry of the
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MacGregors," and it was here that when iu arms uuder Rob Eoy they often sought

refuge from the Government troops and the oppression of their more powerful and

crafty neighbours. Here, on an island in 1708, Bob Eoy held prisoner for a time his

enemy, the Laird of Killearn, for grossly insulting his wife during his absence.

Glengyle, a lonely tract of country among the hills, at the upper extremity of the

loch, belonged to a family of the MacGregors, who, while their name was prohibited,

changed it to Graham, but have resumed it since.

. In this district rises Benvenue. This is the highest mountain which overlooks Loch

Katrine at the southern shore near its east end, yet its name signifies "the Small Hill,"

and was thus applied, though its height is 3,000 feet, in comparison with the loftier

Benledi and Ben Lomond. On its northern side this mountain, perhaps one of the

most picturesque in Britain, presents those enormous masses of rocks, which appear

to have been torn from its summit by some mighty convulsion of Nature, and hurled

in ruin upon the slopes below. At one time it was covered for two-thirds of its height

by ancient mountain ashes, by alders and lovely drooping acacia-like silver birches,

all of which were barbarously cut down about 1825,
" a lamentable outrage on the

scenery of this fairy and classic region."

It is at the base of Benvenue that we find the Coir-nan-Urislcin, or " Cave of the

Goblins," where it overhangs the lake in a solemn and impressive manner. It has
I

been described as "a deep circular amphitheatre or hollow in the mountain, about

600 yards in diameter at the top, but narrowing at the bottom, and surrounded on all

sides by impending rocks overshadowed by birch-trees, which render it impenetrable

to the rays of the sun. On the south and west it is bounded by the precipitous

shoulder of the mountain to the height of 500 feet
;

and towards the east the

rock appears to have tumbled down, strewing the whole slope with immense fragments,

which gives shelter to foxes, wild cats, and badgers."

The Urisks, or goblins, to whom this coir or hollow belonged, were supposed

to be scattered over the whole Highlands; but here they met at stated times.

According to Dr. Graham, they were a species of lubber-fiends, who, like the

Lowland Brownies, attached themselves to a family and performed much household

drudgery unseen in the night. In English this muster-place means "the den of

wild or shaggy men," and these are conjectured to have been originally some

more than usually ferocious outlaws; "but," says Sir Walter Scott, "tradition has

ascribed to the Urisks a figure between a goat and a man in short, however

much the classical reader may be startled, precisely that of the Grecian Satyr."

Further up the mountain is Bealach-nam-Bo, or the "Pass of Cattle." It is

a beautiful glade, overshadowed by the light quivering foliage of the silver birches,

"and the whole," says Scott, "composes the most sublime piece of scenery that

imagination can conceive." It leads into the district on the south side of Loch
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Katrine, and appears

to have been formed

by the partial severance of

this side of the mountain

from the rest of the range.

Although situated geo-

graphically in Stirlingshire, Ben

Lomond looks down on most of

the scenes we have been describ-

ing. Indeed, it is visible from

Edinburgh, sixty miles distant.

52
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The road that leads us from the head of Loch Lomond into Strathfillau, in

Perthshire, passes through Glenfalloch, the sylvan beauty of which is very remarkable

in its degree. It is watered throughout its length by the small river Falloch,

which is famous for its trout and pike fishing, and which rises on the north-east

side of Ben Chroau. Its entire length of course is only about ten miles, but its

motion throughout is brawling and garrulous. From Coilater-Mhor downward, it

flows along a romantic glen, overlooked by high mountains, the lower acclivities

of which, for some way, as well as up the Vale of Auld Chum, are clothed with

plantations.

On all sides Glenfalloch is surrounded by magnificent scenery : the chief feature

in the vale is Glenfalloch House, a seat of the Earl of Breadalbaue.

Here and there, with their smoke curling upward amid silver birches and pine

woods, or the newer plantations of beech and chestnut, may be seen some of

those humble Highland dwellings so peculiar to the district. The walls are often

rough stones taken from the bed of the nearest stream, and pointed with clay or

mortar; the cabers that support the thatched roof are the undressed stems of the

smaller mountain pine ;
the chimney is perhaps nothing better than a herring

barrel inserted in the straw or heather of which the roof is composed, and under-

neath it the kail-pot hangs on an iron hook, as there is seldom a fireplace. In

some instances they are formed without even walls, the cabers being merely fixed

in the hill-side. They are usually floored with hard-beaten clay, and consist of a

butt and ben i.e., an inner and outer apartment. In these stand indiscriminately

the meal-girnels and square box-beds, which are formed like rude wardrobes, with

hinged doors. The seats are usually stools, called "three-legged creepies."

A cow-house, a little garden patch enclosed by a rugged dry-stone wall, and

perhaps a bught, or fold wherein the ewes are enclosed at milking time, make up the

appendages of those humble dwellings wherein have been bom and bred a race of

men who, in defence of their -country in ancient times, were second to none, and before

whom, in later wars, the Invincibles of Napoleon bit the dust; but in too many
instances now the places from whence those gallant ranks were manned have been

reduced to desolate solitudes, the abode of the deer and grouse.

We come upon Glen Tilt a beautifully wooded valley, all entrance to which

was long debarred to the tourist as we pass down the vale of the Garry, from

which it suddenly opens at right angles. It is a narrow mountain pass, thirteen

miles in length, coming down from the northern extremity of Blair Athol, in

Perthshire, south-westward to its southern extremity at the ducal castle of Blair.

At its entrance, or lower end, it is covered with groves and coppice, a portion of

the superb demesne of the Duke of Athol.

Two miles from the entrance it is spanned by a lofty bridge, from which a
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magnificent landscape spreads before the eye, especially as it recedes towards the

north; and it presents in the aspect of the Tilt, which rolls through it, in many

places sheeted with foam, and in that of the huge mountains that overshadow it, a

scene of singular beauty and impressive grandeur. About midway up the glen, and

on its eastern side, rises the mighty ridge of Ben Gloe, the base of which is thirty-

five miles in extent, and the misty summit of which towers over all the adjacent

mountain-land. There the eagle builds his eyrie in the rocks, while the kestrel has his

Hermitage Bridge, Dunkeld.

nest in the hollow trees of the glen below.

Fine marble, of a pure white, and also of

light grey and a singularly beautiful green

tint, has lately been quarried in the re-

cesses of Glen Tilt, which has provoked

the geological inquirers, and tested the scientific acumen of many learned philosophers.

This glen is distinguished from all others in the Highlands by its very great depth,

narrowness, and prolongation, and by the extreme boldness and wildness of its upper

end, as contrasted with the woody beauty of the lower, where a profusion of the

graceful silver birch springs from crevices in the rocks. The green hills on each side

are either richly cultivated or densely wooded. "For some miles along the course of

the Tilt," says MacCulloch, "the scenery continues equally rich, and still more

various
;

the road passing through dense groves, or skirting the margin of this

picturesque stream, or opening into green meadows, where the woods are sometimes
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seen towering in a continuous sheet to the sky, and at others scattered over the sides

of the hills in a thousand intricate forms. Innumerable torrents and cascades fall

along their declivities, adding, with the numerous bridges which cross them, as much

to the beauty of the scene as do the roads which, winding about the hills in various

directions, display those traces of animal life, the want of which is so often felt in

Highland scenery now."

But seven miles above the village of Blair Athol the glen becomes a bare, bleak

valley, bounded by steep and lofty hills, and, lengthening as it goes, seems to the eye
" a uniform, deep, straight section of the country a ditch to guard and separate

a world."

On the summits of the loftier mountains here, such as Ben Gloe and others, the

weather has left little more than gravel and stones covered with moss, but further

down we find heath and the cranberry plant ;
in the boggy places the cloud-berry

with coarse grass ;
and vestiges of the ancient Highland plough are seen much

higher up than it is to be found in use in these days.

On the eastern bank of the Tilt, south-east of Athol House, lies Clach-ghil-

Andreas, or "the cemetery of Andrew's disciple;" but the river has only left a

small portion of this ancient burial-place. The coffins wJiich are found in it are

usually composed of fine flagstones. On the north side of Ben Gloe is Lochainn

i.e., "the river that is calm as a loch;" it flows to meet the Tilt.

Pennant tells us that one of the late Dukes of Athol, with great judgment,

but with great difficulty, cut, or rather blasted out, walks along the vast rocks and

precipices that bound the waters of the Bauavy and the Tilt.
" The waters are

violent, and form in various places cascades of great beauty. Pines and trees of

several species wave solemnly overhead and darken the romantic scene."

In the very heart of the Grampian range we come upon the district known

as Braemar. It is peculiarly Highland, and was long known as a royal forest;

and there still the Earl of Fife has immense herds of wild red deer. On the south

towers up Lochna Gar
;
on the north are the double cones of Ben-na-Buird, while

mightier Ben-Macdhui looms huge and vast to the westward. At the castleton of

Braemar are the ruins of an ancient hunting-seat built by Malcolm I. on the summit

of a rock called the Clunaidh. There the king had a drawbridge communicating
with the opposite bank, and hence the older name of the place was Cean-an-drochart,

or "the bridge-head." In this district is also the house of Invercauld, and noplace is

more characteristically adapted for the residence of a Highland chief. All around are

vast forests of silver birch and sombre firs. Behind the mansion now so often

visited by Royalty rises Craig Leik
;
below Lochna-Gar spreads the immense pine

forests of Balloch Buy, to the eye a sea of dark cones, amid which -the white

cascade of Garwal glitters in the sun. A few miles further down the river, in the
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centre of magnificent scenery, is the Queen's picturesque Highland residence,

Balmoral.

In addition to the natural woods, the chief of the Farquarsons planted, prior to

1801, eighteen millions of larch and pine ;
and many of these are now more than a

hundred feet in height, and strait as a ship's rnast. The military road passes Cairn-

na-cumnhe, or the "cairn of remembrance," which was the war-cry of the district;

and at that spot, when the Cross of Fire was displayed, every man had to muster in

arms, under pain of death.

All who go to the district of Blair Athol will be sure to visit Dunkeld. It is

when we emerge from the Pass of Birnam that ground made classic by Shakespeare

that we first see the now obscure but once famous little cathedral city of Dunkeld,

with its bridge and square church tower, embosomed among the dark woody hills of

Athol
;
and few who come thus far would omit to visit the Bran, especially at that

point from whence it is viewed at the Hermitage Bridge. But those who see it as it

flows under the latter deep, dark, pellucid, and still can form no idea of the terrific

force and fury of the stream a little way above. This tributary of the broad,

smooth Tay rises in the parish of Dull, and forces its way impetuously between rocks

and loose masses of stone, till it reaches the Humbling Bridge, a single arch thrown

across the mouth of a hideous chasm, the rocks of which nearly touch at the top,

and through which the river runs at the depth of ninety feet. The immense masses

of rock, the disorder in which they are grouped, and the roar, as of thunder, with

which the water flows, together with the utter gloom of the narrow fissure, all serve

to make the scene alike sublime, startling, and impressive. In following the course

of this mountain stream, every five or ten minutes we come upon some spot replete

with beauty and interest; though in some of these, as Stoddart tells us ("Eemarks,"

vol. ii.), there are "
cliffs which, with the screams of the kites and other ravenous

birds flying perpetually across them, are wild and terrific." Dunkeld is every way
a choice spot for a painter, by the sublimity of its mountains, the extent of its forest

scenery, the genial beauty of the lower grounds, and the intersection by many streams

of varied size but chief of all, by the noble Tay.

The Dee is ninety miles in length from its source in the forest of Crathie to

Aberdeen, where it falls into the German Sea, but in all its course by wood and

wold, the place where its banks are most beautiful is at its confluence with the

Geauly, which has its rise in Cairneilar, or "the hill of eagles," in Perthshire; and

there the two rivers become, in force and volume, a formidable stream. We find

it bending its course through a rock channel, after which it forms a cascade, or

series of falls, known as the Linn of Dee, where it pours into a deep chasm in

mica slate cliffs, over which a rustic bridge is thrown.

Though but an insignificant fall, when contrasted with the princely one at
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Foyers, it gives us a terrible example of the imprisoned powers of the watery

element at the Linn, from whence the body of any living thing that finds a way

into it can never be recovered. "There," says a writer, "the dead white of the

foam contrasts strongly with the blackness of the turbulent cauldrons, and the

still blacker recesses of the caverns under the rocks, which an occasional commo-

On a Highland Stream.

tion of the surface, more violent than usual, sometimes exhibits. We recollect in

a time of flood the waters had risen above the narrow, broken part of the rocks,

and its sxirface had a wider channel. It darted beneath the banks with the

velocity of lightning, smooth and unruffled; but of what description must the

working have been beneath ! You will gaze into these black surgy depths till your

eyes are fascinated and your head turns giddy."

Around the scenery is silent, solitary, and grand. Towards the west we can

see the shaggy and grisly front of Cairntoul
; starting from its side is Braeriach,

a vast and sable mass of rock, showing 2,000 feet of sheer precipice, which our

53
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eyes ache to look upon; beyond it rises Cairngorm ("the hill of topazes"); eastward

towers the arid scalp of Ben Macdhui, now known to be the highest mountain in

Britain ;
and save the whistle of the curlew or the roar of the Dee, no sound

stirs the silent air
; yet here and there, by the margin of the stream, the country

girls may be seen washing, i.e., tramping their clothes, but more generally plaids

and blankets, in a tub of foaming soap-suds.

Before leaving the Lowlands and crossing the Grampians, few would omit to

visit the Bass Kock (which we have already noted incidentally) and Turnbury Castle,

the birthplace of King Robert Bruce. The former, a stupendous isolated rock at

the mouth of the Forth, rising upwards of 400 feet in height, is one of the most

interesting natural curiosities in Scotland. It is perforated by a fearful and extra-

ordinary chasm or cavern, open at low water; and has on its southern face a state

prison, the old "Chateau d'lf" of the Scottish kings. Turnbury was the patrimony

of Robert Bruce, in right of his mother, Martha, Countess of Carrick, whose title is

hence borne by the Prince of Wales. It is on a point of rock projecting into the

sea; the top of it is only eighteen feet above high-water mark. Upon this was built

the castle, and some twenty-five feet of the wall, next the sea, is still standing.

Its length was only sixty-five feet by forty-five. The cirqumstances of the countess's

marriage are singular. Happening to meet Robert Bruce, of Annandale, in her

domains, she invited him to Turnbury, where they were married, llth July, 1274,

without the knowledge of King Alexander III., whose ward she was. Hence she

was heavily fined for her feudal delinquency; but, says Lord Hailes, little could the

king foresee that from this union was to spring the ensurer of Scottish independence

the victor of Bannockburn. Yet, strange to say, there is not much local tradition

connected with Bruce or his family in the vicinity of the crumbling ruin that juts

into the Atlantic Sea.

JAMES GEANT.







OXFORD.

rpHEBE are no cities in Europe which very closely resemble Oxford and Cambridge.

Other universities have been as famous in their day, and have attracted even a

greater crowd of scholars
;

but the collegiate system, which rapidly developed itself

in this country, and to which the present appearance of Oxford and Cambridge is

mainly due, was never adopted to anything like the same extent elsewhere. Paris,

Louvain, Salamanca, Bologna, possessed great and important buildings connected with

their universities
;

but there were few distinct colleges. The students, as in the

early days of Oxford, lived scattered in the town; and the town gradually outgrew

the university in extent and distinction. In the English universities the number,

the architectural importance, and the size of the colleges have eclipsed the pretensions
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of the older towns; for both Oxford and Cambridge were towns with a history of

their own long before the universities were founded in them. At Oxford the earliest

college was Merton, founded by and named after Walter of Merton, in 1274, in which

year the founder became Bishop of Rochester. The foundation of other colleges soon

followed that of Merton, and Oxford gradually assumed the dignity of its present

appearance.

Christ Church, from Merton Meadows.

The approach to Oxford over Magdalen Bridge, where the view was pronounced

by Sir Walter Scott to be "one of the most beautiful in the world;" the scene in

the "
High

"
toward sunset, when the sky is flushed with colour, and the " stream-like

winding of that glorious street" assumes its most striking aspect; and the general

view of Oxford from the roofs of the Kadcliffe Library, are the prospects which are

perhaps most impressive to a stranger, since, besides their great general beauty, they

present with distinctness the features which make Oxford to differ so widely from an

ordinary English town. The scene from the Eadcliffe will never be forgotten if it has

once been looked upon early in June, when the spring verdure is fullest and freshest,
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and towers, spires, battlemented walls, and pinnacled roofs lift in every direction

their masses of grey stone above the clustering foliage. Westward lie the gardens of

New College, close within the old wall

of the town
;

and beyond them the

walks and the park of Magdalen, whose

noble tower, 145 feet high, rises close

to the bridge which crosses the Cher-

well. Magdalen is still, as it was

pronounced by James I., "the most

absolute thing in Oxford," and its

beauty and perfection are quite un-

rivalled. Southward are seen the great

quadrangles of Christ Church, with the

tower of Merton, and the meadows

and avenues beyond them. Northward

^a^^tX
Christ Church Walks, and Magdalen

stretch away the parks, with the new Museum, and, nearer at hand, the tree-shaded

gardens of Wadham, Trinity, and St. John's
;
and close below is the quadrangle of the

schools and of the Bodleian Library, with the garden of Exeter, and the chestnut
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afterwards removed from its first site to the present, which was that of a house called

" Le Oriole," given to the society by Edward III. There is some doubt as to the

meaning of Oriole or Oriel
;

but it seems to represent the Latin oratoriolum " a

small oratory." The statues of Edward II. and Edward III. appear over the porch of

the hall, with the Virgin and Child above them.

We may pass between Merton and Corpus into the open walk that extends

along the north side of Merton Meadow. It was at Merton that Lady Castlemaine

was lodged when the Court of Charles II. was at Oxford
;
and she used to float into

this walk attired in the single-pin costume of Lely, and preceded by a boy playing on

a lute. Merton Walks and Merton Meadow were then gay with satins and plumed

hats, and their old scholastic associations were rudely disturbed. More than any other

college in Oxford, Merton carries us back to mediaeval days. The inner quadrangle

has been little changed since it was built about the year 1350
;
and the passages which

lead into it, with the stone-roofed treasury over the second of them, are portions of

the founder's work in the previous century. The library, like the college, was the

earliest in Oxford
;
and many of the books were the legacy of Kobert Eeade, the

Dominican Bishop of Chichester, who died in 1415. A quiet, half-monastic air hangs

about Merton, which was dedicated by its founder to St. John the Baptist. Walter

of Merton is himself sculptured over the entrance gateway, fully vested as a bishop,

and dedicating the seven-clasped Book of Knowledge to the Lamb in the Wilderness,

crowded with animals and birds, while the Baptist stands in the background.

The fresh meadows and the tall branching elms seem all the brighter for the

contrast of crumbling grey walls and vaulted passages. The famous " Broad Walk "

of Christ Church stretches in front
;
and picturesque views of Christ Church itself, of

the cathedral tower, and of the gateway tower, built by Sir Christopher Wren, in

which hangs "Great Torn
"

the bell which every night at ten minutes past nine gives

the signal for shutting the gates of all the colleges are gained from more than one

part of Merton Meadow. Christ Church suggests two very distinct historical periods.

The tower and spire of the cathedral (which serves also as the college chapel) take us

back to a time before the establishment of even Merton, when the Augustinian

Priory of St. Frideswide was the most important ecclesiastical foundation within the

borough. The existing cathedral was the church of this priory, which was one of

the lesser convents suppressed by a Bull of Clement VII. in 1524, in order that the

colleges of Wolsey here and at Ipswich might be endowed with their revenues. It is

Wolsey of whom we most think in the hall and quadrangles of Christ Church. His

college here was begun on a vast scale, and remained unfinished at his disgrace. His

royal master afterwards (1546) continued his design ;
but the original name of Cardinal

College was changed first into King's College, and afterwards into Christ Church.

Then, after the suppression of the greater monasteries, came the foundation of new
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episcopal sees. Oxford, hitherto in the diocese of Lincoln, was one of these. The

old church of St. Frides-

wide became the cathedral;

and the new dean became

the head of the College of

Christ Church.

The cathedral, which

has been restored by Scott,

contains some rich late

Norman work. As the visi-

tor passes under its walls he

may chance to be greeted

by a peal from the bells,

which were brought here

from Oseney Abbey, close

without the town
;
and he

may recall the "
bonny

Christ Church bells" of

Dean Aldrich's pleasant

catch. The fame of their

melody was widely spread

before their removal from

Oseney ;
whence " Great

Tom," over the gateway,

was also brought. (This

bell was re-cast in 1680
;

it

is more than double the

weight of the great bell of

St. Paiil's.) Opposite the

entrance to the church is

the staircase which leads to

the college hall, the finest

in Oxford. It is thirteen

feet longer than that of

Trinity, at Cambridge, and

was finished in Wolsey's
7r in the -S,vb,tf Quadrangle. time> Qn the pendants of

the roof are the arms and badges of Henry VIII. and of Catherine of Arragon ;
and

the burly presence of the imperious king confronts us as we enter. This portrait,
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and that of Wolsey, are assigned to

Holbein
;
and they strike, as it were,

the key-note of all the feeling called

forth hy this noble foundation.

The stately hall and the vast

quadrangles are not unworthy

of their origin from such a king

and such a subject. Christ

Church took its place at once,

and has ever since sustained it,

as the royal and

the noble college.

A Quiet Corner in New College Garden.

its hall the sovereign is. received on visit-

ing Oxford. Charles I. was lodged in Christ

Church during his enforced stay, and addressed his Parliament in the hall, where

it was first assembled in January, 1644. The great quadrangle, somewhat plain

54
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in its architecture, is imposing from its size. It measures 264 feet by 2G1, and is

at present (1876) in course of restoration to what will more nearly resemble the

original design of Wolsey. Here too, and indeed in every part of the college, the

rooms and canons' houses are full of memories. In the garden of the Eegius

Professor of Hebrew is the oldest fig-tree in England brought from the East by

Edward Pococke, who occupied the same professorial chair, and died in 1691. The

house opposite was that of Dr. Bentham, who invited Johnson and Boswell to

dinner,
" which Dr. Johnson told me was a high honour. '

Sir, it is a great thing

to dine with the canons of Christ Church.'
' Then comes the deanery, to which

Cranmer was brought and "gently entreated;" where, says Master Foxe, "he lacked

no delicate fare, played at the bowls, had his pleasure for walking, and all other

things that might bring him from Christ."

We again find our way into Merton Walk, and so, by the side of the new Christ

Church buildings, into the well-known Broad Walk. The new buildings, of which the

style is a very eclectic Gothic, need not necessarily be admired
;

but hardly any

degree of admiration will seem too great for the Broad Walk an avenue which

dates from the Kestoration. Here

" Under the shady roof i

Of branching elms, star-proof"

on the Sunday evening before the annual Commemoration, it is the fashion for

members of the university, visitors, and citizens to promenade for an hour or two,

crossing and re-crossing, and giving a wonderful animation to the scene. The elms,

of great size and beauty, have suffered from long encounters with " winter and rough

weather," and the avenue shows gaps here and there. But it is still noble
;
and it

is not while lingering under its shade, and watching the sunbeams steal in and out

among the great branches, that we shall respond to the famous epigram on the

planter
"I do not like thee, Doctor Fell,

The reason why I cannot tell."

We have here nothing but thanks and gratitude for Doctor Fell, who, when Bishop
of Oxford (1676 1686), cared so greatly for this avenue, protected and raised the

walk, and did altogether such great things for his college. The new walk, which

runs at right angles to the Broad, 'was brought into use for the first time in 1871;
but those which extend from the Broad Walk round Christ Church Meadow, and

enclose that space of about fifty acres, are of some antiquity. Nothing can be more

beautiful in its way than the openings and glimpses of scenery which meet us at

every turn, as we pace this pleasant circuit of at least a mile and a half. On the

Thames, by which the walk first passes, the barges of the different -colleges are

drawn up. Here the boats start and return during the May races; and hence starts
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the long procession of racing-boats in Commemoration week. Those to whom Oxford

is something more than a spectacle well know what memories and associations have

been carried with them into life from this "silver streak" of the Isis. On the east

side of the walks, the Cherwell, with its flotillas of water-lilies, joins the Isis
;
and

as we advance, the tower of Magdalen comes into sight, and we are reminded of

the anthem which at daybreak on May Day is sung by white-robed choristers on its

pinnacled summit. Magdalen itself, founded in 1457 by William of Waynflete, Bishop

of Winchester, has already been mentioned. Its walks and avenues the " Maudlen's

learned grove" of Pope are quieter, more secluded, and even more beautiful than

those of Christ Church. One of the walks, it is said, was often paced by Addison,

and is accordingly named after him. At the end of this walk, but in the meadow,

and happily protected from marauders by a dyke, the snake's-head fritillary grows in

profusion, colouring the ground in the early part of May. The cloistered quadrangle,

with its sunny turf and its scent of sweet-briar, is famous for the strange statues of

rough sandstone, set up in honour of a visit from James I., and sufficiently mystical

to delight that British Solomon. A hippopotamus carrying his young on his shoulders

is the emblem of a good tutor watching over the youth of the society, and the

various virtues and vices are represented by strange figures of animals and monsters.

The Founder's Chamber, above the gate which opens to this quadrangle, where many
a king and queen have been entertained in princely fashion

;
the chapel, so famous

for its choral service and for the "rolling music" of its organ, filling all the courts

with a flood of sound; the outer quadrangle, with its stone pulpit, from which a

eermon was formerly preached on the Baptist's Day, while the walls were lined with

green boughs and the ground strewn with rushes, as memorials of the Wilderness
;

the enclosed grove of closer trees, with deer wandering beneath them all combine,

with the walks and the noble tower, to render Magdalen "absolute." There is,

perhaps, no college in the world more perfect. And yet it is not so much to the

days of the founder, or to those of the more distinguished members of the society,

that we recur most naturally in visiting Magdalen. Prince Eupert fixed his head-

quarters here, and "his trumpets have been heard sounding to horse through the

quiet cloisters ;

"
but it is not his figure that rises at once before us. We rather

remember the part played by Magdalen College in the Revolution of 1688, the

infringement of its charters by James II., and the resistance of the Fellows to the

arbitrary expulsion of their President, John Hough. Anthony Farmer, a professed

Romanist, was installed with difficulty.
" The porter of the college threw down his

keys ;
the butler refused to scratch Hough's name out of the buttery-book, and was

instantly dismissed. No blacksmith could be found in the whole city who would

force the lock of the President's lodgings ;
it was necessary for the commissioners to

employ their own servants, who broke open the door with iron bars." "
What,"
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asked the Duke of Wellington, as he was entering Oxford to be installed as

Chancellor, "is that building ?" pointing to the long wall of Magdalen. "That,"

replied Mr. Croker, "is the wall which James II. ran his head against."

Gateway into the Garden at St. Johtfs.

We return up the High Street, passing on our left University College, with its

mythical relation to King Alfred, the quaint Dutch windows of its chapel, and its

Common Room, where Dr. Johnson sometimes " drank off three bottles of port
without being the worse for it

;

" and on our right, Queen's College, founded in 1341

by Robert of Eglesfield, confessor to Queen Philippa, whose gift to
, the college

named after her a drinking-horn mounted with gold is still preserved in the buttery;
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and whose son, the Black Prince, was educated here, becoming a member of the

college when he was scarcely twelve years old.

The Lime Walk, Trinity.

Thus we find ourselves again close to the dome of the Radcliffe Library which

Horace Walpole compared to a dowager making a curtsey and may enter the great
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quadrangle of the schools. Lofty and somewhat gloomy, it reminds us a little of

"Padua, far beyond the sea;" but Padua can hardly match the fantastic yet very

striking gate-tower which forms the eastern entrance to the square. This was built

by Thomas Holt, in 1619, and is a very remarkable example of the later Kenaissance.

In its five stages, one above another, appear the five orders of classic architecture, with

various friezes and ornaments
;

whilst the pinnacles on the stair-turret and at the

angles are purely Gothic. In the fourth stage from the ground appears His Majesty

King James I., seated on a throne, and presenting the volume of his works to winged

Fame on one side, and to a doctor of the university on the other. This edifying

group was gilt when it was first completed; but the king, when he visited Oxford,

found it "too glorious," and the gilding was removed. The wooden sceptre fell from

the hand of James on the accession of William IV., and, somewhat to the disappoint-

ment of marvel-lovers, "nothing came of it."

Part of the ground floor of this quadrangle has long served as schools in which

are held the public examinations of candidates for degrees. What hopes and what

fears they have witnessed, who can tell ? Many a noble career has begun with the

triumph won here; and many a statesman and scholar, laden with ah1 honours that

the world can give, looks back to his first victory in these schools as that which

brought him a delight fresher and more unmingled than all his later successes. And

when to all these recollections is added the charm of the Bodleian Library, which

occupies the upper floors of the quadrangle, it may well be admitted that this tower

of the schools rises above the very heart of Oxford. Sir Thomas Bodley completed

his building here in 1606; and the library which he had then formed and had given

to the university was considerable. The whole, said Casaubon, was " a work rather

for a king than for a private man." The collection grew rapidly, and it now consists

of about 300,000 volumes. Many of the rareties are displayed under glass cases. Here

are the Latin exercise-books of Edward VI. and Queen Elizabeth; the confession of

Monmouth
; manuscripts of all ages, some of them illuminated by great artists. The

long picture-gallery is full of interesting historical portraits, and is a pleasant place to

dream in. Lord Burleigh appears on his mule
;

Sir Kenelm Digby, as he looked

when mourning for his wife Venetia, is perpetuated by Vandyck ;
Sir Thomas Bodley,

by Janssens. Here, too, having found a becoming resting-place in Jacobite Oxford,

is Flora Macdonald, with her plaid and white roses. There is a grand chest of ancient

iron-work, and many another relic of Bodley, and of those who helped forward his

great undertaking.

A narrow lane leads us to the gateway of New College, the noble foundation of

William of Wykeham (1380), and the complement of his great school at Winchester.

New College has served as a model to all later founders, and the buildings are for the

most part of Wykeham's time. But there are additions, and the hall has been
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restored by Sir Gilbert Scott. In the Perpendicular Chapel, perhaps the finest in

Oxford, is preserved the pastoral staff of William of Wykeham, of silver-gilt and

enamelled. The great west window was cruelly served when its tracery was

cut away in order to make room for pictorial glass designed by Sir Joshua

Reynolds.

The garden court of New College was designed by Wren. Above the iron gate

which opens to the gardens (brought from Canons, the famous palace of the Duke

of Chandos) is the founder's motto ''Manners makyth man;" and passing beyond,

Gate of Trinity Gardens.

we are admitted to one of the most beautiful retreats in Oxford. No more quiet

seclusion could be devised for

" retired Leisure,

Who in trim gardens takes his pleasure,"

than these lawns and bosquets of New College. There is a tree-covered mound

which seems to increase the extent of the garden ;
and the ancient wall of the town,

which encloses it on three sides, is not only picturesque in itself, but is a true

fragment of another Oxford of the burgh which, as we are too apt to forget, existed

long before the university, and has continued side by side with it.

If we seek a rival for the gardens of New College, we may turn to those of St.

John's, far away on the north, and outside the old town walls. St. John's, founded
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in 1555, was enlarged and adorned by Archbishop Laud, for whom Inigo Jones built

the second court, and whose body was brought here after his execution, and buried

iinder the altar in the chapel. The garden front (a portion of which is seen in our

illustration) belongs to Inigo Jones's work. Partly shrouded in creepers, its oriels

(which give light to the library) and battlements add greatly to the effect of the whole

quiet scene. This garden and the adjoining domain of Trinity are much haunted by

nightingales in May. The beautiful Lime Walk of Trinity has indeed no rival either

at New College or St. John's. The knotted trunks, the fresh young green of the trees

in the time of the nightingales, and the long vista, with its strangely arched and

intertwisted boughs, beautiful in sunlight, are still more beautiful when the "ample

moon"
" Burns like an unconsuming fire of light

In the green trees; and kindling on all sides

Their leafy umbrage, turns the dusky veil

Into a substance glorious as her own."

But it has not always been safe to linger here at such times. Dr. Bathurst, who

died in 1704, having been forty years President of Trinity, used to surprise the under-

graduates who might be walking too late under the lime-trees, with a whip in his

hand an instrument of academic discipline not then entirely laid aside.

Trinity was founded in 1554 by Sir Thomas Pope, the friend of More. The

buildings are all later than his time
;
but in the chapel, besides the finest carving of

Grinling Gibbons to be seen in England, is the tomb of the founder and his wife,

brought from the church of St. Stephen, Walbrook, in London, where Sir Thomas

was buried.

We can only glance at Balliol, famous college as it is, with its modem buildings

by Butterfield and Waterhouse
;
or at Exeter, with its fine hall, built so late as 1618,

and its modern chapel and rector's lodgings, not the least admirable works of Sir

Gilbert Scott. There is no better spot on which to take leave of Oxford than that

opposite the picturesque gateway of Trinity Gardens.

RICHAED JOHN KING.



THE WEST COAST OF WALES.

Between Dolgelly and Barmouth.

OST great nations liave, or in

the past have had, wild

marches, or borders, which were long

the scene of straggle and of strife.

We have had Scotland and Wales,

two countries inhabited by fierce

and warlike peoples, with which we

had to wage long and bloody wars. The

Lords of the Marches, the great Border

Earls of Hereford and Shrewsbury, knew

well how troublesome the brave Welsh

were. Now, both these countries are,

and long have been, happily fused into the

great whole of a great kingdom ;
and the border wars belong wholly to history and

to romance. That great legislator, warrior, and king, Edward I., succeeded, in the

year 1282, to the infinite advantage of both countries, in making Wales an integral

portion of the British Empire. Happy had it been, for Scotland as for England, if

his project frustrated only by his untimely death at Burgh-le-Sands for a similar

union between Scotland and England had been as successfully completed.

Ceasing thus early, the wars and incursions of the Welsh were chiefly political

or national in character, while those of Scotland, which were carried on to a date

so much later, were predatory as well as political. The border-towers of the north

bear the same relation to a Norman castle that a moss-trooper bears to a knight.

The northern border-holds were built for defence and plunder; as bases for reiving,

R5
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and ravaging, and freebooting. The apt motto in the northern marches was,

" Thou shalt want ere I want
;

" and for centuries

"All along the border here,

The word was snaffle, spur, and spear."

No Christie of the Clinthill or Eeiver of Westburnflat appear in the records of

Welsh border warfare. The Norman castle, originally a symbol of subjection, ripened

into a stronghold of order.

"The Britons," says Freeman, "were neither exterminated or enslaved." By

the wisdom of Edward, a noble population was made an integral portion of a great

united nation. " Edward could feel no more doubt than we do now, that in

uniting the two countries he was consulting the best interests of both." "This

incorporation," says Sharon Turner, "was an unquestionable blessing to Wales. That

country ceased immediately to be the theatre of homicide and distress, and began to

imitate English habits."

The Ked King, and the English-born Henry, born within Tostig's earldom, and

called the "Lion of Justice," tried to unite Wales with England. The tiger-heads

of Harold flamed and flew in Welsh war when the son ,of Godwin added Gwent to

the English realm. The chronicler says of Henry I.,
" Good man he was, and

mickle awe there was of him. Durst none man misdo with other in his time." He

speaks again of the " unwise doings of Cediver, son of Goronwy," who was so

"mischievous to the (Welsh) country in general," but who was yet "in fear of

offending King Henry, the man who subdued all the sovereigns of the isle of

Britain by his power and authority .... the man with whom no one could

strive but God alone, from whom he obtained the power." Between 1101 and 1112

Henry subdued much of Wales, and a fusion between Britons and Norman settlers

was brought about. Henry and Rufus both built castles
;
the earliest being those of

Ehuddlan, Ehyd-y-gors, and Montgomery. Henry settled Flemings in Pembrokeshire
;

the last Low-Dutch settlement in Britain, that of Hengist having been the first
;

and he gave Norman bishops to Llandaff and to St. David's. But the final fusion

followed the deaths of Llewellyn and of David, when a greater king than any one

that had preceded him founded, by valour, mercy, and wisdom, the national unity of

England and of Wales.

Wales, like Scotland and Cumberland, is a country of mountain and of lake, of

great, wild, natural, romantic beauty. It is not a true philosophy to allow the vision

of any other country or scenes to mar our present enjoyment of the charms

amongst which we may happen to be travelling ;
but some essentially similar things

suggest unavoidable comparisons as, for instance, it is impossible to read the other

Elizabethan dramatists without thoughts of the " crown o' the world
"

Shakespeare ;
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and it may be forgiven to an Alpine Club-man if he cannot refrain, when in Wales,

from comparing it with another land of mountain and of lake with Switzerland. I

avow that, under this influence, I am tempted to speak rather of Welsh "hills"

than of Welsh "mountains;" that I prefer the Lake of Lucerne to Bala Lake; and

that the fair green hill-ranges of Wales are overcrowed, in my affections, by the

crowds of snow-giants which soar so near to heaven from out Helvetia's soil. As

I miss the unspeakable glory of those cloud-cleaving Swiss snow mountains, I find

the Welsh hills low and small
;
and I turn with comfort to the thought that Wales

itself was once the scene of glacier action and of glacier grandeur. After this brief

confession, I turn with alacrity to follow the wayward footsteps of the artist with

whom we are now about to visit some of the scenes of beauty and of interest in

our own sweet, wild Wales.

Our Welsh studies may fitly begin with an old ruined castle. For the lover

of the picturesque the age of ruins is not past, and Wales, as we shall presently

find, is singularly rich in dismantled relics of the dim, far olden time. Painting,

"mute and motionless, steals but a glance from Time;" but it is the charming

privilege of the art pictorial to leap at once upon the subjects of its choice, and to

indulge its
"

elective affinities
"
by representing to the eye the object that attracts

and suits its purposes and powers. We must walk up a hill to attain, with our

artist, to the few remains of Dinas Bran.

To visit Dinas Bran you start from Llangollen. Humming the air of " Sweet

Jenny Jones," which the harper has been playing in the passage of the Hand Hotel

while you had your lunch, you stroll from out the cool shade of the hotel garden

into the clean, sun-bright streets of the white little town, and you soon reach the

point from which the miniature ascent begins. Wlien we started, soft, tender, grey

cloudlets like the poutings, the half-affected little tempers, of a pretty and wayward

woman veiled the burning sun, and we began slowly to mount the easy winding

path which leads gently up, some thousand feet, to the ruin. A little blessed breeze

begins to stir, and we commence our petty climb in comparative coolness
;
but the

blaze of full summer glory shines out again as we slowly mount, and the heat

returns. The "sacred Dee" glistens brightly in the blinding glare; below, in the

lovely, peaceful vale of Llangollen, you see that there is shade beneath the trees
;

but, as we walk on, the gentle cloud-veil again spreads between us and the too

brilliant sun. As we rise higher and higher, we find that our ruin-crested summit

stands in the very centre of "all the circles of the hills." On one side the lime-

stone hills are bare and barren, but elsewhere there are green hills, often hedge-

divided up to their very tops. A few more steps and you are among the relics of

Dinas Bran. Rude, amorphous lumps of nibble project all around you from out the

hill's soft crest. They are suggestive, hilt very vague. All the ashlar has long
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disappeared, and every moulding is gone. A bard, one lolo Cocli, sang the castle as

having been the residence of a certain beautiful Myvanwy, for whose beaxity we must

now trust wholly to the poet in whom she inspired love. Griffith ab Madoc (temp.

1

Vieisi from Castle Dinas Bran.

Henry III.) and Owen Glendower are names connected by a loose link of tradition

with these jagged stumps of utter ruin. History is faint and wan on Dinas Bran, the

hints of wall and tower are rude and scanty ;
but the picturesque, which is young

as Nature, is very vital and very lovely yet. Standing under the ragged arch from

which our artist sketched, the eye roams over a wide expanse of country, stretching

far away to the distant horizon, and across the middle distance runs the white
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railway viaduct, over which the iron horse glides swiftly every day. Limestone cliffs

are quarried out on one desolate side of the hill. The other encircling summits rise

up all round, and the scene is sweet and fair. For the architect or archaeologist the

ruin has but little attraction; but

it helps the lover of Nature, by

lending hints of romance, and

suggesting memories of the past,

as he gazes with delight from the

broken crown upon the peak over

a scene so soft and fair as that

on which we look from Dinas

Bran's grey crest.

Descending from Dinas

Bran, we may now leave the

path by which we

mounted, and by

turning off to the

right, we can ap-

Valle Crnds Abbey.

proach Valle Crucis by the vale of Llangollen. We cross sun-bright fields, in which

haymakers are busily at work, and soon stand before the great doorway of the

abbey ruins, A heavy bell depends, looking like a great tear in iron, and we

read a notice which informs us that the housekeeper lives a long way off, and that

we must wait patiently until the bell can be answered. We do wait patiently,

a patience rendered pleasant by cool, deep shade, and by the beauty of the west
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front on which we gaze. At length a key grates in the lock, the door is opened,

and a tall housekeeper surveys us with calculating and interrogative eyes as she

admits us to the interior, carpeted with grass, of Valle Crucis Abbey. Valle

Crucis at once suggests Tintern. There is the same light, delicate, refined,

ornate beauty, in column, in window, in moulding. As the birch-tree is the "
lady

of the woods," so these early English abbeys, of the size and of the date of Tintern

and of Valle Crucis, seem to be the feminine, or lady-like, of a most ethereal and

graceful style of art architecture. The trees and ivy are all most vividly, most freshly

green, while the light grey stone, round which the ivy clings, from which little

boughlets spring, is in the perfection of old stone tone and hue. Nothing is strong

or massive, all is delicate and graceful in Valle Crucis...

My architect companion tells me that the greater portion of the ruins are of

very late Early English, built towards the end of the thirteenth century ;
and points

out that there has been some attempt at a Perpendicular restoration at the east end

of the building. The blue sun-lit sky shines gloriously through lofty window and

pointed arch, and heaven itself now roofs the ruin. How fair and still is all the place

and scene ! The beauty of Nature goes hand in hand with the beauty of Architecture.

Another party coming in at this moment, we were glad to leave the old house-

keeper with them, and to investigate and enjoy by and for ourselves. The scheme

of the church can easily be made out
;

the ruins are complete enough for that.

Nave and aisles, and choir and transepts can be restored by knowledge and by fancy.

Among the mouldering tombs is one which bore the name of Myvanwy; and the mind

turns for a moment from archaeology and from art to imagine a romance round the

resting-place of the beauty who fired, so long ago, the heart of the bard of Dinas Bran.

"Only a woman's hair" connects castle with abbey; a woman's beauty and a minstrel's

song link the two together. The life was Lived in the stronghold, and the church

holds the grave of Myvanwy. Much is suggested of her, but nothing more is known.

We are in the soft twilight in which imagination shapes and works. " The low sun

makes the colour;" and he is slowly westering over tree and field as we stand once

more outside the fair western end of the lovely ruin. We look for a moment at those

parts of the old building which are now included in a modern farm
;
and then we quit

Valle Crucis, and leave abbey and castle for the railway station. We arrived just in

time; a column of white vapour streamed along the sunset-tinted woods, and the

train grew along the gliding rails.

The Devil's Bridge, near Aberystwith, which we visit next, is a poor subject

for word-painting the theme suits better with the pencil. There are two bridges:

one a rude arch, built, probably, in the twelfth century by the monks of Strata

Florida Abbey; and the other, the upper bridge, built in 1753. The waterfall is

good, but, as a mere waterfall, it is surpassed by many to be seen in Switzerland. It
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has, nevertheless, one superiority over all the Swiss cascades, and that superiority

consists in the luxuriance, variety, and delicacy of the vegetation and foliage which

surround our present Devil's Bridge. The charm of the place consists, in rny judg-

ment, in the exquisite beauty of its natural surroundings. The valley of Rheidol

is distinctly fine
;
the hilly road from Aherystwith is very pleasant ; and the wood-

clothed rocks which enclose the

roaring splash of foamy, falling

waters, for ever hurrying madly

downwards, are very striking. In

such weather as that in which I

was recently in Wales, the watery

coolness of the tree-shadowed air

is simple luxury. The spot is,

deservedly, a point of regiilar

tourist pilgrimage, and Aberyst-

with vomits forth daily, during

the season, mighty vans and

towering coaches crowded with

those who love to visit in crowds

the places which their guide-books

and hotel-keepers extol. The

longest leap of the mad waters,

so rudely disturbed in their gene-

rally quiet habit of finding their

own level, is one of 110 feet. The

fourth, or Eheidol cascade, is 70

feet deep. Ravine, gorge, moun-

tains, cataracts, foliage, all com-

bine to form a very pretty picture.J r J r The Dmits Bridge.

We are next taken by our

artist to a scene lovelier far, if somewhat less imposing. In obedience to the

magic wand of his pencil, we find ourselves in Dolgelly, and are constrained

to walk with him up the celebrated Torrent Walk. The "Walk" is contained in

private grounds (those of Caerynwch), but is open to pitblic use. You mount gently

by the side of murmuring, falling waters, which sometimes stagnate into deep, still,

quiet pools. The bed of the bright waters is studded with dark, damp rocks. All

around is the " cool dark of dewy leaves." Creepers hang pendant from every spot

on which they can fix a root
;

ferns abound
;

trees of singular loveliness wave or

droop their shadowing, leafy boughs. The air is fresh with the coolness and resonant
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The Torrent Walk, Dolgelly.

with the music of many
waters. Sun-flecks steal

through leaf-openings,

and speck with white

gold bank, and rock,

and path. Outside is

the blaze of almost an

Eastern summer
;

in-

side is the still, splashy

freshness of a Moorish

fountained court in the

Alhambra. The place

is a retreat, as lovely

as refreshing, from the

branding sun of our

July of 1876. Perhaps

the brilliancy of the

weather outside also

enhanced by contrast

the pure greenery, and

shade, and stillness of

the "Torrent Walk."

Outward circumstance

often stimulates, as it

sometimes mars, en-

joyment ;
and I look

back with exceeding

pleasure to the recol-

lections of that fair

sylvan torrent.

A beautiful glimpse

of Welsh hill scenery

is obtained from the

very high winding road

which leads us from

Dolgelly to Barmouth.

This road, like many
roads iri Wales and in

Switzerland, is hewn
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out of rock. Below us stretches a wide valley plain, surrounded by low liills, Cader

Idris being faintly visible; and through the plain the white, calm river winds gently

to the immensities of ocean. The scene selected is typical, and gives a counterfeit

presentment of many a route characteristic of the scenery of fair, wild Wales. The

pencil travels by great leaps. It bounds over intervening space, from point to point,

and springs from road to mountain peak and to crumbling ruin.

A sketch of a wild moorland peasant home is pretty sure to be found in the

portfolio of any artist who has ever travelled in Wales. The cottage is on the

road
;
behind it are sun-bright meadows, clumps of trees, and low, swelling hills. As

a house, it is not very good or very tidy ;
and it resembles an Irish rather than an

English cottage. When one returns from abroad, the neatness of an English cottage,

the flowers tended with such pleasure and such pride, the self-respect shown in a loved

and carefully-ordered home, are very striking even to an English eye. I have seen

many of these Welsh lowly homes
;

but I never noticed much tendency to flower

gardens. They are picturesque with pigstyes,

"And the wild washing waving on the line."

The reader will notice in the illustration the hat worn by 'the woman. This head-gear

is characteristically Welsh. These hats, tall, narrowing towards the top, with flat,

round rims, suggest Mother Hubbard and Mrs. Quickly, with a touch of Tudor witch.

They are often worn over a cap, with white frills embellishing each side of the face
;

the fair wearer, thus "got up," resembling unconsciously, but quaintly, a Peninsular

veteran, with a weather-scarred visage surrounded by the white whiskers of the days

of glorious Waterloo. I fancy that the use of these hats is slowly dying out. I do

not remember ever to have seen one worn by a young woman. They seem to be

old-fashioned, and to be confined to the generation which is passing away.

We now find ourselves jerked to Beddgelert, and we start to walk along the bank

of the river Glaslyn. Gradually the stream becomes wilder, and the hills higher.

The whole scene changes and grows more romantic and more picturesque. I saw

this road in radiant sunshine, but it would, I think, be finer in grey, stormy weather,

with straining clouds, and under tempest sky. Dark, fierce weather would probably

enlarge and ennoble all the characteristics of the scenery. The pass narrows, and

we approach Pont Aberglaslyn, a bridge thrown across the rapid river at its narrowest

and most torrent-like point. The Pont is a tourist object. It is undoubtedly fine,

but I think, with Charles Kingsley, that it is over-praised. He says that Devonshire

lias many things as fine
;

I add, that Switzerland has many things of the sort

that are almost incomparably finer. The rocky sides, though never really high, are

sufficiently precipitous, and there is often fine colour in the stained and weather-

scarred rocks. The bright waters of the Glaslyn are of a singularly pure green
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colour
;
and the whole pass, if short, is certainly picturesque. The man who has

travelled much will regard Pont Aberglaslyn with pleasure as a "pretty bit;" but

the tourist who has travelled not at all, and who sees the scene as the first of its sort

within his limited experience, will probably tany about the Pont, and exalt the pass

to the loftiest boundaries of the wildly and terribly romantic. Happily, traveller,

student, and mere tourist will all enjoy each one after his kind.

On some of the happy little Welsh railways the traveller finds himself admitted

as a member of a small family party. The officials are all friendly, and every one

Welsh Moorland Cottasres.

knows every one else. They are all Jones, or Morgan, or Evans, or Eees. The

names of stations are seldom called out, because the travelling public is mainly a local

public, and such forms are superfluous. A rate of say three or four miles an hour, and

stations three or four miles apart, do not conduce to rapidity ;
but that matters little

on lines on which speed is ignored and punctuality unknown. The people are all

simple, and kindly, and intimate. The mind feels nothing of the usual stress and

strain of railway travelling ; but you trundle gently along, through charming scenery,

in a kind of slow, unfeverish delight. George Eliot was right in praising the value

of the leisure in which people lived in former days ;
and the nearest approach which

our hurried day makes to the calm of a bygone time is, perhaps, to be found in

these easy-going, unhasting lines of railway. By these pleasant means of locomo-

tion we passed to Criccieth and to Haiiech. The line runs along the coast of
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Cricadh Castle.

Bay. The day was bright and

breezy ;
the little greenish-purple waves,

crisped by a light summer wind, danced

gaily towards the shore
;

and the wide

spread of waters, filling up the broad space

between the two horns of the bay, was dark

against the light and shining heavens. One

white sail glanced in the splendour of the

blaze of sunlight, and one or two fishing-boats, with

dark brown sails, spotted the sea with colour.

On such a beautiful coast line of idyllic happy rail-

way, with glad sea on the one hand and fair inland

country on the other, lies the little station of Harlech;

and high above the station glooms the great grey mass
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of the stately old castle. We reached Harlech, from Barmouth, in the later gloaming,

when the "
pale purple evening

"
of a brilliant July day was melting into the soft

shades of coming night and sleep. The path from the station to the capital new hotel,

which is just opposite to the main entrance of the grand old fortress, is high and

rather steep. Harlech is, according to our happy experience, wholly uninfested by

tourists, and we had some trouble to find any one who could carry up our modest

luggage to the highly-placed hostelry ; but, once arrived at that good eminence, we

thought that the utterly quiet and really romantic site was one of the most charming

things that we had seen in Wales. Soft duskiness made the huge block, with its

massive entrance and majestic towers, seem even larger, in that mystery of early

night, than it looks in the garish daytime. Far below us the windless sea composed

itself to the calm rest of stillest summer night. In the distance, to the right, stretched

the long range of Snowdon and his brother hills
;
and behind their wavy sky-line the

lingering light and colour of dying day threw out each suave or soaring peak into

clearest sharp relief. An immense plain, treeless and singularly flat, made up of small

hedge-sundered fields, extends from the foot of the castle hill to the long line of

northern mountain bulwark
;

and across this wide surface runs the straightest line

of railway that I know.

On the beach lay one pathetic wreck. A ship heeling over on to its side, with

rigging gone, with masts stripped above the futtock-shrouds, and bowsprit ceasing at

the cap, lay idly and sadly there, a melancholy victim to the wintry storm. As we

stood at the hotel door, and gazed from that height upon the fair scene spread below,

the darkling night sank in a deeper hush of gloom over the plains of earth and

sea. One or two lights began to glimmer in the windows of little farms, and the

far stars to shine against that background of darkness which brings out their

mystic brightness. There was no breath of wind, and all was still so still ! Once

a dog bayed in the remote distance. The castle grew larger, and became more deeply

sombre. It was too late to get into it that night ;
but we left the outer air and scene

unwillingly, and were mainly consoled as we " turned in
"
by anticipations of the fail-

sights to be seen on the morrow. We rose early, and ran out before breakfast to look

around, where
" Bathed in the sacred dews of mom,
The wide aerial landscape spread."

The stern old castle, gleaming in the fresh, young sunlight, looked almost gay and

cheerful. A slight haze foretold, and predicted truly, another regal, sun-bright summer

day ;
and now, breakfast over, let us, with the glad feeling of sunny morn, cross the

bridge and enter Harlech Castle.

Two great round towers enclose a narrow entrance. Though not a .perfect square,

the castle is square in form. The outer walls and the round towers at each corner of
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them being all left, the ruin gives the mind a direct and distinct impression of its

former strength and meaning. We walk round it first along les lices that is, along

the broad path between the main walls and the outer battlements. The sea at one

time came up to the foot of the sea side of the stronghold, though now it has retired

until the castle is almost a mile inland. All Edward's castles were built upon the sea.

The great strategist knew well the advantage of having the sea as a base of operations,

and the king of England understood the use of his royal navy. Harlech is charac-

teristically Edwardian. The ruin is so far perfect that the archaeologist can read its

every meaning and re-construct its every detail. On one part of the great grey wall

the lichen has branded a stain of colour which resembles the red rust upon an old

helmet. Harlech has some history too, and possesses the vividness of life which

springs from connection with well-known names in history. It is said, but the

internal evidence is not conclusive, that Harlech was built by the architect of Car-

narvon. In 1404 Harlech was taken by the best-known of Welsh heroes, Owen

Glendower
;

and he was dispossessed by Prince Henry. Margaret of Aujou found

refuge here during the Wars of the Roses, and one tower still bears her name. Her

visit occurred after the battle of Northampton. Edward IV. seized Harlech, after a

l:mg siege, the castle having been bravely held by the governor, Davydd ap Ifan.

Harlech saw much fighting during the Civil Wars, but was ultimately won for the

Parliament, in 1647, by Mytton. It still belongs to the Crown, and is in the charge

of a royal constable. The fosse which surrounds the landward side was wide and

deep ;
the traces of chapel and of great hall are still distinct. Smaller, lighter

towers, as at Conway, spring out of the larger and heavier main towers. The plan

of the whole is simple, grand, and easily understood. The remains are reasonably

perfect, and the situation is magnificent. I look upon Harlech as one of the fairest

and finest of Welsh castles.

A few stations and therefore only a few miles distant is Criccieth. The castle

has been a much smaller one than that of Harlech, and it is now in a state of abject

ruin, being, in fact, not much more perfect than the amorphous remains of Dinas Bran.

In truth, the present remains serve mainly as a suggestive old-world adjunct to the

pretty bay, and to the pleasant scene around. There is but little that is of value to

the archaeologist, but the lover of the picturesque will delight in Criccieth. The castle

has been, probably, of the date and is in the style of the Edwardian coast stronghold.

It stands at a moderate height, on a little rocky promontory, against the foot of which^

the sunny wavelets lap and break to-day. It has no history. A narrow gateway, set

between two once massive towers, leads into the dismantled and ruinous interior.

The mass of masonry is mainly formless rubble, vaguely suggestive, but "only that

and nothing more." The bay, seen, as we saw it, on a perfect day, is broadly beauti-

ful, and the scenery around is very charming. Criccieth is a small and cheap
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watering-place, and a few bathing-machines

dot its gentle strand. The pencil can tell

all else that is to be told about Criccieth

Castle.

We have now seen several castles, but

there is yet one the noblest and most

regal of all that we must lovingly inspect.

Carnarvon Castle, built by Edward I.,

the birth-place of Edward II., the first

Prince of Wales, is the finest castle in

Wales, and has, indeed, scarcely a superior

anywhere. France has no castle that may
compare with proud and beautiful Car-

narvon. Conway was built hurriedly and

cheaply, under pressure of time and of

urgent necessity of stern and dangerous

war; but Carnarvon, the great king's own

kingly pile, was de-

vised with stately care

and was completed

The Eagle Tower, Carnarvon Castle.
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unrestingly but unhastingly. The

building occupied many years. In

1283 Queen Eleanor held her Court

in Norman Ehuddlan, but in 1284

Carnarvon was so far completed

that she removed to it, and on

April 25th, 1284, there gave birth

to "Edward of Carnarvon," the

victim of Berkeley Castle, and the

subject of Marlowe's tragedy. The

great castle is fully worthy of great

Edward I., and is, indeed, cha-

racteristic of the hero-king. It is

stern and proud ;
it expresses lord-

ship in splendour as in strength ;

but it seems also to symbolise the

calm power and temperate will of

that great founder in whose hand

might was only a means to right.

Conway is built of rubble
;

Car-

narvon of cut stone. The towers

of Conway are round
;

those of

Carnarvon are multangular. On

the Eagle Tower, and round the

battlements of some of the towers

which are placed near it, the old

architect (supposed to have been Henry de Elreton)

has, by a stroke of poetical imagination, placed mystic

armed heads, which rise like the first apparition that

the weird sisters showed to Macbeth
;

and which

suggest, somehow, a rude relationship to that iron-crested head of

Michael Angelo which, with the shadow of the helm steadfastly resting

on the profoundly calm and changeless face, broods for ever, in harness

and in helmet, over that mystery of Death which lies enfolded, but

unread, in the splendid Medicean tomb beneath the solemn figure's

reposing feet. The castle rises to its highest idea in that superb

Eagle Tower which crowns and dominates all else. From beside its

flag-staff you see the castle below, the hills beyond, the coast of

Anglesey, the broad, golden sands, the quiet water and the sleeping
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woods, and that quay which marks the spot where Edward's navy rested when it

brought supplies and soldiers to Carnarvon. Standing on the Eagle Tower, the castle,

of an irregular oblong in shape, is spread out like a map at your feet. Queen Eleanor's

Gateway, directly opposite, is very lovely; and you see the Black Tower, the Chamber-

lain Tower, the Well Tower, the Dungeon Tower, the Warder's Tower, and the great

entrance gate. Although that is tolerably perfect, it is but the outside shell of the

castle that remains. The interior is empty, except for hints of that which once was

there
;

for the inside of such a castle was full of buildings, and was like a busy hive

of life and work. Archaeology can do much to restore these complex interior erections,

but yet there are points about which VioUet le Due doubts or Barges hesitates. How

precious it would be if some knight of Edward's time clothed in chain mail, with

clear-cut face, shaven but for the moustache, and set in the frame-work of its iron

shroud could rise from the grave, and tell us, with living voice, how such a castle

looked in its day of vital life
; how it was manned, and fought, and worked

;
how its

courtyard was filled with buildings, and how its complex internal economy was daily

carried on.

Over the great gateway sits the statue of our royal Edward. Defaced by time,

the figure is yet dimly suggestive, and watches there, over his majestic fortress,

" moulded in colossal calm." There is something of Egyptian repose in the still,

throned figure, which symbolises to our day the memories of a great warrior-ruler's

great triumph. Carnarvon is a monument to Edward of England, and his eagle

spirit seems to dwell for ever in the mighty castle which remains, in ruin, a noble

emblem of his victoiy and rule.

The next choice of our artist is a subject of interest rather than of beauty, and

belongs more to economics than to romance. He has chosen to depict the great

Penrhyn Slate Quarries. Here workmen swarm about like busy ants
;
thunderous

blastings shake the drowsy, sunny air; ledges, terraces, cuttings, and "shoots" vex

the tormented earth. From a literary point of view these industrial undertakings

play but a subordinate part in Picturesque Europe. They are the Rosencrantz and

Guildenstern, not the Hamlets, of the pen and pencil panorama. Still, in a land of

such mineral riches as is Wales, it is, perhaps, fit to glance into the bowels of the

earth, to think for a moment of its cavernous wealth, in place of remaining always

on its more attractive surface.

Slates are a marked feature in Welsh life
; they roof the living and entomb the

dead. It is indeed a pity, picturesquely considered, that there are so many slate

roofs in Wales. An English eye misses the delicious colour of the dear old red

tiles. Slates are cold, chilling, bare in form, bleak and piteous in hue.

Puffin Island rises out of the water, on the east side of the Isle, of Auglesea,

like the back of a huge floating whale. The islet is inhabited chiefly by puffins and
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other sea-birds, by rabbits, and by rats
;
but man, who has all animated Nature in

subjection under him, asserts himself in the shape of a signal-station keeper, and by

means of the tower of a very ancient church.

We make our last excursion with our artist to the South Stack Lighthouse,

close to Holyhead. Crossing by an elegant but rather fragile-looking suspension-

bridge, you pass over a mighty chasm, which divides the block of cliff on which

the lighthouse itself stands from the 380 "
stairs

" which descend towards the

chasm on the mainland. The view seaward is very fine. The wide channel is

spread out broad before you. The smoke of the rapidly-cleaving steam-ship streams

far behind her in the radiant, sun-lit air; and

" On the horizon's verge descried,

Hangs, touched with light, one snowy sail."

When there is no heat-haze, the Wicklow mountains can, I am told, be seen from

the lighthouse. The sea now is calm and smiling ;
but the south-west gales, which

in winter roar and rage round the exposed Stack, are, as I can well believe, most

grand and awful. The wild winter waves, maddened by such an obstruction, dash

themselves in foaming fury over the high, great rock
;
and in those terrible nights

of storm, the revolving white light now extinct in the daylight, as a fire is put out

by the sun must be of priceless value to the labouring ship and to the anxious

seamen. In the great wave-worn caverns, deep down in the strong rock, the sea

booms, in winter, in much-resounding, hollow thunder; and how the winds of the

fierce gale must sweep round the lofty cliff and lonely lighthouse !

The rocks of the Stack are dark and sombre, and of an iron hardness and

resistless force. How, even now, in summer, the keen sea-air sweeps all round the

grim, wild cliff! Countless sea-birds gulls, auks, puffins, razor-bills, cormorants live

and breed on this their fitting home
;
and we feel that art does right to bring us

to-day to this wild sea-birds' home to the South Stack Lighthouse of Holyhead.

Before we quit Wales, we must not forget that Shakespeare has paid his tribute

to Edward's fusion of the two countries. When Henry V. (Henry of Monmouth)

lies, with his heroic little English army, in the heart of France, and adds Agincourt

to Cressy and Poictiers, he has amongst his officers Captains Gower, Jarny, Macmorris,

and Fluellen; and of these Captain Fluellen is surely not the least or last. Fluellen

furnishes proof of the thorough union of England and Wales. Scotland is, by
the way, a little unfortunate in the nationality of its heroes. William Walleys, or

Wallace, was of Welsh extraction; Robert de Brus, or Bruce, was a Yorkshireman,
of Norman descent; his grandfather was an English judge, his father was a personal

friend of the English king, and Bruce himself was admitted into Edward's household.

Robert de Brus, the founder of the family in England, came over with the Conqueror,
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and was rewarded for his valour at the Battle of Senlac by various lordships, of which

Skelton in Yorkshire was the principal. I am always struck, when visiting castles in

Wales, with the absence of interest in the personality of their owners. There are

no lords or chieftains in whose personal character, or acts, or qualities we can take a

living or sympathetic interest. The ruins of the structure remain
; but, with the

exception of Carnarvon, there is a want of knight, or king, or hero, whose personality

can stir the imagination or toiich the heart.

The one exception is Owen Glendower, and he owes his hold upon our sympathies

to Shakespeare. Who forgets that scene in the archdeacon's house at Bangor, in which

the conspirators divide the kingdom which they have yet to win ? We now know

what they did not know how futile were their high and over-confident aspirings.

The silk of womanhood contrasts, in the working scene, with the steel of knighthood.

The tender Lady Mortimer, with her "pretty Welsh," and the lively Lady Percy,

who swears too much like a " comfit-maker's wife," soften and enliven the mail-clad

meeting. Flint Castle, too, is made memorable by Shakespeare. We see great, old,

sumptuously-stern structures of the olden day in quite a different light when Ids

"
splendour falls on castle walls, and snowy summits old in story."

And thus we quit wild Wales with Shakespearian images filling our minds. The

mountains of Scotland may be sterner and grander ;
the lakes of Cumberland may

be wider and fairer than those of Wales
;

Switzerland surpasses it both in mountain

and in lake
;
but it is a leal and lovely land, a noble principality ;

and we shall

not, I hope, regret our visit to this picturesque and romantic portion of our own

great United Kingdom.
H. SCHUTZ WILSON.
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Bridge at Queen's College.

QUAINT
old Fuller, in commencing his history of the University of Cambridge,

exclaims,
" Far be it from me to make odious comparisons between Jachin and

Boaz, the two pillars of Solomon's Temple, by preferring either of them for beauty
and strength, when both of them are equally admirable." In this brief sketch we will

try, while indicating their differences, to observe the same law. The first view of

Cambridge is disappointing. Nature has done little for the town. It stands

in a rather wide flat valley, which before long broadens out into the great East

Anglian fen-land, and is bounded on one side by a low range of chalk hills, on the

other by yet more insignificant rising ground. Here and there clusters of trees

mark the sites of villages, but the country generally is rather bare.
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From most directions of approach, little is seen of the University buildings.

The plain classic facade of Emmanuel College is the first we come to in an

uninteresting walk of about

a mile from the station.

Beyond it, on the same side

of the road, is Christ's College, one of the

twin foundations of good Lady Margaret,

mother of Henry VII. Tasteless alterations

have spoiled the first court
;

in the next

are the Fellows' Buildings a fine design of Inigo Jones. There are few nooks

in Cambridge more beautiful than the gardens, where the soft green turf is shadowed

by luxuriant trees, and the walks wander beneath the over-arching branches. But
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in addition to their sylvan beauty, they have a special attraction to every English-

speaking man. John Milton spent three years of his youth in Christ's College; and

in a corner of the gardens is a rnulberry-tree, banked up, propped up, fortified in-

every way against the attacks of Time, which was planted by the author of
" Paradise

Lost " when little more than a handsome lad.

Still following the main street, we pass the modern facade of Sidney Sussex

College, and reach St. Sepulchre's Church, the most remarkable ecclesiastical relic

in Cambridge. One of those built to recall the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at

Jerusalem, only three others remain in England. It is much smaller and, as its

massive Norman arches testify, of somewhat earlier date than the Temple Church at

London. To the rotunda, which is well seen from the street, is attached a small

choir of fourteenth-century work.

Leaving on our right Bridge Street, which leads down to the Cam, we turn

into the other main street of Cambridge, and come in view of the facade of St.

John's College. The new chapel is best seen from this position. It is a rich example

of thirteenth-century Gothic, the plan being a tau-cross with short arms. An organ-

chamber of two bays is attached to the north side of the chapel proper, and a

massive square tower rises from the centre of the arrns. This an afterthought to

replace a fleche is quite out of proportion with the rest of the building, which,

notwithstanding its many beauties of detail, must be condemned as lamentably

deficient in all power of composition. The gable, with a projecting oriel, which in

our sketch partly masks the apse of the chapel, is modern. The rest of the facade

one of the best specimens of brick and stone work in Cambridge dates from the

beginning of the sixteenth century. The pointed windows on the left belong to

what was once the old college library. Over the gateway are the coat of arms

and the statue of the foundress the before-named Lady Margaret, Countess of

Eichmond and Derby. Passing within the court, we see that here, as at her other

foundation, the hand of the destroyer has been at work; for on the southern side of

the court a hideously plain stone facade has replaced the sixteenth-century work.

To the west, however, the old buildings remain. On the right is the college

dining-hall, which was considerably enlarged when the new chapel was built. This

forms the remaining side of the court. In the foreground a line of masonry on the

green sward marks the boundary of the old chapel, which belonged to the Hospital

of St. John, suppressed to found the college. The interior of the new chapel is

extremely rich, though not free from the defects conspicuous in the exterior, and

the modern stained glass is very good. The second court is the finest example of

brick and stone work in Cambridge, if not in England. As an inscription on one

of the spouts shows, it was completed in the year 1599. The first floor on the

north side is almost wholly occupied by a long room or gallery, with panelled walls
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and an ornamental ceiling the Combination Koom, or "
parlour

"
of the Fellows.

The ceiling and most of the wood-work is old, the room being a recent restoration

to something like the original arrangement.

Passing on, we enter another court, of much smaller dimensions. On the north

is the library, principally built in the year 1624, at the cost of Williams, Archbishop

of York. The Gothic tracery of the windows will attract notice, and the book-cases

within are interesting as good specimens of Jacobean work. Hence the direct way

leads by a covered bridge across the Cam into the cloister of the New Court, erected

about forty-five years ago. We, however, will now pass under a small archway to the

south, and seek the college grounds by the "old bridge." The best point of view of

the extensive buildings of the New Court is obtained by following the broad walk to

the vicinity of the Fellows' Gardens. Though, as might be expected from its date, it

is in many respects open to criticism, the general effect is certainly fine.

The "Backs," or gardens at the back of several of the colleges, on which we

have now entered, are the especial boast of Cambridge. To see them in perfection

one must ramble tortuously from college to college, and then hire a boat and row

gently along the river. It is, indeed, a sight which no town in England none, so

far as I know, in Europe can match. For a space of about three-quarters of a mile

in length along either bank of the winding Cam, and a quarter of a mile or so in

breadth, from the end of the river front of St. John's indeed, almost from Magdalen

College to the bridge beyond Queen's, there is a continuous succession of buildings,

always impressive, if not always beautiful
;

of shelving banks and richest lawns of

green sward
;

of avenues and groups of stately trees
;

of shrubs^ and garden flowers
;

of weeping willows and arching bridges mirrored in the quiet water.

See it, if possible, when the leaves are bursting into new life in all their tender

greenery, or when, on the approach of summer, the air is heavy with the scent of

lilac and syringa ;
when the flowers of thorn and chesnut, pink and white, of laburnum

and guelder rose, brighten the masses of luxuriant foliage ; or, next best, on some

clear autumnal day, when the dying leaves are brightening to a strange glory of

many-tinted gold, and the sunset hues of the year's evening seem mirrored on the

face of Nature.

A few steps beyond the Johnian gates, across an expanse of turf bounded by fine

elms another of the "pieces" or common-grounds in which Cambridge is so rich

bring us to the entrance-gate of Trinity, at the extremity of the avenue. See - this,

if you can, on an evening in June, when the sun is beginning to dart long shafts of

gold through the latticed leaves, while the bees are yet humming overhead among the

scented blossoms of the limes. The cream-coloured stone of the gateway tower at the

end, whose windows are generally bright with flowers, contrasts admirably with the

delicate green of the leaves
;
and as we advance up the long cloister of over-arching
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The Gate of Honour, Cains College.

boughs, we glance right and left at grassy paddacks and chesnut-shaded walks, with

stately buildings half revealed by their leafy screens.

After again crossing the Cam, we pass under the tower at the end of the avenue
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into the "New Court," built about fifty years ago. The feeble Gothic of this will

not delay us
; so, turning to the left, we find ourselves in the cloister of Nevile's

Court. Notwithstanding a certain want of harmony produced by the strictly classic

style of Wren's library, which forms the river-front to this court there are few finer

examples of Jacobean architecture in this country. The hall, with its noble bay-

window, the grand cloisters on the other three sides, produce a most impressive

effect, while the bright green sward in the middle contrasts beautifully with the warm

grey of the stone-work.

Wren's library, though, of course, most correct in style, is too severely classic in

its exterior to be attractive to the taste of the present day, but the interior is a

right noble chamber. The book-cases are adorned with exquisite carvings in lime-wood

by Gibbons, with marble busts of ancient poets and sages and of illustrious members

of the society, some from the chisel of Boubiliac. At the further end of the room

is Thorwaldsen's beautiful statue of Lord Byron. There are many relics, which we

cannot describe in detail.

Notwithstanding the plainness of certain parts, or an occasional want of height, it

would be difficult to find a more striking quadrangle than the Great Court of Trinity.

Portions of older buildings are incorporated into it, belonging to the colleges and

halls which were fused together by Henry VIII., to constitute his new college of the

"Holy and Undivided Trinity," and there have been some of the usual tasteless

eighteenth-century alterations, but in its present form this court dates, like the wings

of the other, from the mastership of Thomas Nevile ended A.D. 1615. A very

beautiful fountain stands in the middle. Gateway towers break the line of three of

the sides
;

that on the north was removed to its present position from the older

college of King's Hall. Close by this is the chapel, externally a plain building of

the latter part of the sixteenth century. The interior, however, has recently been

superbly decorated with paintings and gilding on walls and roof, and with stained

glass. There are few spectacles more impressive than the choral service on a Sunday

evening in full term, when the chapel is crowded with a surpliced throng. In the

ante-chapel are the statues of Barrow and Bacon, of Macaulay and Whewell, and,

chief of all, Roubiliac's noble figure of Newton.

Most colleges can point to a goodly line of illustrious sons, but none to more

than Trinity, the largest and wealthiest college in the University. Among them are

princes, peers, and statesmen
; theologians, scholars, poets ;

students renowned in every

branch of literature and science. In these courts have sauntered Dryden and

Macaulay, Tennyson and Arthur Hallam. There are the chambers of Newton and

of Byron, the books of Bentley and of Person
;
while the memory is still fresh of

Whewell, almost omniscient in knowledge, and Sedgwick, first of English geologists.

But we are lingering too long, so let us pass through the principal gateway,
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underneath the

statue of Henry

VIII., the royal

founder, and so

on into Trinity

Street, when we

find ourselves to

be hard by St.

John's College.

Turning away

from some new

buildings, out-

posts of Trinity

=S-7-
Doorwayi Jesus College.
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College, we follow the narrow street, which is fast losing its picturesque houses, to

the new facade of Gonville and Cains College, the most successful piece of modern

work in Cambridge. The principal gate now looks southward on to King's Parade, a

more open part of the street, but a small doorway in the wall marks the site of the

ancient entrance. This, a lowly portal, still to be seen in a wall in Senate House

Passage, bore the title
" Humilitatis." Another gate of fairer proportions, bearing the

inscriptions,
" Virtutis" and "

Sapientice," leads from the outer to the inner court;

while one, far more sumptuous, opened from the latter towards the schools, and

was inscribed, "Honoris" thus completing the allegory that the path to honour

must begin with humility, and pass by way of virtue and wisdom.

In our sketch of the Gate of Honour built by Dr. Caius, part founder of the

college, about the year 1558 part of the Senate House appears on the left, and of the

Public Library on the right. The former is the scene of many examinations, and

of the pi;blic ceremonies of the University. On such an occasion as the principal

conferring of degrees, the galleries are filled with a noisy throng of under-graduates.

Fierce are the cries of "Hat! hat!'' at the stranger who forgets to doff his head-gear,

and the yells which greet unpopular officials
;

furious the contests of huzzas, groans,

and hisses evoked by the names of eminent politicians >
and ringing the cheers which

welcome the senior wrangler the chief mathematician of his year as he is led up

to the Vice-Chancellor in solitary state to receive his degree.

The Public Library, which is partly lodged in the buildings once occupied by the

scholars of King's College, partly in some modern additions, contains a large collection

of books and manuscripts. Behind is the Geological Museum, reached through the

old gateway to King's College, commenced and left incomplete by Henry VI., an

exquisite fragment of late Perpendicular work. Opposite is Clare College, beyond

whose single court, a striking piece of seventeenth-century architecture, lie beautiful

gardens on either side of the Cam. To the right is Trinity Hall, the haunt of lawyers,

with its garden, shaded by huge chesnut-trees
;

to the left, the lawns of King's

College, and, close at hand, its noble chapel. It is easy to censure this for monotony
of design and tricks of construction, and, no doubt, these faults are present, especially

in the exterior, as in all late fifteenth-century work; but the critic must be stern

indeed who is not moved by the grandeur of that over-arching fan-vault of stone, and

the splendour of those great windows of stained glass.

The remainder of the buildings of King's are modern, and of no great merit
;

one block, indeed the Fellows' Building is positively ugly ;
but the lawns are

wonderful for their beauty, and it is hard to say whether the view from its bridge

or that of Clare College is the more lovely. Once a year a great ceremonial takes

place on the sheet of water between these bridges. In the month of May, when the

college races are over, the boats, decked with flowers, and gay with the uniforms of
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their crews, are rowed in procession along this part of the Cam, and finally drawn up

here side by side
; then, at a given signal, all raise their oars aloft to salute the

leading boat, while ringing cheers resound from the crews, and are echoed back by

the dense crowds that line the banks and throng the bridges.

Our space precludes us from noticing the other colleges or public buildings, but

two of the former yet remain, which must not be passed over wholly in silence. One,

lying on the river just at the back of St. Catherine's, is Queen's College a founda-

tion whose commencement dates from the days of Margaret of Anjou. The first

court, with its entrance gateway, reminds us strongly of that of St. John's College,

and is in a much more perfect condition. The second has quaint narrow cloisters

of brick, and in a narrow recess, hardly to be called a court, is the staircase which

leads to the rooms once occupied by Desiderius Erasmus, the champion of the "new

learning
" which brought about the Reformation, though he shrank as is not rare

with scholars from heading the movement to which he had given the main impulse.

Veiy picturesque are the quaint nooks in this part of the college ; very picturesque

is the irregular river front, with its wooden foot-bridge, if only you take care to turn

your back on some hideous buildings erected at the beginning of the present century.

The remaining college is Jesus. This stands at some, distance from all the others,

up a street opening out between Sidney Sussex College and the Round Church.

Founded on the site of a nunnery dedicated to St. Rhadegund, it preserves in its

chapel a considerable part of the ancient convent church, a fine work erected mainly

about the year 1200, which has been beautifully restored. Several other parts of

the college are of interest, not the least being the doorway leading from the first

to the chapel court, which bears the arms and cognisance of the founder, Bishop

Alcock, and is of the same date the reign of Henry VII.

The domestic life of the University and its studies are a subject too lengthy for

our notice, though the continuity of its existence has preserved many customs of

olden tune, in themselves not alien to this work. There is a picturesqueness in

many of the ceremonies and distinctive dresses
;

in the garbs of office and of sport,

often quaintly intermixed
;
in the festive gatherings in the College Halls on high days

and holidays. The University is a place full also of material relics of the past

choice old manuscripts, books, and pictures; treasures of antiquity and art of many

kinds, which it would take weeks to investigate. Its system is one which, if it be

not perfect, has done good, and will endure to do more; its mode of life is one

where "
under-graduate

" and "don" are side by side, often in kindly sympathy,

generally full of joy to the former and of much quiet happiness to the latter.

T. G. BONNET.



SCOTLAND.
FROM LOCH NESS TO LOCH EIL.

Culloiien Mom:

TNVEBNESS-SHIBE, the northern portion of Glenmhor-nan-Albyn, or the Great

Valley of Caledonia, a county which extends from the German to the Atlantic-

Sea, is singularly diversified in its scenery, being partly flat towards the eastern coast,

but crowded by giant mountains towards the north and west. Three large openings,

the basins of the Beauly and Moray Firths, with the termination of the Great Glen,

meet at the town of Inverness, and place around that Highland capital a rich com-

bination of the beauties of landscape, with the advantages of water communication.

A vast terrace, if it may so be called, that sweeps from the mouth of Loch Ness to

" the thundering Spey," rises behind the town, giving a charming site to villas and

pretty suburban cottages ;
while the vast mountain ridges that screen Glenmhor-nan-

Albyn, as they approach the plain, through which the Ness seeks the sea, subside

from their nigged sternness into picturesque hill-beauty, with scaured and wooded,

many-tinted sides and softly-rounded summits.

The mountain barriers, which rise against the comparatively near horizon, and

form with their serrated peaks a bold sky-line, exquisitely contrast, as a background,

with the amenities of the sylvan vales and waters they enclose
;

for the scenery,

immediately landward of Inverness, exhibits the highest adorning of husbandry,
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gardening, and arboriculture, in close

proximity to the wildest and most

sterile mountains in Europe.

Inverness, which was made a royal burgh

by King David I., is deemed one of the most

beautiful towns in Scotland, and .some writers

venture to place it before Edinburgh with respect to local situation. Around it,

The Dhrnim.
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certainly, the mountain scenes are grander, nearer, and more varied. Each outlet is

different from the others; each is strikingly lovely, whether we proceed towards the

solid, white bastions of Fort George that abut on the blue Firth of Moray, or enter

the mighty valley of the Ness, or skirt the shores of the Beauly. On the latter a

stream which flows from Glenfarer to Loch Beauly, past the old ruined priory of that

name, where for ages the Frasers, Chisholms, and Gairloch Mackenzies have interred

their dead few places are more striking than that named the Dhruim, where the

river threads its way for about three miles among fantastic isles and pinnacles of rock.

On either hand the mountain acclivities are steep and the valley between narrow,

but woods of drooping silver birch and dark green pine, with oak and alder, fringe

every part of the way on both sides. At the extremity of the Dhruim (or ridge) the

Beauly is seen foaming down on each side of a high, rounded hill the Isle of Aigas

which parts the river in two, and is encircled by it
;

and here, in summer, the

masses of foliage that over-hang it present every variety of form and combination of

leafy colour.

Three miles from Inverness we come upon the low ridgy moor of Culloden,

whereon was fought the last battle, contested on British ground, by a few of the

Jacobite clans against the forces of the Government, "and the history of which is too

well known to need more than mention. The battle took place on that part of the

moor where its surface inclines towards the river Nairn, and the Highland clans

were drawn up to the west of the present line of graves, across the moor towards

Culloden House. On all sides the prospect is bleak and dreary like a place that no

sunshine can brighten. The castle of Dalcross raises its square mass above the black

moorland to the east
;

the pine-clad cone of Dun Daviot closes the vista on the

south-west. A Little to the north of the main road is a depression caUed " Stable

Hollow," and near it are two small thatched houses, called the "
King's Stables,"

wherein Cumberland's staff had placed their horses. The three great grass-covered

mounds where the dead lie are conspicuous above the dark brown or purple moor,

and are usually very green. Local tradition asserts that belated wayfarers, when

passing near them, have suddenly found themselves amid the smoke and hurly-burly

of a battle, and could recognise by their tartans the clans engaged; indeed, the

peasantry believe that a great conflict will be fought there again, but with whom

or about what none can tell, save that there is always a Laird of Culduthel,

conspicuous on a white horse, among the shadowy combatants.

Few would quit the vicinity of Nairn without visiting the castle of Cawdor,

which gave the second title of thane to Macbeth, and now gives that of earl, in the

peerage of Britain, to a branch of the Campbell family. Situated near the moun-

tains that divide Cawdor from Moy, and amid woods of vast extent, 'containing some

trees of great antiquity, it is a venerable edifice, with walls of enormous thickness,
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with vaulted roofs and battlements, more modern than the keep, wherein was shown,

till destroyed by fire in 1815, a bed in which it was asserted "the gracious Duncan"

was murdered. The thane who founded the castle is said to have consulted an aged

seer as to the site of it, and was counselled to load an ass with the necessary gold in

an iron chest, and to build wherever the ass should stop. It did so, at the third

hawthorn-tree
;
and there the edifice was built around the tree, the stem of which

still remains, and many a generation, in the hall above it, have pledged to the toast

of "Freshness to Cawdor's Hawthorn-Tree." The donjon is ten feet in height; the

The "King's Stables" Culloden Moor.

stem reaches to the top, and beside it lies an ancient iron chest.
" Two other

aged hawthorn-trees grew within a few score yards, in a line with the castle," says

Carruthers, a sceptic in all tradition" one in the garden, which fell about forty years

ago, and the other at the entrance, which was blown down, after gradual decay, in

1836. Some suckers are now springing from the venerable root, and are carefully

enclosed by a wooden fence."

Donald, Thane of Cawdor, is the first mentioned in authentic history, in 1295,

but the great mass of the present edifice would seem to have been built in 1442 1468,

by his descendant, Thane William, who was Crown Chamberlain beyond the Spey,

and Shield Bearer to James II. Among the later traditions of Cawdor Castle, a low

chamber under the stone roof is shown, where the unfortunate Lord Lovat is said

to have found a temporary retreat after the battle of Culloden. But this is somewhat
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doubtful, as Lovat was found concealed far to the westward, and to reach Cawdor

from the field would have had to pass through a country occupied by the Hanoverian

troops.

In proceeding south-west, through Glemnhor-nan-Albyn, the steamer takes us

through Loch Ness, which, with one exception, is the most northerly of the chain

Cawdor Castle.

of lakes that constitute the Caledonian Canal. It is twenty-three miles in length;

its deep, dark waters never freeze, and they must reach the sea before they can be

cooled to the congealing point, owing to their depth, which is seldom less than fifty

fathoms within 250 feet of the shore. The mountain ranges which flank this great

glen of many waters form two parallel lines of stiipendous rampart, prolonging

the vista like the restricted view seen through a fixed telescope. Alternately

ragged, rocky, or heath-clad, with ruts and escarpments worn by the storms and

rushing torrents of ages when, perhaps, they were islets in the sea, and all the

Lowlands were submerged they sweep down with a rapid slope to the margin of
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Loch Ness, where their

lower acclivities are luxu-

riantly clothed with forest

the weeping birch, the

oak, the elm, the fragrant

hawthorn, and the light,

quivering aspen presenting

at all seasons richly-tinted

maizes, while underneath

nourishes a literal jungle of

holly, sloe, and hazel, so

dense that it seems to the

eye as if there was not space

for another leaf.

These ranges have an

average altitude of some

60
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1,500 feet, but about the middle of the loch we find ourselves under the shadow of

the stupendous and huge-based Meal-Fuarvounie, 3,200 feet in height to the apex

of its dome-shaped summit, and forming the two highly scenic glens of Moriston

and Urquhart, where, as in other diverging valleys, may be seen lovely glades of

wood, with pleasant patches of green, brown, and yellow in autumn
;
and these, too,

on successive terraces, in the ancient style of cultivation still common among the

mountains of Palestine, carried along the face of the acclivities, laden with the

fruits of tillage. Glen Moriston, and Glen Urquhart, with its ancient castle jutting

into the loch on a rugged rock, display large cultivated fields and pleasant dwellings,

with many handsome modern mansions ensconced in the weather-worn recesses of

the mountains. But all else is one continuous natural tunnel the long narrow belt

of blue, almost black waters, its path; the mountains, with their wooded skirts, its

sides
;
the deep azure, or, it may be, cloud-laden sky, its arch, till we get into the

wider waters of Loch Eil.

Loch Ness, says a statist, has the mysterious property of being violently agitated,

whenever an earthquake occurs, even in the most distant part of the globe. In 1755,

during the earthquake at Lisbon, it was suddenly upheaved, and rolling a billowy

volume towards its head, precipitated a mighty wave '200 yards up the river Oich

at a level of five feet above the margin of the stream, and after ebbing and flowing

for about an hour, it flung a billow thirty feet in height along its northern bank, and

then subsided to its ordinary repose.

Six miles distant from Meal-Fuarvounie, the Fall of Foyers glitters in its belt

of shining spray, between dark brown mountain masses, like a streak of sky-light

struggling through a vertical fissure in the rocky heights. Gurnett makes this fall

212 feet in height. From a narrow ridge of rock, on the east side of Loch Ness,

the spectator suddenly, at a turn of the way, sees the fall descending with the roar

of thunder in his front. He is surrounded on all sides by cliffs of enormous height,

fringed by tangled plants nourished by the constant spray. Oaks and pines of

fantastic shape grow from every crevice of the rocky walls, adding a wild grace to

what would otherwise be a scene of chilly horror and gloom. Clouds of white

vapour are for ever ascending skyward, while the stunning roar of the falling water

is never hushed. Through the shapeless breach bursts a torrent, white as snow,

into a deep cauldron formed by the black rocks below. From its vast height it can

be seen from a great distance, and Dr. Clarke has pronounced it a finer cascade

than that of Tivoli, and inferior only to the Falls of Terni.

Some miles southward of this, the dark cone of Craig-Dhu towers above the

long wooded strath through which the Spey hurries in wild career to the sea. It

looks down on Kinguissie, which means in English, "the head of the wood of firs."

The country throughout is sweetly pastoral, and there the Spey winds in a series
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of beautiful curves through fine green meadows, dotted with clumps of birch and

alder trees.

Diverging to the south-west, at the hamlet of Ballachulish we come upon the

entrance to one of the most sublime and solemn scenes in the Scottish Highlands-

scenes usually so striking, that it is no wonder they should have given birth to

the song of the bard and the heroism of the warrior, and that their inhabitants

should be imbued with tenderness, superstition, and something of melancholy, so

that when in exile the recollection of their native glens should haunt them to their

latest hour. In approaching Glencoe we first come on Ballachulish, after passing

the great slate quarries.

There is here a ferry across Loch Leven, at a narrow strait called Calas-ic-Pliadrig,

from the tradition that in this place the son of a king of Denmark was drowned,

whose name was Patrick. The parish consists of two distinct districts separated

from each other by Loch Linnhe, an arm of the sea that stretches between the

mountains of Appin and Morven and the churches of each are four miles apart ;
thus

public worship is conducted in each alternately, once a fortnight, as the country has

been nearly desolated by expatriation and the usual substitution of deer forests

for farms. The great slate quarry here is, however, valuable, and the slate formation

extends from Easdale on the south to this point northwards.

When viewed from the inn at the Ferry of Ballachulish, the prospect in every

direction is indeed sublime. "Beyond the ferry," says Playfair (vol. ii.), "the hills,

covered with woods and pastures, rise gradually to a considerable height, and decline

to the south-west where the Lochs of Leven and Linnhe unite
;

in that direction

the eye, gliding over a vast expanse of water, is arrested by immense groups of

mountains of different forms and heights in Morven, which compose a splendid

landscape. About four miles westward are the stupendous mountains of Glencoe.

Such a variety of grand and interesting sceneiy is not perhaps to be found in any

other part of Scotland."

In some directions the mountain peaks are pointed like spires. The road, which

passes close by the deep slate quarries of Stewart of Ballachulish, runs along the

southern shore of Loch Leven until it brings us to the dark and solitary Valley of

Glencoe, long the patrimony of the Maclan branch of the clan Donald.

We next enter this wild and gloomy valley, memorable in Highland tradition

as the birth-place and grave of Ossian, and in history as the scene of the infamous

and treacherous massacre perpetrated in the reign of William III. Now destitute of

any human dwelling, bare and bleak, with its vast mountains often shrouded in grey

mist, its general appearance has a tendency to suggest
" that the place has been

proscribed by Heaven as the habitation of either man or beast."

On every side rise immense and almost perpendicular black rocks, many of them
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2,000 feet in height, their summits rugged, and often shooting up into lofty spires

and thunder-riven cones. In

some places these opposite

ranges approach so near that

they seem to hang over each

other, excluding daylight from

the glen. At its furthest ex-

tremity the latter is bounded

by Buchael Etive, which might

be termed the rocky skeleton of

a mountain, as it is almost desti-

tute of verdure. Over this passes

an old Fingalian war-path,

so steep as to obtain for

it the name of the " Devil's

Staircase;" but this road

may be avoided by taking

another to the right,

which leads to that

vast Serbonian bog,

the dreary, desolate,

and seemingly inter-

minable Moor of Ran-

noch. In Glencoe the

goats scrambling upon

the rocks, with a few

shaggy cattle browsing

Tht Fall oj Foyers.
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under the wall-like mountains over

which the eagles soar, are the only

living things to he seen, except
an occasional herd of red deer.

From these hills white torrents

are for ever descending. In the

centre is a small lake, and from it

issues the Cona so celebrated by
Ossian. On the south rises the

mountain of Malnior, and on the

north the famous Dun Fionn or

Hill of Fingal. Ossianic names, so

common over the Highlands, are

most numerous here. Grianan
Deardull is the "sunny place" of

Ballachiiiish : Entrance to Glmcot.
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Ossian's Darthula, whom Nathos stole from her husband Conquhan. Here too we

have Caolis-na-con, "the ferry of the dog;" Bitanaben, or "the hill of deer-skins,"

and many other places which refer to the hunting expeditions of Fingal, whoso

peculiar domain was Morven. "The curse of Glencoe
"

is still applied to the

Breadalbane Campbells, who were agents in the massacre which was committed in

1692, at the north-west end of the valley, and thus fixed an indelible stigma on the

government of the Revolution. It made a great sensation throughout Scotland, and

will perhaps ever be remembered with execration in the country of the Clans.

In referring so much to the land of Fingal, it is impossible to omit some

description of the cavern (though in a remote and lonely Argyleshire isle) which

bears his name.

This stupendous basaltic grotto in the lonely Isle of Staffa remained, singularly

enough, unknown to the outer world until visited by Sir Joseph Banks in 1772.

As the visitors' boat glides under its vast portal, the mighty octagonal columns of

lava which form the sides of the cavern (says a writer) the depth and strength of the

tide which rolls its deep and heavy swell into the extremity of the vault unseen amid

its vague uncertainty the variety of tints formed by the white, crimson, and yellow

stalactites, which occupy the base of the broken pillars that form the roof, and

intersect them with a rich and variegated chasing the corresponding variety of tint

below water, where the ocean rolls over a dark red or violet-coloured rock, from which

the basaltic columns rise the tremendous noise of the swelling tide mingling with

the deep-toned echoes of the vault that stretches far into the bowels of the isle-

form a combination of effects without a parallel in the world !

Staffa means "the isle of columns." A herd of cattle browse upon its summit,

but not a hut exists to shelter, in case of storm, the thousands who come yearly to

visit it. In the isle are six great caverns. On proceeding from the landing-place

the objects of interest that challenge our notice and excite our wonder are, first, the

Clamshell Cave; second, the Buchaille, or Herdsman; third, the Causeway and the

Great Face, or Colonnade
; fourth, Fingal's, or the Great Cave

; fifth, the Boat Cave
;

and sixth, the Cormorants', or MacKinnon's Cave.

These columnar caves range, or vary, from 18 to 50 feet in height ;
the

depth of dark water within them from 36 to 54 feet. The Great Cave, which

is named from Ossian's King of Selma, is rather more deficient in symmetry than

the rest. The outline of the entrance, perpendicular at the sides, and terminating in

a contrasted arch, is pleasing and elegant. The. height, says MacCulloch, from the

apex of this arch to the top of the cliff above, is 30 feet
;

from the former to the

surface of the water at mean-tide, 66 feet. The total length inward is 227 feet.

These measurements differ somewhat from those taken by Sir Joseph Banks.

The finest views are obtained from the end at low water, as, when the roaring
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tide is full, it is impossible for the eye to comprehend the whole with ease. From

this position also, the front forms a solid mass of a very symmetrical form
; supporting

by the breadth of its surface the vacant shadow of the cave itself. Here also that

subtle play of light, shade, and reflection, which is produced by the broken columns

retiring in ranges and gradually diminishing, is seen with distinctness. The inner

sides of the cave are columnar throughout, the columns being broken and grouped in

many different ways, thus catching a wondrous variety of direct and reflected tints,

mixed with secondary shadows and deep, invisible .recesses, producing an effect that

is equally pleasing and picturesque, and yet is awful.

Staffa, says Doctor Garnett,
"

is undoubtedly the greatest natural curiosity in

Europe, if not in the world;" but it requires a seaman's hand to make steady drawing

in the Cave of Fingal.

" As I sat on one of the columns," to quote MacCulloch, "the long swell raised

the water at intervals to my feet, and then subsiding again, left me suspended high

above it
;
while the silence of these movements, and the apparently undisturbed surface

of the sea, caused the whole of the cave to feel like a ship heaving in a sea-way.

The ceiling is divided by a fissure, and varies in different places. Towards the outer

part of the cave, it is formed of the irregular rock;< in the middle it is composed

of the broken ends of columns, producing a geometrical and ornamental effect,

and at the end a portion of each rock enters into its composition."

As the sea never ebbs out entirely, the only floor of this cave is the beautiful

green water, reflecting those tints which vary and harmonise with the darker tones

of the rocks, and often throw upward on the columns the flickering lights which its

undulations catch from the rays of the sun.

JAMES GRANT.



THE SOUTH COAST OF DEVONSHIRE.

Diltisham, on the Dart.

rpHERE is hardly a corner of Devonshire without interest or beauty ;
but the three

-*- districts which call for especial attention are the South Coast, the North Coast,

and the Forest of Dartmoor, with its borders.

The character of the south coast differs in accordance with its geological formation.

At the extreme eastern end of the county, between Seaton and Sidmouth, there is an

outlying patch of chalk, the white headlands of which, pierced with very picturesque

sea caves, display, as they are swept by sunshine and shadow, effects even more striking

than those afforded by the cliffs of new red sandstone which succeed to them. This

new red extends from Sidmouth, beyond the mouth of the Exe, to the centre of Tor-

bay. Then follow limestones, slates, and sandstones of different age and formation,

until, beyond Dartmouth, at Start Point and Bolt Head, we come upon the grand

masses of primitive rock, which afford probably the finest, certainly the wildest,

scenery on all this coast. From the Bolt Head to Plymouth we return to the rocks

interrupted by the projection of the Start.

In the first of these divisions there is perhaps no better centre than the still old-
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fashioned watering-place of Sidmouth. Here the coast, with its strongly-stained red

rocks, and the contrast of a varied undergrowth ferns, hollies, broom, and traveller's

joy, which cluster along the ledges, and deepen almost into coppice in every sheltered

Conntfss ll'eir, near Exeter.

nook and landslip is more strictly beautiful than in any other part of Devonshire.

The northern coast and that of the Start are grander ;
but the High Peak, which

projects well into the bay on the western side of Sidmouth, is so graceful in its forms

and so lovely in its colouring, that it would be difficult to find a .headland which

exceeds it in absolute beauty. And this is the general character of the whole range
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of cliffs as far as the Exe. The sea has worn the sandstone into grotesque piers,

pinnacles, and caverns. From the verge you look over the whole of the great

Western Bay, as it is called, lying be-

tween the Bill of Portland and Start

Point, both of which are sometimes

visible
;

and turning landward from the

sweep of rock and inlet, and grassy head-

land, there stretches away a vast extent

of varied country, bright with furzy com-

mons and sunny woods, dotted with

church towers, farms, and hamlets till the

grey peaks of Dartmoor, with Heytor con-

spicuous among them, close in the far

distance of the landscape.

\

The "Parson ami Clerk," Dawhsh.
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All this the pedestrian may enjoy who sets out from Seaton or from Sidmouth to

make his way along the coast as far as the mouth of the Exe.

The Exe, except in the upper part of its course, is hardly one of the most

picturesque rivers of Devonshire. At some distance above Exeter it becomes a still,

full-flowing stream, very unlike the dashing, rocky rivers the Teign, the Dart, and

the Plym which have their birthplace in Dartmoor. Yet the Exe has its own

beauty ;
and the general views of its broad valley, with the towers of the venerable

capital of the country the British, the Kornan, and the English city of Exeter-

rising on the steep hill round which the river winds, and surrounded by all the rich

verdure of the "
showery west," have been the delight of many an artist. Below

Exeter the river becomes an open estuary, often alive with white sails, and an

especial haunt of sea-birds. And the canal, which extends from Exeter to a place

called Turf, below Topsham, is the most ancient in the kingdom with one exception

that constructed by Bishop Morton in the reign of Henry VII., from near Peterborough

to the sea. This Exeter canal dates from the time of Henry VIII. There had been,

before its construction, frequent disputes between the citizens of Exeter and the great

lords of the district, the Earls of Devon. Countess Weir is so named from Isabella

de Kedvers, the powerful Countess of Devon, who erected it about 1284, in order to

prevent the ascent of vessels higher up the river. The canal changed all that
;
and

the site of Countess Weir, with its mill and its oak-trees, is now a favourite resort of

the angler, no less than (as our illustration shows) of the artist.

Exmouth has its memories of the elder Danby, who lived and painted there
;

and the splendour of the sunsets that die along the ridge of Haldon recalls some of

his best pictures. We may here cross the mouth of the river, landing at Star Cross;

and again climb the cliffs on our way to Teignmouth. Landward we look over on

the heights of Powderham, the home of the Courtenays from an early period; and

below us are the glades of Mamhead, with their great ilex trees, and the wide-

spreading yew of the churchyard, under whose shadow Boswell, when visiting Lord

Lisburne, made a vow "never to get drunk again;" which vow he speedily broke.

In the distance, westward, are the hills above Torquay, with the tower of St. Mary's

Church conspicuous as a landmark. We descend to Dawlish, where a long narrow

valley opens to the sea, and the houses are ranged on either side of it. The place

has the quiet and shelter, the rose-covered cottages and the ferny lanes, which have

always been associated with the "
ideal

"
of Devonshire, and which in truth belong

specially to this part of the country. Here the railway is carried close along the

shore, under the cliffs, which are necessarily pierced with many short tunnels. The

constant action of the sea, often wild and fierce in winter, in spite of the comparative

shelter, has here worn the sandstone into the most grotesque forms. The well-

known masses of the "Parson and the Clerk" rise at the end of a headland between
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Dawlish and Teignmouth, and are fragments left by the waves, which have swept

away the softer portions of rock between them. The "Parson" sits nearest to the land;

the "Clerk" rises in advance, his head silvered with guano, and his raiment grotesque

and many-coloured. The whole scene is striking, and not the least so when looked

down upon from the main headland. Toward sunset, when the whole bay is

glistening with light, and all its lovely shores are brought into strong relief, point

appearing beyond point, there is hardly a better station for the full enjoyment of its

beauties.

Teignmouth is larger and more bustling than Dawlish. The Teign, one of the

most picturesque of Dartmoor rivers, here opens broadly to the sea, and there is a fine

view from the ferry, backed by the twin peaks of Heytor. Pleasant, steep-banked

lanes, always green with ferns, and bright with wild flowers in the spring, stretch

away in a tangled net-work between the Teign and Torquay. Then there is no more

delightful region for the wanderer, orchard-boughs spreading over his head, primroses

and bluebells lighting up the turf, and the air ringing with the song of lark and of

blackbird. Whether by this inland road or along the cliffs, we at last reach the high

ground of St. Mary's Church, and the expanse of Torbay lies at our feet. Here we

may borrow the words of Charles Kingsley : "Torbay," he writes in "
Glaucus," "is

a place which should be as much endeared to the naturalist as to the patriot and the

artist. We cannot gaze on its blue ring of water, and the great limestone bluffs

which bound it to the north and south, without a glow passing through our hearts

as we remember the terrible and glorious pageant which passed by in the July

days of 1588, when the Armada ventured slowly past Berryhead, with Elizabeth's

gallant pack of Devon captains following fast in its wake The white

line of houses, too, on the other side of the bay, is Brixham, famed as the landing-

place of William of Orange, .... and close by stands the castle of the settler

of Newfoundland, Sir Humphrey Gilbert, Ealeigh's half-brother. And as for scenery,

. . . . the rounded hills slope gently to the sea, spotted with squares of emerald

grass, and rich red fallow-field, and parks full of stately timber trees

The shore is silent now, the tide far out
;

but six hours hence it will be hurling

columns of rosy foam high into the sunlight, and sprinkling passengers, and cattle,

and trim gardens which hardly know what frost and snow may be, but see the flowers

of autumn meet the flowers of spring, and the old year linger smilingly to twine a

garland for the new."

Tor Abbey, lying nearly in the centre of the shore of Torbay, was, with its

dependent village of Tor, the kernel from which has sprung the modern town of

Torquay. The monks had established a "
quay," and round it, when Leland wrote,

there was a little "town of fischars." Torquay, as it now appears, is not older than

the present century. There are still stately avenues and some ancient buildings about
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Tor Abbey ; and, as the picturesque

mill of our illustration indicates,

the old beauty of the place yet

lingers in quiet corners. And the

bay, with its rocks and its smooth

sands, is beyond the power of the

most energetic builders or " deco-

rators" to spoil.

Torquay itself occupies part of

a small rocky peninsula, which

makes Torbay an inlet or concavity

within the far greater Western Bay.

The headlands here are of lime-

stone, much contorted
;

and the

arched rock, known as " London

Bridge," is about half a mile east

of Torquay harbour. The archway

has 'been formed by the destruction

and removal, by natural agency, of

the lower portions of the almost

vertical beds of the limestone. In

colour and in form these wave-worn

rocks differ greatly from those of

the red sandstone. The masses are

grander and firmer
;
and jagged as

they are, they are not splintered so

grotesquely. There is a path across

the hill near Hope's Nose (or Ness

Mill near Tor Abbey. _^ jg thf , eastem llorn
"

Of Toi'-

bay), winding midway along the ivy-hung cliff, and presenting

a series of delightful prospects, which descends to Anstis Cove,

one of the most beautiful spots on this coast. The cove is

sheltered by lofty and brilliantly-coloured cliffs of limestone,

rising from a beach of white shingle derived from the neigh-

bouring slates. In the centre the limestone projects in buttresses,

ivied like a ruin, and screening a little undercliff and tangled wood.

The lines are varied and graceful ;
and both sketcher and colourist

may find plenty of work here. Nor will they fare less happily if they proceed about

half a mile, to Babbicombe, where a group of cottages lies nestled in a wood, and the
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little bay, with a steep road ascending from it, sparkles brightly in front. Here the

dark red sand and the limestones meet, and there is a wide view eastward, extending

quite to the Bill of Portland.

"London Bridge" Torquay.

There are many objects of interest for the stranger to visit in and around the

pleasant town of Torquay. The modern churches are all worth seeing, and the old

ones in the neighbourhood afford good examples of the peculiar Devonshire type,

having the wreathed pillar-capitals so frequently found in this district. Then, at no

great distance, there is Compton Castle, once the home of the famous Sir Humphrey

62
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Gilbert, curiously defended, as was needful so close to a shore on which landings of

foreign enemies sometimes occurred ;
and for the geologist, there is Kent's Cavern,

hardly so beautiful as the stalactite caves of Cheddar,

but of greater importance, from the remarkable discoveries

which have been made in it. It carries us back through

a long succession of ages to the days of the mammoth

and rhinoceros, and to those of bears and hyaenas, who

seem to have frequented it at different periods, and to

have dragged into it the bodies of other species found in

the cave. Or the wanderer may visit Berry Head, the

western horn of Torbay, above Brixham, where William of

Orange landed, and where, according to the local tradition,

Vespasian and Titus landed centuries before him.

A its/is Cffi'f, Torquay.
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The coast which lies between Berry Head and Dartmouth is singularly rich in colour,

owing to the varied character of its rocks slate, limestone, and patches of red sand-

stone. From the last rising ground we look down on the beautiful stream of the

Dart, and on the still (spite of many changes) quaint old town of Dartmouth.

The view looked down upon is not the entrance to the harbour
;
but what in our

illustration is rightly named the " Mouth of the Dart "

the land-locked, lake-like expanse into which the river

J

Babbicombe Bay.

opens, beyond the guarding castles of Kingswear and Dartmouth. The castles, the

old churches, and the steep hills give a certain un-English effect
;
but there are few

roadsteads in England more closely connected with the older story of the country

than this of Dartmouth. It was long the great harbour of the west. Chaucer's

Shipman was from hence.
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WftWilNw
:f

Month of the Dart.

The crusading fleet

of Coeur de Lion sailed

from Dartmouth
;
and

the place is full of

memories of naval adventurers

from those early days to those

of Davis, the discoverer (1585)

of Davis's Straits, who was

born on the river-hank; of

Raleigh, who was governor of

the castle
;
and of many a later hero. The

actual entrance of the harbour, the "Jaw-

bones," as it is called, is very picturesque.

Between the castles which protected it a

strong chain was formerly drawn, closing

the approach to all vessels but those whose right to enter

was undoubted. Now it is open to all
;
and the red sails

of some Brixham trawler, the trim yacht of some amateur

sailor, or the smoke-wreath of a steamship, are constantly

glancing in the sun through the passage. The peculiar

character of the town is due to its having been built en

terraces rising one above another, on the right bank of the
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Dart. In the narrow streets are some curious old houses relics of wealthy merchants

who once dwelt here, and traded largely with Spain and the Levant. Dartmouth was

long the chief place of unlading for the wines of Oporto and Xeres; and long before

that it had a great trade with Bordeaux. Its men of mark were well able to raise

such houses as that shown in our wood-cut rich with quaintly-carved monsters for

brackets, carrying long windows of many

"quarrels." These houses are passing

away before the rage for modern " im-

provement." Those which remain are

for the most part Elizabethan, and

mark the time of the town's greatest

prosperity. In the Church of St. Saviour

is a very remarkable stone pulpit,

carved, gilt, and painted ;
besides a

Entrance to Dartmoitth.

striking example of one of the great specialties of Devonshire a carved oak rood-

screen. This species of carving is richer and more abundant in Devonshire than

in any other part of England. The art descended in the same families for many

generations ;
and there is hardly a remote village church which does not contain some

specimen of it. We must not leave this Church of St. Saviour without noticing the

brass of John Hawley, founder of the chancel (1408). He appears in armour, with

his wives, Joan and Alice, one on either hand. Hawley was a great and prosperous

merchant; and, says Stowe, in 1390, "waged the navie of shippes of the ports of
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his own charges, and tooke thirty-four shippes laden with wyne to the summe of

fifteen hundred tunnes."

A greater number of old-world legends and fancies have attached themselves to

the stream of the Dart than to any other western river. Here, according to the old

belief, Brutus of Troy made his appearance, and found the land peopled with giants.

Hence he sailed up the river to Totness, where he first set foot on British ground,

on a rock which, until of late years, projected in the middle of the High Street. The

Dart in this part of its course, as indeed is the case with it higher up, winds and

doubles until it may sometimes look back upon its coming waters. Lakes and broad

reaches are thus formed
;
and shelving hills and woods, which rise from their banks,

combine with the stream to produce fresh pictures at every turn. Here, for instance,

is Dittisham a corner full of delight for the artist, and not deserving of neglect

by those who care nothing for brush or pencil, since it is famous for a peculiar

sort of plum, said to have been brought from the East by some judicious Crusader.

A beautiful view of Totness, with the church-tower as a centre, opens as the boat

passes out of the last reach of the river, closed by the Sharpham Woods. The

town of Totness, stretching up a steep hill-side, is dominated by the mound and

shell-wall of a castle, from which there are strikihg prospects up and down the

Dart. The church has a stately tower, and a canopied rood-screen of stone-work.

But the wanderer in search of the picturesque, although he may linger for some

time in and about Totness, will perhaps find more to satisfy him among the ruins of

Berry Pomeroy Castle, distant about two miles. This old stronghold of the Pomeroys

stands, as our sketch shows, on a platform or natural terrace high above a small

feeder of the Dart. Thick wood has closed up round it. The walls are mantled

with ivy, and the wide courts floored with green sward. The Tudor windows of

the main ruin, the varied outlines, and the touches with which time has "mouldered

into beauty" the whole great mass of building, are all so striking that it is scarcely

possible to visit Berry Pomeroy without a wish to know something of its history.

The ruin is of two periods. The entrance gateway and the wall on either side of

it are of the thirteenth century, and were portions of the enclosing wall of one of

the courts of the castle of the Pomeroys, whose ancestor, Ealph de Pomeroy, is recorded

in Domesday as the lord of this place, and of many a wide manor in the west. The

Pomeroys held Berry until the reign of Edward VI., when it passed into the hands

of Lord Seymour of Sudely, brother of the Protector, Duke of Somerset. It still

belongs to the Seymours, and is thus one of the very few estates in this country

which have been the property of no more than two great families since the Conquest.

The mass of ruin is that of a stately house, built by the first Seymour owner. The

apartments, says John Prince, author of the " Worthies of Devon,*' who was vicar

of Berry Pomeroy, and saw the place in its glory,
" were very splendid, especially the
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dining room, which was adorned

with statues and figures cut in

alabaster The number

of apartments of the whole may

be collected hence, if report be

true, that it was a good day's

work for a servant but to open

and shut the casements belonging

to them. Notwithstanding which,

'tis now demolished, and all this

glory lieth in the dust." The

house, it is said, was struck by

lightning, and so greatly injured

that the Seymours removed from

it, rather than be at the cost of

restoration. This was after the

time of Sir Edward Seymour, the

leader of the "
country party,"

whose imposing presence is drawn

for us by Lord Macaulay, and

who lived at Berry Pomeroy in

great magnificence. The fern

hunter will find his account in

wandering through the woods that

surround the castle.

No river in Devonshire deserves

more thoroughly to be traced to

its sources than the Dart. Be-

tween Totness and Ashburton it

is in its middle course. It is no

longer an estuary, or navigable.

The broad reaches have disap-

peared. In their stead comes a

rocky, broken river-bed, first bor-

dered by quiet green meadows,

then by steeper banks and cop-

pices of oak and hazel. The

woods of Dartington, where the

roofless hall takes us back to the
Street in Dartmouth.
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Valley of the Dart.

days of Richard II., whose chained hart appears among

the carvings; the Abbots' Pool, a black hollow in the

river, famous for trout, once loved, as the name would

suggest, by the Cistercian abbots of Buckfast
;

the

fir-crested hill of Bigadon ;
and the church-tower of

Buckfastleigh, on the height where, says the story, the

foundations were laid by
"

spirits," are the chief points

in the river scenery to be noticed as we journey upward

toward the moors. And between Buckfast and the

heath-clad hills of Dartmoor lie those grand wilds of

Buckland and of Holne Chace, where rock, ravine, wood,

and rushing stream combine to produce the most

striking scenes not only on the Dart, but in Devonshire.

Ashburton lies a couple of miles off the river.
Ml

The Dart runs close under the

walls of Buckfast Abbey ;
and the

green, ferny pastures that extend

along the banks are still known

as the Monks' Walk. It will be

a lengthened pilgrimage to trace

the river upwards, by Buckland,

and Spitchwick, and the rocky

ridge of Longator, to the pass

where bare hills rise steeply above

it on one side, with Sharpitor

(shown in our sketch) conspicuous,

while the right bank is still

covered with coppice. The stream

itself is here broken with huge

granite boulders ;
and close on its

banks the magnificent Osmunda

fern grows to enormous size.

A struggle among thick-set " stools
"

of

oak and birch; an upward toil over ledges

of rock, cushioned with mosses, tufts of whortleberry, and

heather; a climb among huge masses of granite, weather-

stained and lichened, and we are at last on the highest point of

Benjay Tor, far above the winding river, whose "
cry

"
(to use the

true Devonshire word) rises sharply through the clear air. High
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above the ravine soars the cone of Sharpitor; behind rises the

Corndon, to the summit of which the villagers and farm lads who can

so far are in the habit of mounting
k

to see the sun dance on the morning .
-"

of Easter Day. Prom hence a vast ex-

tent of cultivated country opens to the

south and east, with here and there

a fringe of sea visible between Port-

land and the Bolt Head
;
and in the

opposite direction rise dusky heaths,

fold beyond fold, toward a distant

horizon of rock-crested tors
; whilst,

it may be, a wreath or two of far-

away smoke marks where the great

convict prisons lie stretched out in

the heart of the old royal forest.

This, then, is Dartmoor; and the

fresh mountain air, not without a

dash of peat fragrance borne from

some distant hamlet, tells of the

height we have gained, and of its

very distinct climate. The moors

immediately round us are, in their

due season, aglow with furze and

heather
;

and the broad deep beds

of bracken, whilst they mark the

rounder

manage

mass of

to reach

Berry Pomeroy Castle.

63
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"nursing" gained from mists and rains that constantly, in Wordsworth's phrase,

"spiritualise" the hills, give also an especial colouring to the scene; and most

strongly in autumn, when they become the true " red fern
"

of the old ballad-makers.

The bent grass, the reeds and the rushes, and the grey rock of the tors themselves,

supply the more neutral tones of the colouring. There is no district in Great Britain

which quite resembles Dartmoor. Its Highland character carries us away at once to

the far north
;
but the Scottish scenery, to say nothing of its scale, is more ruggedly

mountainous. Dartmoor is rather one huge moiintain a great raised plateau, from

which the granite tors, the lesser hills, break up at intervals. It covers an area of

rather more than 130,000 acres. The mean elevation is about 1,700 feet. Yes Tor,

the highest point, rises to 2,050 feet above the sea. The central part of this wild

region, within certain fixed "regards," or limits, has existed as a royal forest from

a period which is quite uncertain. Probably it was held to be "King's land" long

before the Conquest; and its "great store of harts," which abounded until at least

the middle of the last century, were under the care of a company of verdurers

and foresters. The wolf and the wild cat are mentioned in a charter of John,

granted before he became king. There is still a "Dartmoor hunt," but the quarry

is no longer wolf or red deer, although a ride to
(

hounds among the rocks and

morasses calls for no small skill of hand and quickness of eye.

The tors are the most striking features of Dartmoor. The word is strictly

applied only to the mass of granite blocks which crowns the summit of the hill,

often strangely weather-worn, shattered and ruined, and rising against the sky in

every variety of fantastic shape. Bowerman's Nose, of which we give an illustration,

is a good example of the strange forms which ages of denudation have given to some

of these tors. It rises from the midst of a "
clatter

"
of rocks (this is the local

name for the stream of ruin poured down the hill-side) opposite the " church-town "

of Manaton, in one of the purlieus of the forest. From some positions the upper-

most block has much resemblance to a rudely-chiselled human head
;

and by those

antiquaries (now well-nigh extinct) who had persuaded themselves to see traces of the

Druids in every part of Dartmoor, it was held to be a rock idol, duly prepared for the

veneration of the tribe which gathered round it. The figure, it is now well known,

is due entirely to natural causes. The entire rock rises to a height of about thirty

feet. The Bowerman, whose name it bears, is nearly as mysterious as the Druids.

There is no tradition about him
;
and it is possible that the word may be a corruption

of some old English or Celtic term now, it may be feared, beyond recovery.

The climate of Dartmoor is, no doubt, unusually wet, mists being so frequent,

that even on the exposed summits of some of the remoter tors filmy ferns grow well
;

and, even in summer, the streams are liable to sudden risings which convert them

into formidable sources of peril. In winter they "come down," as it is called, so
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rapidly, and with such a wall of water, that a horseman crossing at a ford has

sometimes been swept away before he has been able to get to the bank. No one, in

truth, knows what Dartmoor can be until he has seen it under a gloomy winter

sky, and has looked down from some height on a sweep of swollen river,
"

all

drumlie and dark as it rolls on its way." And it may be added, that no one has

seen Dartmoor at its grandest until he has seen it lying under the shroud of a deep

snow. The intense stillness which reigns at such a time; the wide, white, sparkling
"
fjeld

"
(we may use a northern word for a scene which is so truly northern); and

the great apparent increase of scale given by the snow, are wonderfully impressive ;

and it need hardly be said that the moor under these conditions is not a power to

be lightly esteemed. A winter rarely passes without some loss of life in the snow
;

and such names as "Honeywell's Bed," "Clark's Grave," and the like, mark places

where wanderers have perished in the drift. The remains of a granite cross, in a

tract known as "Fox Tor Mires," toward the centre of the forest broken, treacherous

ground, covered with bog-myrtle and cotton-grass are known as " Childe's Tomb
;

"

and a very ancient tradition is attached to the place. It is said that a hunter named

Childe sank here bewildered under a sudden and overwhelming snow-storm
; but,

making a great struggle for life, he killed his horse, and got inside its bowels

for the temporary warmth, first writing on a block of granite with his horse's blood,

" The first that finds and brings me to my grave,

The lands of Plymstock he shall have."

How the monks of Tavistock gained the lands need hardly be told here. The story,

true or false, bears sufficient witness to the terrors of a Dartmoor storm.

Such a tract of country, open and solitary, is, of course, the natural protector of

old-world customs and superstitions. It is the home of the " wish-hounds
"

a pack

of spectral dogs but rarely seen, although their cry may often be heard among the

hollows of the hills
;
of the " derricks

"
a race of mountain dwarfs

; and, above all,

of the pixies. These are the elves of Devonshire and Cornwall

" Wee folk, good folk,

Trooping all together ;

Green jacket, red cap,

And grey cock's feather."

Green is their favourite colour, as it is that of their cousins elsewhere ;
but they

are sometimes seen shrouded in grey, and sometimes are swept before the wind,

shaped as rolling balls of fern or of heather. They mislead wanderers, and carry off

children, like other elves. An old farm on the northern edge of the moor was once

the house of a substantial franklin, and has the initials of its builder, with the date,

1590, on a granite tablet over the entrance. A yet older house had been inhabited
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by the same family for many centuries. After the new one was built and duly

plenished, the continuance of the race seemed to be promised by the birth of a son,

for which the franklin and his wife had long been hoping in vain. But other creatures

had also been hoping, and now watched their opportunity. On a winter evening,

when the light had nearly faded, and the turf fire had fallen low, the mother slept

for a moment, instead of keeping

watch over her child in the cradle.

As she woke, she heard a strange

low laugh, and thought she saw

the flutter of a grey cloak. But

the child was gone. It was clear

that the pixies had bided their

The " Boverman's Nose" Dartmoor.

time; and the letters
" T. W." above the

new doorway remain as the initials of the

last of his race. The general belief among

the neighbours was that the house had

been built of granite taken from some rock

which was under the special protection

of the hill-folk, and the first human being born in it had thus fallen into their power.

In almost every part of Dartmoor occur those rude stone monuments which

so powerfully affect the imagination, but whose voice is so indistinct and uncertain.

Hut circles,
" sacred

"
circles, as they are called, long parallel rows of stones, single

shafts of granite, cromlechs, kistvaens or stone "coffins," cairns, and earthen tumuli,

indicate that the whole district was once thickly peopled but indicate little more.

We cannot, with any safety, assert that these remains are of any definite period.

They may be later than the Christian era; they may be far earlier; but such a

circle of upright stones as that on Scorhill Down, above Chagford, or as the "
Grey

Wethers," yet more remotely placed, brings, beyond all doubt, an element of mystery
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to heighten the power of the wild landscape. There are, too, many primitive

bridges huge blocks of granite filing across the streams, or supported on piles of

rough stone which have generally been regarded as of the same age as the circles

and avenues. However this may be, they at least belong to a time when the

exploration of Dartmoor was hardly so easy as at present.

Post Bridge, which crosses the Dart high up towards its

source, is one of the most massive and most

picturesque of these structures.

The Dartmoor rivers assume their chief beauty

Harford Bridge.

when, after
"
fleeting through the

moore with long solitarie course," in the

words of an old Devonshire writer, they pass

into the wooded, but still wild and broken

outskirts. There are very striking scenes

on some of the lesser streams at this portion of their course. The deep gorge

of the Lyd is famous. In the "cleaves," or cleft rocky valleys of Lustleigh and of

the Tavy, many a long summer day may be spent with delight; and the Erme,

which descends by Ivy Bridge, is not less worthy of a pilgrimage. As the rivers

leave the moorland they are crossed by venerable and picturesque bridges which, like

that of Harford 'in our illustration, sometimes afford an admirable framework for the

distant landscape. Harford Bridge crosses the Erme, and is of considerable antiquity,

dating perhaps from the fifteenth century. The church and scattered hamlet rise
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on the hill-side above. The place is wild and remote
; yet the church contains the

high-tomb of Sir Thomas Williams, who died Speaker of Queen Elizabeth's Parliament

in 1563. The brass on his tomb shows him in full armour
;
and the epitaph tells

us that he
" Now above with mighty Jove doth reign.

"

There are some remains of his manor-house in the same parish, but they are

situated some distance down the river.

RICHARD JOHN KING.

Post Bridge, Dartmoor.
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Verwentwaler.

/^\N a solitary hostel by the river side in the

Cambridgeshire fens, one reads in large letters

above the door,
" Five miles from anywhere.

No hurry." The maxim of this inscription should

be adopted by every traveller who would duly

appreciate the Cumberland and Westmoreland lakes.

Small as is the space occupied by this district on

the map so small that an "
express

"
tourist could

see all its lions in a six-day period of labour its

beauties are of a kind that can hardly be culled

in haste
;
and such a one will bear away in his

memory scarce better souvenirs than he would of

the hedge-row flowers did he snatch at them from

a passing carriage. There are scenes in more than

one part of the world, the first glance at which

produces the most lasting effect ; scenes, a glance

at which instantaneously, as it were, photographs

an impression of overpowering grandeur or awful

desolation. Such is not the character of the Lake

District : its beauty, like that of many faces, reveals

itself only to those who linger long to gaze ;
its

rewards are highest for those who obey the behest

graven on the wayside seat by one of its loveliest

scenes, to "Rest and be thankful."
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We will ramble about as chance dictates
;

so let us begin with Windermere,

the longest, the narrowest, the most river-like of the group. It is by this lake

that many travellers first approach the district, some coming by rail to Windermere

town, near the upper end, others following the line along the shore of Morecambe

Winderwei'e, _//w above Ambleside.

Bay, which at last, turning inland, brings them to the southern end of the lake,

at Newby Bridge. Though the hills are lower and the scenery tamer here than in

other parts, this should not be neglected ;
and the soft luxuriance of the scenery,

as we commence our journey northward in the little steamer, will not soon be

forgotten. Gradually the hills on either side lift themselves into the air above the

wooded slopes ;
the purple masses that rise far ahead over the stretch of placid
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water assume a greater distinctness of form and detail
;
and now the shores again

narrow, wooded islands stud the waters, and seem almost to har the way. Then

again the lake expands ;
the groves, when Bowness is past, become, if it were

possible, yet more luxuriant
; picturesque villas, castellated houses, peer out here

and there, half hidden among the groups of trees
;

the craggy heads of the twin

Pikes of Langdale are seen overhanging the valley of the tributary Brathay, while

in front the Kothay pierces deep into the mountain masses that form the advanced

guard of Helvellyn. Few views in the district can equal, hardly any surpass, that

which lies before us as we approach the head of the lake. Beautiful in the noontide

brightness, more beautiful when the gauzy morning mists are stealing over the

Windermere, from Ncwby Bridge.

mountain sides, it is most beautiful of all when the western heaven is glowing with

the last evening rays behind the purple masses of Bow Fell and the Langdale Pikes.

But in this neighbourhood it is hardly possible to stir many yards without finding

some new beauty which seems lovelier than the last. Even the ordinary carriage-

road from Windermere to Ambleside affords an exquisite variety of foreground

combination of rock and turf, of shrubs and trees, whose branches enframe pictures

of mountain masses rising over expanses of the blue lake. Perhaps some - of the

best views are obtained from the valley of Troutbeck, which comes down to the lake

about half-way between Ambleside and Windermere.

Ambleside is one of the best halting-places for exploring the neighbourhood.

Within even a few minutes' walk are many picturesque nooks, one bearing that

name par excellence a delightful spot, where a stream purls among the boulders

between wooded braes, with jutting crags and fern-clad slopes. Behind the Salutation

Hotel one of the finest waterfalls in the country, Stockghyl Force, comes tumbling

64
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down, its foaming waters glancing among the overhanging Loughs. "Force" is one

of the words which, like many other Old-World relics, have lingered among the

shadows of the hills. It is the same as the Scandinavian "
foss," and signifies a

waterfall. Of longer excursions there is an abundance, for Coniston and the

Langdales on the one side, Ulleswater on the other, may easily he visited, while in

front lie Eydal and Grasmere ;
and Thirhnere or, in a long day, even Derwent-

water may be reached.

Two roads conduct from Ambleside to Coniston. It is better to take the more

southern course in going and the other in returning. At first the scenery is rich

and park-like ; then, as the road ascends, it becomes somewhat wilder. Windermere

lies below and behind; the sheet of liquid blue, which rivals the sky, widening out

as you mount. The crags of Langdale and of Oxenfell stand boldly out : these, on

the day when I passed, were bathed in a light more like that of Italy than of

England. Crags and grassy slopes, green fields and heather-clad moors, firs, juniper,

and a hundred other shrubs, gave each moment new combinations, changing, as in

a kaleidoscope, from beauty to beauty, till the blue sheet of Coniston opened out

before us, its head embosomed in trees, and guarded by the massive form of the

far-famed Old Man. >

The view from the summit of this mountain, in my opinion, is one of the finest

in the district. Standing as it were upon a bastion tower on the edge of the group,

we command a wide extent of the higher mountains, the bolder peaks of the Scawfell

range being especially conspicuous, while our eyes range along the beautiful lake,

seemingly almost beneath our feet, and thence far down the estuaries of the Kent,

the Leven, and the Duddon, to the sands of Morecambe Bay. Far away over

these may be seen on a clear day the castle of Lancaster, and even Ingleborough

and the Yorkshire fells
;

while those who are specially favoured may discern, like

clouds on the horizon, the Isle of Man, and even the peak of Snowdon. The Old

Man, like most of the Cumbrian mountains, is easily ascended, a good path leading

up to the rounded platform which forms the top, and the pedestrian who is impatient

of this can readily climb the steep slopes of the central come. A friend of mine,

however, once met with a novel adventure on his descent along the northern ridge

of the mountains, for he was attacked by a golden eagle, which dashed down at him

again and again with great fury. As he had no better weapon of defence than an

umbrella, the bird had an unfair advantage over the biped. Its mode of attack was

to circle above him at some distance, and then suddenly swoop down "
all claws upon

the foe." As in one of these attacks it actually got within his guard, he was not

sorry when, after some quarter of an hour of warfare, it at last desisted and sailed

majestically back to its eyrie.

From some points of view the trench-like form of Coniston Lake is a little too
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conspicuous for perfect beauty, but it would be difficult to find anywhere more lovely

views than are obtained from several places near the upper end. Sweeps of greenest

grass, and groves of trees of many shades, from the dark fir to the bright lime,

make exquisite foregrounds for the blue expanse of water and the massive form of the

-
- v

Collision Water.

Old Man. In one of the most beautiful of these sites is the house of Professor

Ruskin, to whom, as to so many other poets, the spell of Cumbrian beauty has proved

an irresistible attraction. The lover of the picturesque cannot help lingering in view

of the home of one who, more than any other man, has taught his countrymen to

appreciate the greatest master of landscape-painting the world has ever produced,

and has zealously striven to convert students of Nature from following false ideals

to seeking for her truths and reverencing her beauty.
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The return to Ambleside by Yewdale and Oxenfell is even more beautiful than

the route by which we came. By a long gradual ascent from the level of Coniston

Lake we pass through an upland valley. Here groves of trees and slopes of grass

make rich and beautiful foregrounds ;
behind

them rise the precipitous hills, their rough-

scarred sides of sombre purple contrasting ex-

quisitely with

the verdure at

their feet. One of the fine old

trees, which gives name to the

dale, has caught our artist's

fancy. Higher up, as the

crags approach nearer to the

road, the slopes below become

wilder
;
the forest trees are re-

placed by the trailing junipers ;

the rich sward by the feathery brake, the glowing heath, and the blushing ling.

These beauties, however, must not make us forget to cast a frequent glance behind,

where the green slopes around the quiet waters of Conistou are sinking down into a

carpet of verdure that stretches out towards the sea.
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Presently the road reaches the top of the fell, the scene behind disappears, and

in a few moments is replaced by another different, indeed, but not less beautiful ;

for we are standing on the brow of a steep descent, and beneath us Little Langdale

is spread out like a map, while beyond it are the twin Pikes, backed up by a long

extent of the higher summits. Each turn of the road, as it zigzags down in an almost

Alpine fashion, reveals some fresh beauty, for there are few points of view from which

the Pikes show to greater advantage, while changing foreground bits constantly offer

new contrasts with their dark crags. Perhaps the best view of all is obtained, after

the descent is over, from the neighbourhood of Skelwith Bridge, where some groups

of pines form a peculiarly graceful and appropriate foreground.

As we are now in Great Langdale, we may as well turn aside to notice the

upper part of the valley ; though no one but the most hurried traveller would crowd

this excursion into the same day as one to Coniston. The Pikes, of which we

have already spoken, rise very steeply on the northern side of the valley. Though

they are hardly to be ranked among the loftiest summits in the district for

their respective heights are only 2,400 and 2,300 feet yet the abruptness with

which their craggy heads rise, not only above the general level of the surrounding

feUs, but also from the bed of Langdale itself, gives them a truly mountainous

character which is not possessed by several higher summits. This grandeur is

enhanced, as has been mentioned above, by the singular beauty and richness of

Lower Langdale, which affords such endless variety and contrast of foreground

scenery.

The comfortable inns beneath the slopes of the Pikes make excellent points oi'

departure for many fine walks, such as not only the ascent of the Pikes them-

selves, but also those of Bowfell and even of Scawfell. The former of these is a

noble point of view, and can be reached by a rough scramble direct from the head

of Langdale, itself a very striking scene, where the level floor of sward is

strewn with scattered blocks and the moraines of vanished glaciers, and is

encircled by almost an amphitheatre of crags. But most visitors will first turn then-

steps to the far-famed Dungeon Ghyl, a cascade at the base of the Pikes. It is a

model in miniature of an Alpine ravine. The burn that drains the dark corries

beneath the peaks tumbles leap after leap down the steep slopes, till at last it

plunges into a narrow ravine in the hard rock. Except when there is a "
spate," it

is easy to make one's way over the great boulders in the lowest bed, and penetrate

into the ravine. On either hand are vertical walls which one can almost reach with

outstretched arms of dark hard rock. At the upper end the stream, a mass of white

foam, glances and glimmers ghost-like in the shadows. Overhead,

" Into the chasm a mighty block

Hath fallen, and made a bridge of rock,"
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while other

blocks be-

neath our

feet almost

hide from view the

broken waters of

the stream. Yet

the sombre purples

of the crags are

not wholly unre-

lieved, for cushions

of moss and tufts

of grass have clung to

every ledge, while here

and there trailing plants

and sturdy shrubs almost mask

the rock. At the top dwarf trees

have fixed their roots firmly in

the crannies, and their branches

well-nigh meet above the ravine.

Another of the favourite excursions
Stockghyl Force.

from Ambleside is to Patterdale and

Ulleswater. From the village it is a steep pull up hill to the top of Kirkstone Pass
;

so steep that the hirer of a carriage probably concludes with the Irishman that, "if it
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wasn't for the appearance, lie might as well walk;" and he will very likely have to

do so most of the way. But he may solace himself with glances back at Windermere,

which will show him many a scene Like that we have sketched. At the top where a

great botilder, looking from some points of view like the gable of a chapel, gives its

name to the pass is a small house, 1,481 feet above the sea-level, which claims to

"V*

Wordsworth's Grave.

be "the highest inhabited house in England." The view back over Ambleside and

Troutbeck is fair to the last, but it is a wild scene in front. On either hand are

two great banks of screes, broken here and there by crags ;
a steep and stony valley

lies in front, at the end of which the bare expanse of Brothers Water hardly more

than a tarn gleams beneath the great mass of Place Fell, which seems almost to

block up the valley. Quickly we hasten down the windings of the road to a more

fertile region ; strips of meadow soon begin to soften the harshness of the nearer

slopes ; some trees, though not many, appear as we approach the ill-omened shores
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of Brothers Water
;
and not long after passing it we are in Patterdale, once more

in the characteristic scenery of the Lake Country groves and meadows in front,

craggy mountains behind. The road now becomes one of rare beauty, hardly to

be surpassed in the whole district, till at last, as the woods gather more and more

densely on the slopes, Ulleswater gleams in front, reflecting in its quiet waters

the surrounding summits. Just at the head is the pretty village of Patterdale, fairly

nestling among trees, with its tiny church and old yew-tree. For a distance of four

or five miles round this spot as a centre, each step discloses some new beauty. The

reach of waters below is by far the most beautiful part of the lake. The views from

its shores are almost the finest in the whole region. Not far away

" Doth Aira Force, that torrent hoarse, speak from the woody glen ;

"

and beyond the parks that clothe the western slopes rise the bare fells of Helvellyn

and the lonely vale of Grisedale. The summit of that mountain can be readily

reached from Patterdale, and we can choose between the two "edges" by which it

is approached. Of these, the nearer, Striding Edge, still moves to awe the soul of the

tourist accustomed only to the pavement of cities. In this direction one can return

to Ambleside by descending into the Eothay Valley, either over the head of Helvellyn

or direct from the solitary tarn at the top of Grisedale.

Let us now follow the main valley of the Eothay from Ambleside. The only

difficulty is which way to choose
;
for there are at least three, all beautiful. If, loving

ease, you prefer to follow the carriage-road, you will think that it would be hard to

find anything fairer than these meadows by the Eothay, broken so charmingly by

knolls of slate rock capped by groups of trees, and backed by the delicate yet strong

outline of Loughrigg Fell. You will linger long to mark the exquisite harmonies of

colour produced by the blending of the purple rock with the greens of every hue,

from the bright deciduous leaves to the Scotch fir, whose sombre clusters are relieved

by the warm red of its bole. You pass on, and come to Eydal village, where you choose

whether you will still keep near the Eothay, along the shore of the two lakes, to the

church of Grasmere, or strike off up the hill on the right, by Eydal Hall, with its

tiny cascade. The former road leads by the Nab Cottage, the home in succession

of two men whose names will not soon die De Quincey, and yet more unhappy

Hartley Coleridge ;
the latter passes by the little house,

" almost hidden by a pro-

fusion of roses and ivy," where William Wordsworth spent many years of his long

and honoured life
; by the Wishing Gate, where the artist may well wish, and all

in vain, for the power to depict, the author for that to describe, the beauties of the

scene that is spread before them, since there are few better positions than this for

viewing Grasmere's
" Vale and lake within their mountain urn

Smiling so tranquilly, and set so deep."
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Dungeon Chyl.

From the Wishing

Gate a gradual descent

leads to Grasmere village,

at the head of the lake.

Yet no less beautiful is

the way along the right

bank of the Eothay. We

pass Fox Howe, where

the memory of Dr. Arnold

still is fresh
;

we pass

through the meadows by

the brink of Eydal Mere,

a gem itself, in a setting

yet more beautiful
;
then

mounting up along the

steep hill-side, we traverse

a kind of terrace, high

above the basin of Gras-

mere, till, after entering

a shrubbery, we descend

through a richly-planted

park to the village.

Rough, humble as is

the church of Grasmere,

its "God's acre" is classic

ground. Here rests poor

Hartley Coleridge, who

closed his eyes in the

next village ;
and here

Wordsworth, who spent

the earlier years of his

married life in Grasmere,

sleeps among the kinsfolk

and the scenes he loved

so well. It would be hard

to find a spot more like

an earthly Paradise so

near to the green lake,

whose surface is broken
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green

by
" one little

isle," while all

around are

meadows, wooded

slopes, and also a

glimpse into wild

Easdale, enhancing

by contrast their

riches, and, above

all, the varied forms

of Seat Sandal and

Helm Crag guarding

the deep depression

of Dunmail Raise.

On the top of this a

rude cairn of stones, ac-

cording to tradition, marks

the grave of Dunmail,
"
last

king of rocky Cumberland,"

fallen here in battle at the

frontier of his domain. Hence

we descend to Thirlmere, a long

narrow lake, in one place almost

severed into two, which is guarded

..

Peaks of the Scaur/ell Range, from tlie Stye Htad Pass.
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on one side by the slopes of Helvellyn, on the other by the bolder crags of Armboth

Fell. As might be expected from its elevation (533 feet above the level of the sea),

its shores are less luxuriant than those of the other lakes, and great domes of ice-

worn rock here and there rise above the turf. From near its lower end is a striking

view down the vale of St. John, between steep walls of rock, to the noble form of

Blencathra. The traveller bound for Keswick leaves this fine valley on the right, and

crossing a low gap in the hills, descends gradually towards Derwentwater, through

exquisite scenery.

It is hard to decide between the rival claims of Ambleside and Keswick as

halting-places ;
but I think that, were I obliged to choose, I should prefer the latter

;

nay, I will even venture to assert that it would be difficult to find a prettier spot in

all Europe. Grander scenery you may, of course, easily meet with around the lakes

of Tyrol and Switzerland, more luxuriant around those of Italy; but though so small

(only a league in length), though surrounded by summits which, among the Alps,

would only be unnoticed hills
; though its banks are only wooded by homely English

trees, yet it seems a mountain Eden, a Happy Valley of Rasselas. When first I

saw it, I had travelled direct from the Continent, and the memories of Thun and

Lucerne were fresh in my mind
; yet instead of suffering from this comparison, it

seemed to be more beautiful from its entire difference.

Skiddaw itself, the principal summit of the district, is not very striking in

appearance, being in form rather a hill than a mountain. Still, from some

points, especially from the shores of the lake, its huge rounded head crowning the

great grassy slopes has a very attractive look. Neither is the view from the top

among the best in the Lake Country. Derwentwater and Basseuthwaite, indeed, lie

spread out below
;
and to the south, around the recesses of Borrowdale, the main group

of the Cumbrian mountains is well seen
;

but to the north there is little else than

an undulating expanse of barren upland moors shelving gradually down towards the

Solway. In the winter, however, it is sometimes a different thing. Skiddaw,

then shrouded deep in snow, seems to rival even the Alpine giants ;
its gleaming

summit, breaking through the clouds, towers aloft as if it were the very calotte of

Mont Blanc. Then, on a clear December day, what a view there is from the top,

to reward your plod over frozen snow through the biting air ! I could have fancied

myself back again upon some favourite Alpine outlook. There rose before me every

important summit in the district, every slope, every ledge loaded with snow; the bare

fell-tops were turned into great snow-fields, which it required no great stretch of fancy

to believe the parents of glaciers ;
and even that dreary moorland on the north had

now become an almost unbroken sheet of snow, reminding one of that which caps

the precipices above the Val Anzasca, or is fed by the southern slopes of the Oberland

peaks. Beyond the Solway, cream-coloured in the distance, were the Kirkcudbright
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hills
;
and to the east, still more like the neves of glaciers, might be seen the long

lines of the Pennine Fells.

Keswick or, rather, a cottage at the base of Skiddaw, in the glen of the Greta

was for many years the home of Southey, who is buried in Crosthwaite Clrurch.

The reader of this work, too, must not forget that Derwentwater was the bourne of

that eminent traveller in search of the picturesque, Dr. Syntax. If he knows that

humorous book (and if he does not, he will thank us for naming it), he may seek

for the site of Worthy Hall, where Syntax,
" with genius big, first drew a cow and

next a pig ;

"
or identify the spot where Grizzle's luckless step

" soused the doctor

in the lake;" and will probably conclude that this very church is the Sommerden

where, in the evening of his days, he "enjoyed his hours of learned ease."

There is hardly a spot along the shores of Derwentwater which does not furnish

some exquisite picture. Its banks are a succession of sloping meadows and ferny

braes, of groves of trees feathering down to the water, with bolder crags behind, and

steep, rocky slopes of mountain pasture. Stand upon its margin and glance around.

On one side the green flanks of Skiddaw rise from the almost level bed of the valley,

and Blencathra's bolder form impends over the glen of the Greta
;
on another stands

the group of mountains which forms the western boundary of the valley, their outlines

more diversified than is usual in this district, and singularly graceful. The cluster

from Causey to Grisedale Pike would challenge attention even in the Alps them-

selves. On the opposite side steeper cliffs impend above the valley. Above the

groves that fringe their feet rise Wallow Crag, by whose rugged "rake" the ill-fated

Countess of Derwentwater escaped in the troubled times of '45, and Falcon Crag,

built up of sheets of lava, stiffened into stone when the world was young. But the

crowning view is in front. Our glance passes up the smooth mirror of the lake, up

the wooded bed of the valley, till it rests upon the rocky cone of Castle Crag, rising

like a watch-tower over the inmost recesses of Borrowdale, around which the summits

gathered about Scawfell shimmer through the morning light.

Along these shores one must not hurry ; every moment some fresh charm bids us

stay now some foreground combination of rock and fern and mossy trunks of trees, now

some new grouping of the wooded islands that stud the surface of the lake, now some

glimpse of a mountain-peak shining through the boughs, its blue and purple tints

seeming, if possible, more tender and aerial from contrast with the strong lights and

shadows of the green leaves.

At the upper end of Derwentwater is Lodore, to whose cascade Southey has lent

the charm of his verse. But if asked, "How does the water come down at Lodore?"

I must answer, Except in a spate, it does not
;

and that whoever visits it after

reading the poem runs a good chance of being disappointed. But there is no lack

of beauties, even if we neglect the waterfall. Here is Grange, a picturesque group of
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cottages, trees, ice-worn rocks, and an old bridge spanning the divided stream
;

here

the huge mass of the Boulder Stone, on whose origin the geologist may speculate.

Here we pass beneath the wooded sides of Castle Crag, where the valley narrows to

a mere defile, and the stream goes dashing among the fallen blocks. Standing amidst

this scenery, so softened by its wealth of vegetation from its natural ruggedness, it

is hard to believe that a great glacier once filled the bed of Borrowdale, and passed

high above the summit of Castle Crag. Yet there is its "writing on the wall," so

plain that he who runs may read.

After passing over Rossthwaite's grassy basin our road mounts steeply on the

Ennerdale, from Scarf Gap.

right, till it gains the summit of Borrowdale Haws. The views during the ascent are

fine, but the descent is yet more striking. A wild, desolate valley brings us, before

long, into full view of Honister Crag, one of the few really grand precipices in the

country. It is a noble rock, jutting out from the main mountain mass like a huge

bastion, with dark, bare walls rising full 1,000 feet in height wonderfully impressive

in winter, when its ledges are all loaded with snow and fringed with icicles. Then

the scenery begins again to soften, as woods resume their place in the bed of the

glen, and the waters of Buttermere gleam below us.

The shores of this lake will seem almost dreary to one accustomed to the

luxuriance of Derwentwater
;

but the wall of crags which forms its left bank is

extremely fine. From its head a steep track leads over this wall to a wild pass

called Scarf Gap, from which we look over desolate, stone-strewn slopes down on to

the head of Ennerdale. Beautiful indeed the view must be when, as seen by our artist,

66
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the sun is sinking low in the west, and we can trace the river winding through the

glen, like a stream of gold, to the gleaming lake.

Wastwater is often more highly praised than any of the English lakes. With

this opinion I cannot agree. The upper end, to me, seems rather dreary than grand;

for here, as in other parts both of Cumhria and of Wales, I find my admiration flags

after the limit of trees is passed. The finest view is from the lower end of the lake,

where the bold crags, called " The Screes," on the south-eastern shore are well

seen, and the pyramid of Great Gable, rising above the lake at the head of the narrow

glen, reminds us a little of the Bristenstock from the Bay of Uri.

From the head of WT
astwater a steep and stony path leads between the summits

of Great Gable and Great End to the Stye Head Pass, one of the highest in the

district, as it is about 1,400 feet above the sea-level. It is also one of the wildest,

for the path winds among endless wastes of broken rock, all around the lonely tarn

are bare and nigged crags, and the peaks of Scawfell and Great Gable stand up gaunt

and bare. But these the traveller can hardly hope to see, except at rare intervals

through the drifting clouds
;

for this is the home of the storm, a veritable temple of

the winds and rain. When I crossed over, it was much such a day as is depicted

here pelting rain and a howling wind, which drove the vapours scudding past us
;

generally nothing could be seen but a wilderness of barren and dripping rock, quickly

fading into the impenetrable mists, which only now and then opened for a moment

to show the dark crags and corries of Scawfell Pikes. It is no wonder that the idea

most commonly associated with this pass and Honister Crag should be that of rain

and storm
;

for this little district around Scawfell is the wettest in Great Britain.

On the Stye Head Pass more than 1/50 inches of rain, or six times as much as in

London, falls every year ;
and in 1872, the wettest year known within a long

experience, the gauge recorded more than twenty feet of rain.

From the summit of the pass a descent even steeper than the ascent leads to

Borrowdale, by a waterfall which will in all probability be seen to advantage, and

tempt the passing traveller to risk a cold by lingering in his damp clothes. When

the bed of the valley is reached, the bleak and dreary scenery gradiially begins to

wear a more smiling aspect ;
scattered houses and enclosures appear, trees gradually

clothe the slopes, and at last we once more regain the grassy basin of Kossthwaite,

pass through the defile of Castle Crag, and along the shore of Derweutwater, till

we reach Keswick town, whence the iron road can take us to our homes.

T. G. BONNET.



SOUTH AVALES.

Pembroke Caslle.

/"\NCE more in Wales!

Art, indeed, returns

gladly to the dear romantic

Principality. This time we

shall have hut small con-

cern with the Marches or

the Lords Marchers, with

Border strife, or with those Edwardian days in which there were such " hotte

wars upon the Marches of Wales." If we think at all, it must he only en ftassant,

of the passages hetween Gwenwyn, of Powys-Land, the " Torch of Pengwern,"

and Sir Raymond Berenger, of Castle Garde Doloitreuse ; although we should ever

hear in mind, when we are in Wales, the praise of Henry II. expressed in his

letter to the Greek Emperor, Emanuel Commenus of the courage and the fierceness

of the Welsh. In our present visit we shall, for the most part, skirt the lovely

coast-line hetween Severn Mouth and the hay of good St. Bride.
(
With one foot

on sea, and one on shore ; sometimes a little way inland, sometimes on the very
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water-edge once even out upon the waves themselves we are now about to view

in the interior of the country, or on the margin of the main, the works of man
in castle, abbey, or in cross; the works of God in cavern or in cliff; and then,

borrowing the wild sea-bird's wing, we shall fly out some little space over the

raging billows, to those clanging iron rocks which are the sea-fowls' fitting home.

We shall visit scenes of natural

beauty and of human inte-

rest
;
we shall wander by that

rugged margin of coast which

forms the battle-ground for

the perpetual strife between

the forces of water and of

land
;

and we shall pause,

thoughtfully, at the sites of

the great dramas of history,

at the scenes associated with

ever young romance.

It is noteworthy that

the picturesque, in connec-

tion with the works of man,

is linked so strongly with

ruin. A Norman castle, in

the state in which we now

see it, is perhaps more picturesque, is certainly dearer to romance, than it was in its

day of proud and pristine splendour. Time tries all things ;
and it clothes lovingly,

with saddest beauty, those memorials of the past which have outlived their vital

purpose, and survive now in rain, to show us how men lived and acted in the years

before our time. The needs of men which created the Norman castle seemed stronger

than the castle itself could be
;

and yet the relics of the building outlive the

necessities that called it into being. There is always something pathetic in contem-

The Devil's Chimney, Leckhampton.
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plating the evanescent nature of those fleeting forms of life which, beautiful in their

day, pass away with that day itself. We love our land with love far-brought from

out the storied past ;
and its history is always interwoven with romance. As the

mind lingers, dreamily, amid the delights of ancient story and old-world legend, we

feel, stealing gently over thought and feeling, that mood which Heine has sung in

magic verse :

" Ich weiss nicht, was soil es bedeuten,

Dass ich so traurig bin :

Ein Mahrchen aus alien Zeiten

Das kommt mir nicht aus dem Sinn."

Let us assume that we start on our present tour from Gloucester. The three

towns of Gloucester, Tewkesbury, and Cheltenham form a triangle of places within

the area of the Vale of Gloucester. Passing chalybeate Cheltenham, and leaving the

tall and graceful tower, surmounted by four delicate spires, of Gloucester Cathedral

glancing, in thought, for a moment, at Olney Island, the scene of the duel for a

kingdom between Edmund Ironside and Canute we pause first at Leckhampton, in

the Cotswold Hills, two miles from Cheltenham, and stop to look at the Devil's

Chimney a subject rather for the pencil than the pen. The "
Chimney

"
is a most

fantastic, grotesque formation of rock, and is one of those "bits" upon which an

artist gladly seizes. The reputation of the Prince of Darkness as a weird natural

architect is well established, and he is credited with the production of this quaint

monstrosity.

Arrived at Chepstow, Nature presents us with a highly artistic picture. A reach

of the fair, winding Wye is framed by an arch in the Castle
;
and we look lovingly

at the sweet and gentle scene which opens out before us. The tour of the Wye is

one of the loveliest of river-trips in England.

Some few miles above Chepstow, on a strip of level ground, which is washed

by the waters of the Wye, and is surrounded by hills and by woods, stands Tintern

Abbey. The very name of Tintern is full of coloiu- and of melody, and fitly

characterises one of the loveliest ruins in Britain. The abbey was commenced in

1131, and was completed in 1287. Its style is Early English, merging into Decorated.

It was founded by Walter de Clare, for monks of the Cistercian order
;

and one of

the dilapidated tombs is by some conjectured to be that of Eichard Strongbow,

who, in 1172, conquered Ireland. The whole building is cruciform in structure, and

the outer walls still remain. Tintem is floored with turf, and canopied by the

heavens. Its length is 228 feet. The pointed gables, the columns and arches still

remain
;
and the carvings, mouldings, tracery, keystones of arches, are of most delicate,

ornate beauty. The sumptuous west window still exists in almost perfect condition,

while its mullions and transomes are improved, rather than injured, by Time. The
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views from the glorious old building are delightful; the situation is, in itself, a charm;
and the ruin, as a whole, is almost matchless; though it reminds us somewhat of
Valle Crucis. Near it are the remains of the Hospitium, and of the abbot's house.
The light, elegant, and most poetical style in which this paragon of architecture is

The [['ye, from Chepstw Castle.

built, renders it one of the most exquisite things, in its sort, on which the eye can

rest. Tintern is, indeed, "a thing of beauty, and a joy for ever." It belongs to the

Duke of Beaufort, and is now well cared for. The art of architecture has scarcely

ever surpassed sweet Tintern in a beauty which is at once chaste and ornate, stately,

expressive, and of a rare and mystic loveliness.

The west front, the east window, the south transept, the pointed arches, and
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the shafted columns of fair Tintern are still sufficiently clear, and sharp, and fresh
;

and are, indeed, only mellowed by Time. They, like the whole of the building, are

of an exquisite pensive beauty, and of a tender, ethereal grace. Ivy, the flower of

ruin, lends its melancholy charm to the delicate sentiment of Tintern. To fancy

and to feeling it scarcely seems that Tintern was ever mechanically constructed

according to the technical rules of a semi-scientific art. The work appears an

imaginative art-creation: impresses us after making due deduction for the artist's

heathenism as a thing evolved by that magician architect who raised Aladdin's

palace. The place looks, not as if it had been built up slowly by mason hands, but

as if it had grown naturally, as a flower grows. The subtle essence of its witchery

transcends definition. Truly, Tintern is a poem in stone ! Hawthorne says,
" Not

the Coliseum, nor the tombs of the Appian Way, nor the oldest pillar in the Forum,

nor any other Roman ruin, be it as dilapidated as it may, ever give the impression

of venerable antiquity which we gather, along with the ivy, from the grey walls of an

English abbey or castle." I think that our present Welsh tour will afford abundant

instances which will confirm the force of Hawthorne's fine saying. It is pleasant

also to connect Tintern with Wordsworth. A few miles above the abbey he composed

his immortal lines. It is noteworthy that the building itself inspired his imagination

less than did the abstract forces of Nature in their relations to the mind of man.

The lines are composed in

"That blessed mood,

In which the burthen of the mystery,

In which the heavy and the weary weight

Of all this unintelligible world

Is lighten'd."

Here, comparing past with present, his ardent youth with his uiaturer manhood, he

felt the influence of
" The still, sad music of humanity."

And it is by Tintern that he wrote
" And I have felt

A presence that disturbs me with the joy

Of elevated thoughts ;
a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns."

And we, if we be calm and wise, shall feel that Wordsworth helps Tintern to develop

in our souls the " elevated thoughts
" which belong so fitly to the place and scene.

Raglan Castle, with its grey, ivy-clustered towers, next attracts our interest.

The earliest and main portions of this romantic fortress date from the time of

Heniy V., while some additions were made as late as the reign of Charles I., who,

more than once, was nobly received in Raglan, which is one of the latest specimens

extant of the feudal castle. It is also, in spite of ruin, one of the most sumptuous.
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Heury VII., during his jealously watched youth, passed some time at Raglan, under
the guardianship of Sir William Herbert, afterwards created Earl of Pembroke. Part

of the architecture of the castle is of the time of Edward IV., and great additions were
made in Tudor days. The great hall is Tudor. The hexagonal keep, called " The
Yellow Tower of Gwent," belongs to the earlier portion of the structure. In Raglan
was born that Edward Somerset, afterwards Marquis of Worcester, author of the

ve of Tintem.

"
Century of Inventions," and sometimes credited with the earliest idea of the steam-

engine. During the Civil Wars Raglan was besieged and taken by Fairfax, on 17th

August, 1646. The castle was bravely defended, during two months, by that gallant

old Royalist, the fifth Earl and first Marquis of Worcester, who, though in his eighty-

fifth year, justified his proud motto " Mutare vel timere sperno." His garrison

consisted of 800 men
;

and the old warrior held his castle long, with high-hearted

courage and loyal devotion. The old marquis might also have said

" To my true king I offered, free from stain,

Courage and faith ;
vain faith and courage vain."

His sacrifices for the Royal cause were enormous
;

but his son received no recorn-

67
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pense from the House which both had served not wisely, hut too well. After the

siege Eaglan was demolished, so far as it was possible with so sturdy a pile, and it

has never since been inhabited. It belongs to the Duke of Beaufort. The situation

of the old castle is fine, and the old trees which surround it are veiy noble. The

moat still exists
;
and the deadly breaches made by Fairfax's cannon are yet distinctly

visible. Eaglan is, even now, splendid, picturesque, romantic.

The Vale of Neath combines all the essential characteristics which are required to

form the ideal of true valley scenery. Hills, graceful in outline, slrat in the vale on

either side
;
trees clothe all the reaches with leafy verdure, while a fair river winds in

charming curves and reaches through the soft and tenderly lovely vale. The fairies

have, alas! long deserted the fairy-like valley. The Cil-Hespte Fall, on the Hespte,

is a bold and picturesque cascade. The river rushes wildly over a rock precipice of

considerable height ;
and the scene is one which will infallibly allure every artist.

Neath is near the sea, and the river conducts us by a natural path to Swansea.

Near Swansea is the watering-place of Mumbles. Owing to coal and copper

works, Swansea has driven away its pleasure-visitors and bathers, and these now resort

to Mumbles. The Bay of Mumbles is
"
thought by many to bear a strong resem-

blance to that of Naples." I am not one of the many,; but the bay is certainly fine

in outline and noble in sweep. High on a rocky headland towers the beneficent light-

house; and out of the wild waves rise the Mumble Eocks. Hundreds of ships are

sometimes weather-bound in the excellent roadstead, and ride there in safety, delighting

the eye of the lover of shipping. Billows burst in foamy wrath against the light-

house bastion
; gulls whirl round the sea-surrounded rocks

;
torn flag and straining

cordage wave from the shattered wreck, which tell us mournfully that not even a

lighthouse can always prevent disaster in the long warfare between ship and sea.

We now dart inland to Llandeilo, a village near Caermarthen, and start to

walk over a very hilly road, and, under a burning sun, to see the ruins of another

fine old castle that of Carreg Cennen. The road to it is rather difficult to

find or, at least, I found it to be so
;
and I spent a hot hour before I came in

sight of my ruin. When once you do succeed in sighting the castle, it is easy to

steer for it, since few landmarks can be more striking than this nobly placed old

fortress, which reminded me, as I drew near it, of some of the strongholds which

are perched on rocky hills between Eome and Naples. The present remains are,

from a distance, scarcely distinguishable from the rock on and out of which the castle

has been built. The castle is fossilised on the crag. On the north side the hill

rises slopingly for some 200 feet; but on the south side the outer walls stand upon

a mass of rock which has a sheer descent of perhaps nearly 500 feet. As in the case

of our old friend, Dinas Bran, Carreg stands upon a distinct and lonely height, while

all around it rises a circle of green hills, some cultivated to the top, like the "green
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Alps
"

of Switzerland, others bare and sterile, with stony, yellowish-grey layers of

limestone cropping out through sun-dried greenery. A few ash-trees grow around the

northern side,

and timid sheep

rush out of shady

nooks when you

enter the outer wall,

whole building seems a

growth out of wild, irregu-

lar, but most solid rock.

The castle has been

large and important, and

must once have covered

nearly an acre of ground.

There is but one round

tower
;

all the rest are

angular. The remains are

ruinous, but an archaeo-

logist can still discern the plan, and determine the details of the whole building.

Here, again, the ashlar has disappeared, and no mouldings are left. The place,

Kaglan Castle.
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barring treachery from within, has been, I should think, impregnable in its day of

pride and power. Much of the masonry has fallen down, and the inner courtyard is

strewn with masses of tumbled rubble, round which the wild grasses wave and the

Carreg Ccnntn Castle.

thick nettles stand. The

castle can scarcely have

been older than the time of Henry III. There is

a singular passage called, popularly,
" The Well,"

which seems to me to have been also a winding stair-

case hidden in the solid rock, which led down to the ground on the steep south

side. On that south side the ivy clusters thickly, and, seen from the country

below, it is by far the most picturesque portion of the great rock fort. The view

includes the Vale of Towey and the whole of Dynevor Park. This castle has
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no history, and the mythic legends are weak and worthless. The situation is

superb, the scenery around is delightful, and a visit to Carreg Cennen is most enjoy-

able
;

but the romance of the place is mainly the romance of Nature, and the most

distinctive feature is the naturally picturesque. That shaping spirit of imagination

which, beside the merest hint of ruin, can bid the dead past live, and move, and

have again its being, can work here; but the nobler chords of fancy are more finely

touched by places which have been the scenes of great deeds, and the habitations

of great men.

Eemote Caermarthen is, strangely enough, connected with one of the sweetest

and most lovable names in letters. Sir Richard Steele, broken in health and fortune,

retired to the little white house at Llangunnor, which our artist has depicted for us;

and died there in 1729. This small property came to Steele through his second wife,

the once beautiful Mistress Scurlock, of Caermarthenshire. Of Dick Steele, the gown-

boy of the Charterhouse ;
of Captain Steele, of Lucas's Fusiliers

;
of Sir Eichard

Steele, of the Tatter and Spectator, the friend and collaborateur of Addison, Thackeray

says,
" Peace be with him ! Let us think gently of one who was so gentle : let us

speak kindly of one whose own breast exuberated with human kindness." As I sat

alone in the old "Ivy Bush" Hotel, it was pleasanjb to remember that dear old

Sir Richard had resided in Caermarthen. His house at Llangunnor is called Ty-gwyn,

or "The White House;" and he lies buried in a vault in St. Peter's Church, at

Caermarthen. The worn man retired at last, in 1725, to a pretty retreat, and may
have known a time of calm, restful happiness before the end came. The " Christian

Hero "
ended his troubled days in country charm and peace.

The coracle is perhaps the most ancient and the most primitive of all floating

craft, and it is still in large and constant use in Wales. Caermarthen is a great place

for coracles. They are made of tarred leather stretched over a sort of wicker-work,

and are very light to carry. About the size of a washing-tub, they hold only one

occupant, who works the frail craft with a single paddle, which is used by twirling it

round while it is plunged straight down into the water. They are carried on land

by means of a strap which passes across the bearer's chest. When a dozen or more

of these coracles are being carried about on the backs of men, the whole seems

to you, as you walk behind the itinerant boats, to resemble the huge beetles or

spiders which belong to the entomology of a Christmas pantomime. The fishermen

manage these singular craft with the great dexterity of life-long practice ;
but I am

.advised that they are insecure vessels, and that an ambitious essayist who should try

to 'navigate one would quickly upset the boat. At Caermarthen regatta there was a

coracle-race
;
ten started, and one only won. Almost as broad as they are long, great

speed is not attainable, but the winner, I fancy, paddled at a rate of' between three

and four miles an hour. It is curious to see a form of boat in use long before the
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Eomans came to these islands, fishing and racing to-day on the stream of the Towey,
and close to Sir Eichard Steele's Caermarthen.

We have interesting antiquarian accounts of Wales by two quaint old chroniclers;

one belonging to the time of Henry II., the other to that of Henry VIII. The

former is Girald de Barri, or Giraldus Cambrensis, born at Manorbeer, in 1140, who

wrote the Itinerarium Cambria; ; the latter is John Lelaud, the well-known antiquary,

born at the beginning of the sixteenth century, to whom we owe the graphic and

painstaking Itinerary.

Three other useful books about our portions of South Wales books which tend

to supply the vacant place of thorough county histories, are the "Historical Tour

through Pembrokeshire," by Kichard Fenton, F.A.S., 1811; the "History of Mon-

mouthshire," by David Williams, bearing date 1796
;

and an " Historical Tour of

Monmouthshire," by William Coxe, A.M., rector of Bemeiton, of 1801.

All these works can, of course, be found in the British Museum. Architectural

literature is, however, very poor in good authorities about the castles of Britain.

Such accounts as do exist belong mainly to pre-archaeological times. Ecclesiastical

architecture has called forth better work in letters. Mr. Murray should do for our

old castles that which he has done for our cathedrals. English literature needs good

books about our many and noble castles
;
and there are many men who, in this day

of profound archaeological research, are competent to produce books of delight as of

authority.

I had, upon my summer tour through Wales, the pleasure and advantage of the

society of my friend, Mr. Burges, the well-known architect. During the whole of

that fortnight of the splendid Anglo-Bengalee July of 1876, which we spent together

in Wales, the sun never ceased to shine. The climate was that of the garden of

Eden before "the needful trouble of the rain" fell upon a fallen world. It was ideal

summer weather, iinchangingly bright and goldenly warm. Even amid the mountainous

parts of the country it seemed as if it would never rain again. The weather that we

met with was the very splendour of happiness, of beauty, and of joy. Many persons

who care for architecture and archaeology will be interested in hearing that Mr. Burges

is now engaged in restoring Castell Coch, or the Eed Castle. This fine and beautifully

situated ruin of a castle of the second rank, built probably in the time of Henry III.,

is about seven miles distant from Cardiff; and the architect is fitting up a part of

the ruin for residence, while restoring the remains carefully to their pristine condition

and appearance. Castell Coch was once the key of the country round it. When

" Like volcanoes flared to heaven the stormy hills of Wales,"

the beacon fire of Penarth would be repeated on by Castell Coch, and would warn the

whole region of danger. Owen Glendower descended the Coch pass when he came
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to burn Llandaff and to ravage Cardiff. Ivor Bach issued from Cocli upon that raid

which nearly wrested the Cardiff district from the Norman. Gwenwyn, the "Wolf

Sir Richard Slides House, near Caermartheu {The While House).

of Plinlimmon," was lord of the original Castell Coch, a long, low-roofed edifice of

red stone, which gave place to the present castle.

The curious and the cultured will very soon have an opportunity of seeing
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how a castle of the far-off day of Henry III. looked when it was first finished and

occupied. Many of our readers, in America as well as in England, will he glad to

know that they will shortly have a chance of seeing such a work. The owner has,

unfortunately, decided not to restore the whole castle at once. Two of the old towers

will remain as ruins outside the restored portion of the olden fortress. Castell Coch

stands on the side of a richly wooded hill, and the surrounding scenery is as

At Tenby.

pleasant as the archaeological interest of the place is great. The present restoration,

though only partial in extent that is to say, it does not embrace the whole of

Castell Coch is yet complete so far as it goes ;
and art-pilgrims should not neglect

to visit the restored old edifice.

Tenby itself is, perhaps, the most charming watering-place in Wales. It is, in

my opinion, superior to Aberystwith. The town is beautifully situated on the sickle-

sweep of a curved bay. A rocky promontory, on which stand the ruins of the

castle, stretches out gracefully into Caermarthen Bay. The sands are smooth and

good; the climate is mild, but the country behind the town is somewhat bleak and

bare. In the time of Henry VIII., Tenby was a place of commercial importance,

68
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"
very wealthy by merchandise ;" although now its trade has ceased to flourish greatly.

It was a settlement of the Flemish weavers imported by Henry I. Henry of Rich-

mond, afterwards Henry VII., escaped from Tenby to Brittany. The church was

built in 1250, and still contains much Early English work. Its spire serves as a

landmark for ships. This church contains the monuments of the Whites, a great

merchant-family of Tenby in the olden time a family which bears some resemblance

to the Fuggers of Augsburg. One White was mayor when Henry of Eichmond set

sail from England to escape from Richard III.
;
and the good citizen assisted the

future king, receiving as a reward for his services a lease of certain Crown lands in

the neighbourhood. The limestone cliffs, and the whole sea-shore round charming

Tenby, are picturesque and delightful; while the place is sufficiently connected with

history to render it interesting to men of culture. Portions of its ancient walls

are still in existence.

A few miles from Tenby is the beautiful coast village of Lydstep, famous for its

caves. These caves can only be visited at certain times of the tide; but when we

do manage to attain to them, at the right time, we have before our eyes a scene of

wild grandeur. The components of the scene are sea and rock a high, rough rock

arch shows through its chasm a sheer and noble cliff. ,Against the rock-boulders in

the foreground the fierce, aimless waves break in blind fury. They dash over the

steadfast barrier, and pour their bright waters adown the upright blocks. The sky

is grey, dull, and stormy. Die iveisse, gespenstisclie Mowe the white, spectral gull

sweeps before the blast to cavernous shelter; the snow-white foam dashes madly

against the sheer-down steeps of cliff; and in the interior of the cave the sea-water

which has attained to that secure refuge subsides, though still chafed and fretted

by long struggle, into comparative calm. The very water itself finds a haven after

storm. The whole of the coast round Tenby is singularly picturesque, and is studded

with sea-caves. In another cave we see boys fishing in a still pool; we see a stretch

of shore, and upland heights crowned by an old tower and a preventive-service signal-

mast. This second cave we visit on another day, a day calm and wind still, though

greyly dull.

Skrinkle Bay tells with emphasis its own stormy story. The cave-hollowed rocks

descend to the edge at which the waves cease to trouble. Light wraiths of grey

cloud, detached from the heavy, lowering, sombre mass, sweep and creep round the dark

and lofty cliffs. The wreck of a stately mast is being hauled out of those yeasty

waves which confound and swallow navigation up. A great storm has just blown

over
;
sea and sky are subsiding slowly into the gloom of sullen calm. The cold rain

streams in partial jets from out the water-bearing nimbus. Tempest still darkly

threatens, and the boatmen must hurry to secure their wave-borne prize. The sea-

birds are, perhaps, trying to tell, in harsh screams, the name and fate of the noble
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ship which they, from airy

storm-heights, have seen so

sadly wrecked and ruined.

The shattered mast floats

in to the stern shore, but

who shall tell us how many
of the crew have heen

washed into their "vast

and wandering grave?"

The episode of wreck lends

melancholy to the dark,

hollow cliffs and to the

rugged, wild sea-shore.

We stand next, in the

sad stillness of the gloam-

ing, right before Pembroke

Castle. The air is stag-

nant, the clouds are stead-

fast, the castle-shadowed

water is very calm. The

splendid double tower or

keep rises proudly above

the very picturesque ruin.

Eichard Fenton, F.A.S.,

says in his
" Historical

Tour through Pembroke-

shire," published in 1811,

of Pembroke Castle, that

" for space of ground it

covers, variety of architec-

ture, boldness of situation,

for look or defence, it may

vie with, if not excel, any

ancient structure of the

kind in Wales." The

original main design and

outline of the castle date,

as archaeologists tell us, from the time of Henry I. It was constructed for

Amulpli de Montgomery, and is connected with the title of the long line of Earls

Caves at Taiby.
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In Skrinkle Bay, South Wales.

of Pembroke. In the second Civil War Pembroke Castle was taken, after a siege, by

Cromwell. His letter, announcing victory, runs thus:

" To the Honourable William Lenthall, Esquire, Speaker of the House of Commons : These.

"PEMBROKE, llth July, 1648.
"
SIR, The Town and Castle of Pembroke were surrendered to me this day, being the Eleventh of July ;
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upon the Propositions which I send you here enclosed. What Anns, Ammunition, Victual, Ordnance, or

other Necessaries of War are in the Town, I have not to certify you the Commissioners I sent in to receive

the same not being yet returned, nor like suddenly to be
;
and I was unwilling to defer the giving you an

account of this mercy for a day.
" The Peraons Excepted are such as have formerly served you in a very Good Cause

; but, being now

apostatised, I did rather make election of them, than of those who had always been for the King ; judging

their iniquity double; because they have sinned against so much light, and against so many evidences of

Divine Providence going along with and prospering a Just Cause, in the management of which they them-

selves had a share.
' I rest, your humble servant,

" OLIVER CROMWELL."

The "Persons Excepted" were Colonel Poyer and Major-General Laugharne. They

had been officers of the Parliament, but thinking themselves ill-treated by that body,

Poyer and Laugharne
"
apostatised," turned traitors to their colours, and after being

signally defeated at the fight at St. Fagan's, defended Pembroke against the Parlia-

mentary forces. They had thus rendered themselves subject to martial law, and

could not be included in the honourable terms readily granted by Oliver to those

who had fought out of hearty conviction for the king. The twain were sent to

London, and were condemned to death
;
but the Parliament determined to spare one

of the offenders, and they were suffered to draw lots for death or life. The fatal

piece of paper was a blank; the other bore upon it,' "Life given by God." The

lots were drawn by a child, and the blank fell to Poyer. He was shot, 25th April,

1649, in Covent Garden, and died "very penitently."

During the siege, which was protracted owing to a delay in forwarding the

artillery of the besiegers, Cromwell resided at Welstown, a house belonging to

Walter Cuney. A quilted counterpane, white, lined with crimson, which had covered

Cromwell's bed, and bore stains of ink splashed upon it by him when writing his

despatches, was long preserved; and was, according to Fenton, in existence in 1811.

I fancy, however, that this relic has disappeared.

The castle still shows very visible signs of Cromwell's besiegement. The curious

Wogan Cave, which, it is supposed, was intended to serve as a sallyport, can now

be visited from the outside. Henry VII., son of Edmund, Earl of Kichmond, who

was the eldest son of Owen Tudor and Catharine of France, widow of Henry V.,

was born 21st January, 1456, in Pembroke Castle, which then belonged to his uncle

Jasper, Earl of Pembroke. On the attainder of Earl Jasper, in 1461, castle and

earldom passed to the Herberts. The mother of Henry was Margaret, only child of

John Beaufort, Duke of Somerset, whose father was the eldest son of John of

Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, son of Edward III.
;

and it was from this mother that

Henry's strongest claim to the crown descended
; although, had Eichard III. been a

popular monarch, the royal descent of Henry would have profited him little. The

character of Richard served Henry better than any ancestral claims.

The town of Pembroke, though small and dull, has the quaint aspect of an olden
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place, and its atmosphere has that sleepy character which belongs to a town which,

though Lifeless now, was active once in the old time long ago. The town consists

mainly of one street, situated upon a kind of ridge running out into a creek. Still,

Pembroke has the air of an old-world town, which is now chiefly interesting from its

proximity to its olden castle. Two miles from Pembroke is Pembroke Dock, or Pater,

where the traveller who cares for a royal dockyard, for the building of mighty war-

ships, for the working of a Nasmyth steam-hammer, for all the curious bustle con-

nected with the preparation of our modern implements for war by sea, will find much

to interest him. It is a good alterative to pass from a Norman castle to a naval

dockyard.

A tour along the coast-line of South Wales, between, let us say, Swansea and

St. David's, is full of change as of charm. Everywhere the great sea is the per-

manent background of the otherwise perpetually changing picture. The line of

coast itself is delightfully irregular. It is never hard or straight. Advancing to Port

Eymon, we recede into the wavy depths of great Caermarthen Bay ;
St. Gowan's

projects far into the sea, and from it we retire past Freshwater Bay, past Milford

Haven, to deep St. Bride's.

Natural beauty is everywhere ;
and all along the coast we find fishing villages,

little towns, churches, castles, and the monuments of past with the dwellings of

contemporary human life and working. We are surrounded by the embarrassment

of riches
;

artist and writer, restricted to sparse natural selection, may well, like

Lord Clive,
" stand astonished at their own moderation " when they choose the few

subjects which their limits permit them to illustrate. Happily, they may suggest to

readers to go and see for themselves. It is sometimes almost painful to an author

to pass over without mention many objects of interest which he around his path.

At Carew, celebrated for its
"
Carey Castle," stands an ancient cross, fourteen

feet high, which is held to be "
probably Saxon or Danish." Carvings, said to be

Runic, and inscriptions no longer legible, are still to be traced upon this antique

relic. The rest may be told by the draughtsman's art.

Richard III. grievously suspected the loyalty of Sir Rhys ap Thomas, who then

owned Carew
;

but the wily knight satisfied the suspicious tyrant by an assurance

that " should any one ill affected to the State dare to land in this part of Wales, where

I have command, he must make his entrance over my body." Sir Thomas kept the

letter of his pledge, when the Earl of Richmond came to Carew, by lying down on

his back while the earl stepped over his prostrate but uninjured body.

Our next subject is an artistic fantasia upon the theme of an iron coast, a

leaden sky, a steelly sea, and silver spray. The scene which we depict has certainly

a local habitation, but has no special name. It is a typical natural selection of

Welsh coast scenery. The buoyant, restless water, full of heaving life and dancing
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movement, splashes and dashes through wave-worn caverns. The bare uplands stretch

away to the high horizon of the lofty sky-arch, while birds sweep on wafting wings

safely to the very edge of the cliffs.

Amongst so much fine coast scenery, St. Gowan's Head is yet distinctive. It

Cross at Caniv.

rises to a height of 160 feet above the sea, and is remarkable for its fissure, and for

its fantastic limestone aiguille. The chapel is built across the curious chasm. The

cell was or so says legend occupied by Sir Gawaine, one of Arthur's knights. This

is the "
fine Gawaine " who came and wondered at fair Elaine, when the dead maid,

" Stcer'd by the dumb, went upward with the flood,"
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and was borne by the dusky barge to Arthur's palace. The well of St. (rowan, to

which miraculous healing properties are still attributed by some, lies a little below the

saint's chapel. The waves that dash against the furrowed rock-sides fret them-

selves into snowy foam
;

and we can guess how those deep hollows have been worn

during ages of resistance to the ever-encroaching sea.

Near St. Gowan's Head is the Huntsman's Leap. He who leaped his horse

across that dizzy chasm went home, and thinking quietly over that which, in excite-

ment, he had done, died of post-imaginative terror. Look at that chasm-cleft, and

think of the fall of a man and horse, whizzing through the air, adown that fearful

height !

I naturally looked anxiously for some particulars connected with this frantic

feat. I wanted to find out who the wild horseman was, and why he risked so despe-

rate a performance ;
but in none of the old books could I find any answer to the

question. Legend records the leap, but has failed to preserve any details of name,

date, or cause
;
and we are therefore left to the not unpleasant task of imaginative

guessing. Was this daring leap the sudden impulse of a headlong horseman ? Did

love attract, or fear impel ? Was the mad rider in such desperate straits as those

which urged Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh ? Was he flying from such deadly danger

that the steep death adown that fearful chasm counted for nothing in frenzied eyes ?

Or was he rushing, maddened by jealousy, or inspired by passion, to some tryst,

dark or bright ? Was he driven by stern war, or animated by fierce love ? Did black

care sit behind the horseman, or did joy elate him ? I do not know I cannot find

any authority. The tradition of the feat lingers, but the very name of the wild

rider is lost in oblivion. So be it. Each reader can fancy for himself a cause suffi-

cient for romance
;

nor is it difficult to understand that, with some natures, to look

back, in the calm of retrospective thought, upon the dread danger overpast, should

dizzy the imagination and terminate the very life. The Huntsman's Leap may, after

all, be but a mere legend, born, not unfitly, as a spontaneous generation of the

grandly terrible locality.

As we turn to that last scene of all, which ends our second Welsh progress, we

feel the keen sea-wind and the salt sea-spray blow freshly upon our faces, while

the air is filled with the clanging, discordant screaming of countless sea-fowl. No

bird of the sea, by the way, has a musical voice
; their tones are harsh with the

breeze and the brine. We might almost be on the deck of a plunging ship as we

gaze upon the Stack Eocks. It is nearly impossible to exaggerate the number of

gulls and auks which whirl around or rest upon their wave-worn home. Secure,

comparatively, from man, in their home upon the sea-girt rock, these birds increase

and multiply to a really incredible extent. The winged crowds lend an element of

unrest to the turbulent scene. The dark clouds drive and descend ; the wild waters
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boil, and seethe, and rage. Storm is the very essence of the place and time. The

mind works in sympathy with the stress and strain of Nature
;
our souls respond to

the fierce, agitated struggle going on between troubled

sky, and restless wave, and steadfast rock. We become

restless, excited, in answer to the excited restlessness upon

which we gaze. The spectacle of warfare stirs the nerves;

and our emotions answer, imaginatively, to the wild turmoil

raging round the sea-scourged rocks. Sound and sight

alike work upon the mysterious temperamental power of

sympathy ;
and the spec-

tator cannot gaze with a

tranquil pulse upon the

Stack Eocks.

It is characteristic that

all our pen and pencil pic-

tures of the border warfare

on that coast on which

land and main meet and

fight, have been darkly

coloured with the grey

tones of wild weather and

of straining storm. Never

had we one opportunity of

depicting sunlight on the

sea. No sapphire Mediter-

ranean calm presents its

sensuous charm in our il-

lustrations. Let us "thank

Him who isled us here,

l. Girxvin's Head.
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and roughly set His Saxon in blown seas and storming showers." The North makes

man, and the North Sea makes the monarchs of the main.

In Wales the two most distinctive things are the perennial heauty of Nature and

the ancient monuments or relics of olden story and of warlike history. Across the

middle distance, between Welsh mediaeval and Welsh modern history, run the broad

traces of the great Civil War, of the strife between Puritan and Cavalier
;
and we see,

in grandeur of action and in splendour of victory, one of the very greatest figures in

all English history Oliver Cromwell. The dangerous, not always ignoble, spirit of

old cavalier loyalty to the abstract idea of kingship was conquered and trampled out

in Wales (as elsewhere) by the great Puritan general. As imagination bodies forth

the forms of things that have been, of the world-important Civil War of England, we

often catch a direct glimpse of Oliver himself, and see him in a siege, or behold

him on a field of battle
;
and then arises in our thought the trumpet-music of the

thundering ballad of Naseby fight, by Obadiah Bind-their-Kings-in-Chains-and-their-

Nobles-with-Links-of-Iron, sergeant in Ireton's regiment :

" Hark ! hark ! what means the trampling of hoi-semen on our rear 1

Whose banner do I see, boys ? Tis he, thank God ! 'tis he, boys !

Bear up another minute : brave Oliver is here ! i

Their heads all stooping low, their points all in a row,

Like a whirlwind on the trees, like a deluge on the dykes,

Our cuirassiers have burst on the ranks of the Accurst,

And at a shock have scattered the forest of his pikes."

And our stern, bard-like Ironside sergeant ends his recital of the battle of Naseby

with the pregnant lines :

" And she of the seven hills shall mourn her children's ills,

And tremble when she thinks on the edge of England's sword ;

And the kings of earth in fear shall shudder when they hear

What the hand of God hath wrought for the Houses and the Word."

We have raised the shade of Cromwell, and shall next invoke the spirit of

Shakspeare. Meanwhile, between the two giant spectres, rises, with the soothing

charm of a quiet intermezzo, the gentle figure of Steele. We love to call him up

in his habit as he lived, and to dally lovingly with calm thoughts and tender

fancies of the wit, politician, essayist ;
of the genial genius of the writer of the

days of William and Queen Anne
;

we like to picture to ourselves the man

honoured by the love of Addison and the enmity of Swift. The personal character

of Steele resembles that of Oliver Goldsmith. We love both, in spite of their

weaknesses and faults
; nay, we even love the pure and tender authors better for

their very faults and weaknesses.

Henry VII. plays almost but not altogether the same part in our present paper
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that great Edward I. played in our former Welsh article. We have seen the " master

of kingcraft," as Bacon terms Henry, through the long captivity of his youth, in his

birthplace of Pembroke, in his sojourn at Eaglan. We have watched him flying from

the murderous hate and fear of Eichard III., escaping, aided by a White, from Tenby;

and we may once more glance at him as he lands, on 7th August, 1485, at Milford

Haven. He has come to fight for the crown of England against the brave, fiery,

ruthless tyrant murderer of Edward's sons, of Henry VI., of Clarence, of the

daughter of Warwick, and the widow of Edward, Prince of Wales ;
of Hastings and

of Buckingham ;
of Eivers, Grey, and Vaughan. Henry now becomes the property of

Shakspeare, and marches on, without impediment, accompanied by the magician poet,

to the fifth act of Eichard III. and to the field of Bosworth. One of the combatants

on Henry's side in that great battle may well be memorable to us. He was the

ancestor and virtual founder of the Shakspeare family. William Shakspeare was

directly descended, in the fourth generation, from the brave and fortunate soldier,

whose Christian name is, unfortunately, unknown to history. Our Shakspeare was

born eighty years after the decisive fight at Bosworth. It was this valiant ancestor

whose exploits gained later for the Shakspeare family that shield, or coat-of-arms,

confirmed in 1596 by William Dethick, Garter Principal King of Arms, which con-

sists of "gould, on a bend sable, and a speare of the first, the point steeled, proper;

and his crest, or cognizance, a faulcon; his wings displayed, argent, standing on a

wrethe of his coullors supporting a speare gould steele as aforesaid, sett upon a helmet

with rnantells and tassells." Hence William Shakspeare was armiger, and "Master"

William Shakspeare; and thus we connect our poet with Henry VII. and with

Bosworth fight. The "
speare

"
thus granted to the family was the one so often

" brandished in the eyes of ignorance."

And thus skirting the wild grandeur of an iron-bound, noble coast, surrounded

everywhere by the associations of history, of poetry, or by natural loveliness; accom-

panied by the images of Steele, Henry Tudor, Oliver Cromwell, and Shakspeare, we

have performed together a second Welsh pilgrimage. As we travelled together we

have beguiled the way with story and with song. Artist, author and, I hope, reader

may have found joy in the romantic and picturesque progress; and it will be, I

think, with no unpleasant or unfriendly feelings that the trio part for the time, and

say FAREWELL TO WALES !

H. SCHUTZ WILSON.
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NORTH DEVON.

YNMOUTH," wrote Southey, in

1799 and the description is as

accurate now as then "
is the finest spot, except

Cintra and the Arrabida, that I ever saw. Two

rivers join at Lynmouth. You probably know

the hill-streams of Devonshire. Each of those flows

down a combe, rolling over huge stones like a long

waterfall. Immediately at their junction they enter

the sea, and the rivers and the sea make but one

sound of iiproar. Of these combes, one is richly

wooded, the other runs between two high, bare,

stony hills. From the hill between the two is a

prospect most magnificent This alone

would constitute a view beautiful enough to repay the

weariness of a long journey ;
but to complete it, there

The Castle Rock.
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is the blue and boundless sea, for the faint and feeble line of the Welsh coast is

only to be seen on the right hand if the day be perfectly clear."

The streams of the East and West Lyn join at Watersmeet, one of the loveliest

spots in the neighbour-

hood. The steep, broken

sides of the ravine are

covered with wood, and

are frequented at certain

seasons by red deer from

the wilds of Exmoor

the single corner of

England where they re-

main in a state of nature.

Moss-covered rocks lie in

masses under the oaks
;

and the ferns by the

river-side make a thick

jungle. It is, however,

the great variety, the

contrast of bare rocky hill and

promontory with these wood-clothed

valleys, which gives especial cha-

racter and unusual interest to Lyn-

mouth and to all this portion of

the north coast. The woods show

no sign of suffering from sea-wind

or from storm
; yet the hills which

rise above them command wide

views of a coast singularly wild,

iron-bound, and exposed. From

Lynton, the older village, in which

stands the church, a walk extends

along the hill overhanging the sea,

with the sharp peaks of the Valley of Eocks rising high on the left. The hill is, in

fact, the northern boundary of the valley. A fine sunset seen from this walk will

not soon be forgotten. At the far end towers the Castle Kock, like the ruin of

some Norman keep, but easily scaled, since a path has been made, and terraces

formed, not a little to the destruction of primitive ruggeduess. "A palace of

the pre-Adamite kings," says Southey,
" a city of the Anakim, must have appeared

70
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so shapeless, and yet so like the rains of what had been shaped after the waters

of the flood subsided." From the summit the view is wide
;

and seaward, the

cliff is almost perpendicular. It commands the length of the Valley of

Kocks a scene as grandly bare in its desolation as the glen of the Watersmeet is

beautiful. There are many grotesque piles in every direction; but the Castle Kock

itself is the most important.

The walk along the coast to Ilfracombe is full of interest. At Lee Bay there

opens a grand crescent of wood, backed by rocky heights. Martinhoe and Trentishoe

rise high above the sea; and the shore at the former place is haunted by a certain

Sir Robert Chichester, who is condemned for his many iniquities to weave ropes from

the sand, then to fasten them to his carriage, and to drive up the face of the cliff,

where he passes, at full moon, through a narrow fissure, known as "
Sir Eobert's

Road." At Hedon's mouth, a picturesque opening where a streamlet falls into the

sea, is a small hostelry, making a very good centre for the exploration of all this

country. Then follow the Hangman Hills, commanding wide views over Exmoor and

across the Channel
;
and so we descend to the long irregular village of Combe

Martin, once famous for its silver mines. A cup, weighing 137 ounces, and made of

Combe Martin silver, was given to the Lord Mayor of London in Elizabeth's days.

In Berry Narbor, the adjoining parish, is the birthplace of Jewel, the famous Bishop

of Salisbury, whose family had lived here for many generations. At last, from the

headland of Helesborough, where is one of those old earth-works known as "
cliff

castles," we look down upon the watering-place of Ilfracombe, which, like Torquay,

has grown within the last half-century from a quiet village to a large and rapidly-

increasing watering-place. The hills close round Ilfracombe picturesquely enough,

but the real charm of the place lies in the coast, here marked by great irregularity

of outline. Rough, furze-clad headlands, like that in our illustration, alternate with

masses of low, dark rock, with beaches of fine sand, and with recesses hung with

asplenium and maiden-hair. Sea-anemones of brilliant colours abound in the rocky

bays ; and the naturalist may collect rare treasures as he wanders from point

to point. In the spring, some parts of the hills are blue with the lovely Scilla

verna.

The coast projects much between Ilfracombe and Baggy Point, the northern

headland of Bideford Bay. Here the Taw and the Torridge, uniting their forces,

fall into the sea, and by their rapid flow prevent the carrying farther to the north of

the so-called Pebble Ridge a long, wide barrier of pebbles, formed by the action of

the waves from the debris of the western cliffs. On the shores of this bay, and its

long estuary toward Barnstaple, Charles Kingsley has laid much of the scene of his

story of "Westward Ho." There the bay and the people who lived found it are

drawn for us as they existed in the days of Elizabeth. The country is now far more
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thickly inhabited
;

but its main outlines have little changed, and the island of

Lundy, lying like a great ark in the distant offing, is altogether the same as when

the ship of Amyas Leigh was dashed against its granite cliffs. The north-west point

of the island is a scene of wonderful and almost savage grandeur. Masses of granite

are piled in wildest confusion, and the waves break against them into vast sheets of

foam. There is no land in a direct line between Lundy and Labrador. The cliffs

of the island are crowded with sea-birds, and seals in great numbers frequent the

long caverns of the shore. The extreme purity and freshness of colour is

wonderful. The white sparkle of granite peaks, the purple of heather, and the gold

of furze combine with all the changing tints of sea and sky to delight the artist, but

to drive him well-nigh to despair of reproducing their effects.

The inland of this part of Devonshire, while it has all the variety of hill and

valley to be found in the south, has its own peculiar features. There is no town

in South Devon so remarkably placed as Torrington, which stands on an isolated

hill high above the Torridge : the site, from the deep hollows, almost ravines,

which surround it, has been compared to that of Jerusalem. The richly-wooded

banks of the river are here full of beauty. Masses of splintered rock (we are here in

carboniferous deposits) project like long spines from underwood and coppice ;
and

point after point, receding in the distance, mark the far windings of the stream.

Torrington itself has its recollections of the great Civil War. Sir Kalph Hopton was

lying here in 1646, when Fairfax came on him suddenly toward night, drove the

Royalists through the streets, after a short but decisive action, and completely

scattered them. The church of Torrington, in which nearly 200 prisoners had been

placed, was on this occasion greatly injured by the blowing up of the magazine of

powder, which had been stored in it for safety. Many of the prisoners were killed,

together with some of " the assailants in the churchyard." The church itself,

although it suffered terribly, was not destroyed ;
and during a late restoration traces

of the burning, and even portions of gunpowder, were found under the wood-work of

the pews. Toward the end of the last century the place received a fresh distinction.

Two of the principal inhabitants, Mr. Palmer and Mr. Johnson, married two sisters

of Sir Joshua Reynolds. The great painter often visited them at Torrington, and on

one occasion was accompanied by his friend, "the lexicographer." During his stay at

Torrington, Dr. Johnson did not lay aside the roughness which distinguished him.

When the master of the grammar-school, a Mr. Wickey, was presented to him in

Palmer's "
great parlour," he turned away, saying,

"
Wickey ! Wickey ! I don't like

the name !"

In the immediate neighbourhood of Torrington is the birthplace of one of

the two historical dukes who are not the least distinguished among the many

"worthies" of the county. At Ashe, near Axminster, on the extreme eastern
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border of Devonshire, was

born, on July 5tb, 1650,

John Churchill, afterwards

the great Duke of Marl-

borough

"The man, to distant ages known,
Who shook the Gallic, fix'd the

Austrian throne
;

"

and at Potheridge, near Tor-

rington, within a short dis-

tance of the Cornish border,

was born, on the 6th of

December, 1608, George

Monk, who for his services

in the restoration of the

monarchy was created Duke

of Albemarle. Ashe and Potheridge

have alike fallen from their high

estate, and are now farm-houses;

but the latter still retains some very interest-

ing traces of the favour with which it was

regarded by Monk after he had attained

great wealth and position. His family had

been seated there for many generations.

His own early youth had been spent in

hunting on the moors, and wandering through

the woods and along the river-side of this

beautiful country ;
and Clarendon says of

him that "his education had been only

Dutch and Devonshire." In his father's time the

family estate of the Monks had fallen into great

disorder
;

and when the duke found himself able to

restore it, the old house at Potheridge had become

nearly ruinous. He set himself to rebuild it on a con-

siderable scale
;
and although much of his work has in

its turn been destroyed, there remain richly-moulded ceilings and

panelled rooms, with decorations of laurel branches and ducal

crowns, to tell us of the somewhat hard-featured general. The

situation is fine : thick coppices descend steeply to the Torridge,

<xks near Tomngton.
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and on one side of the house

there is a striking view of the

northern heights of Dartmoor,

seen beyond a vast extent of

tossed and wooded country.

The great duke (as he must

be called, although his great-

ness was of a very different

character from that of the

hero of Blenheim) visited

Potheridge now and then in

his later life
;

but he pos-

sessed statelier dwellings else-

where, and those more con-

veniently situated. At one

of these he died on the 3rd

of January, 1670, having but

a few days before witnessed,

in the room which he was

no longer able to leave, the

marriage of his son Christo-

pher to Lady Elizabeth

Cavendish. The second duke

soon followed his father
;
the

duchess long survived, and

lived much at Potheridge in

great state. After her death

the house was neglected, and

the greater part of it, in-

cluding a chapel, was at last

pulled down.

On the coast, and at no

great distance from Bideford,

there has sprung up of late years a small watering-place,

to which has been given the name of Charles Kiugsley's

book " Westward Ho." It has at least the advantages

of a wide sea-view, of a long reach of sand, and of a very

pure and bracing air. The broad green flat of Northam

Burrows affords ample space for the performances of a
At Clovclly.
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golf club; and the curious Pebble Eidge, lifting itself like a natural "dune"
between the Burrows and the sea, forms a breakwater which has given rise to

much ingenious speculation. This ridge, about fifty feet wide and twenty feet high,
extends for about two miles in a straight line, and is singularly uniform and com-

pact. It is formed entirely of pebbles, varying in diameter from half an inch to a

yard, all of which have certainly been dislodged from cliffs to the westward, and

are carried by the action of the sea as far as Northam Strand, beyond which

the rapid rivers, Taw and Torridge, prevent them from travelling.

Proceeding along the coast, and still keeping within the deep curve of Bideford

Bay, we make for the quaint old village of Clovelly. This has been said to be not

only the most "romantic" hamlet in Devonshire, but probably in the kingdom. It is

certainly one of the most peculiar hung, as it were, in a woody nook, with a street

which descends in steps between strange old houses to the pier, some 500 feet below.

A stream, crossed here and there by foot-bridges, accompanies the descending steps,

at last dashing in a waterfall. Altogether, it would be difficult to match Clovelly.

To the picturesque attractions of the place are added those of the lovely bay which

opens in front, and the woods of the Hobby and Clovelly Court, which extend on

either side. All the coast, indeed, between Clovelly and Hartland Point is covered

by a dense mass of foliage sloping toward the precipitous cliffs. This is the fore-

ground; and across the bay lies Lundy, changing with all the fleeting lights that

sweep over the sea.

"
"Tis eve, 'tis glimmering eve ! how fair the scene,

Touched by the soft hues of the dreamy west !

Dim hills afar, and happy vales between,

With the tall corn's deep furrow calmly blest :

Beneath the sea ! by Eve's fond gale caressed,

'Mid groves of living green that fringe its side
;

Dark sails that gleam on ocean's heaving breast,

From the glad fisher barks that homeward glide,

To make Clovelly's shores at pleasant evening-tide."

These are the words of a poet whose name will always be connected with

this wild northern coast, along all its cliffs, from Clovelly to Bude Robert

Stephen Hawker, the well-known vicar of Morwenstow. He was more at home,

indeed, on that more rugged shore which trends away from Hartland in a line nearly

due south, where woods are few, except in sheltered combes, and where the huge

rock-walls rise in stern and pitiless majesty, without a creek or an inlet in which a

ship can take refuge. Hartland itself is the boundary of the " Severn Sea," as the

channel here is sometimes called
;
and the cliffs below the Point, black and rusted

with bands of slate, are so strangely contorted, that they may seem to bear witness

to the violence of the seas that break against them. But these contortions, sharp
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and much varied, are due to the violent disturbances and upheavals of long-past

geological ages. They are well in keeping with the wild scene
;
and yet, at no

great distance inland, the ancient Abbey of Hartland rises in the midst of deep

woods, famous for their ferns and their mosses. The Abbey was founded by Gytha,

the mother of Harold, in honour of St. Nectan, whose light, burning steadily on the

headland, had, as she believed, once saved from wreck the ship of her husband, Earl

Godwin, as it beat up the Severn Sea in a winter storm. The parish church is

dedicated to this saint, 'the son of a Welsh "Kinglet."

Along the crest of the cliffs, and by many a quiet glen opening to the sea, and

pouring its clear stream over the rocky barrier, you may wander to Morwenstow and

Bude. The valley of Marsland marks the boundary-line between the counties of

Devon and Cornwall. At Morwenstow the " stow
"

or "
place

"
of St. Morwenna,

sister of St. Nectan are to be visited the church, with its Norman arches,

strangely sculptured, the rocky valley with its saints' wells, and the vicarage ;
all

commemorated in Mr. Hawker's verse. His are the lines which may be read above

the entrance-door of the vicarage :

" A house, a glebe, a pound a day,

A pleasant place to watch and pray;

Be true to church, be kind to poor,

O minister, for evermore."

RICHARD JOHN KING.



At Lziccombe, Isle of Wight.

THE ISLE OF WIGHT.

QUIET,
sunny, and picturesque beauty,

rather than rugged grandeur, or shadowy

sublimity, are the characteristic features of the scenery in the little southern

island whither so many tourists and holiday-seekers migrate eveiy year. No grim

castles, rent by the ravages of battle and the storms of ages, stand like battered

sentinels, keeping watch and ward over sea-girt precipices, as the lonesome "Wolf's

Crag
"

stands above the sheer cliffs of Lammermoor. No huge rocks, tossed into

fantastic shapes, like the "Quiraig" of Skye, lift their rugged heads above the clouds.

No deep ravines, ploughed by the rush of roaring torrents, fret the soft undulations

of the downs. There is nothing of the savage grandeur that broods amid the

magnificent gloom of the mountain-hemmed pass of Glencoe, nor of the awful

impressiveness that belongs to places the soil of which has been dyed with the deep

stains of human tragedies. Not that the Isle of Wight altogether lacks either

evidences of Nature's disruptions or traditions of turbulent times in which she

played a part. The curious landslips that have strewed the southern coasts with

huge masses of grotesque form, yawning fissures, and irregular, pinnacled precipices,

are not destitute of the elements of sublimity. Biit even here the insignificance of

the causes that have produced these effects are too apparent in the tiny rills that

fall down the clefts in the limestone
;
and the effect of beetling rocks, overhanging
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the undercliff and threatening to descend iu an avalanche, is somewhat lessened hy

the wealth of shrubs and waving ferns that hide the stark-nakedness of the frowning

heights, and soften the rude curves of their broken outlines. That this part of the

island, however, is full of charming variety, the lover of Nature in all her moods

will hardly be inclined to deny. The seven miles of undercliff between Luccombe

and Black Gang Chine may fairly claim a place beside the most favoured spots in

our island for picturesque diversity; while further westward there are the quaintly-

shaped rocks of Freshwater Bay, and the Needles, furnishing fresh food for the

geologist's speculations, and materials for the artist's pencil. The wanderer in search

of the beautiful may soon tire of the city-like aspect of fashionable Eyde ;
of the

pretty tameness of Cowes, with its wooded dells sloping down to the verge of the

Medina and the Solent, and the white wings of swift yachts skimming over blue

waters
; may even grow weary of the broad panorama of swelling hills, nestling

hamlets, and wood-clad knolls, with their bright setting of sun-lit sea, that lie around

him as he stands on the ridge of a noble down overlooking all the island. But

once amid the landslips and the chines of the southern coast, he is never wearied

by monotony. Following the windings of the rough paths along the undercliff, or

the zigzag sheep-tracks above the cliffs, a sharp bend in the road will give him a

totally different view 'of the object he has been gazing at, and the change is often

as sudden and complete as that produced by the shifting of a transformation scene

in a pantomime.

At Luccombe it would be difficult to choose, in point of artistic interest, between

the view one gets looking along the shore eastward, with the white wall of Culver

Cliffs the home of the rock doves in the distance, and that up the chine, where

the ravine is shaded by the trunks and branches of great trees flung across it, and

the little cascade sparkles down through a maze of bright green ferns and trailing

brambles. At Shanklin there is even more of variety, though less, perhaps, of

pure sylvan beauty. In place of the refreshing coolness and sweet secluded shade

of Luccombe, it boasts of more impressive proportions and greater individuality of

character. Commencing half a mile from the shore, the chine gradually increases

in width and depth, until at the mouth its wall-like cliffs rise to a height of nearly

three hundred feet. There is nothing that can properly be called rock at Shanklin,

but a dull and dingy mass of soft ferruginous sand, the uniform darkness of which is

hidden by tho shrubs, briars, dwarf-trees, and underwood that grow luxuriantly iu

this congenial soil, and fringe the interior of the chasm with bright foliage. From

the village downward the stream meanders past pleasant cottages with park-like

lawns, then hurries faster down the gloomy chine, until it dashes, with a sheer

fall of twenty feet, on the water-worn ledges beneath. From the down over which

the zigzag path trends from Shanklin to Bonchurch there is an exquisite view : on
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one hand the village, snugly sheltered among rolling hills, where copses of oak

and ash-trees are set in the midst of plenteous corn-fields
;

with cosy cottages

straggling down the hill-side, or clinging to the sheer sides of the jutting pro-

View from the Entrance to Shanklin Chine.

montory; and the double chines of Luccombe and Shanklin
;

on the other hand,

the wooded hollow of Bonchurch, with Yentnor beyond, backed by the rugged walls

of the nndercliff and the bold, beacon-crowned heights of St. Catherine's Head.

Inland, in the centre of an amphitheatre of sheltering hills, is Appuldurcombe, the

ancient seat of the loyal ^Yorsleys, and later of the Lords of Yarborough, into whose

possession it came by marriage of the second baron with the heiress of the 'Worsleys :

one of the stateliest domains in the island, it was famous half a century ago for its
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remarkably fine collection of Art treasures. Its name, derived from the ancient

British Y pwl y dwr y cum, is suggestive enough of a place pleasantly located heside

an expanse of water in a little
"
sleepy hollow," where the boisterous winds of

winter never penetrate. Careful cultivation aiding the development of Nature, together

with a ready appreciation of the most picturesque points in a landscape on the

part of successive owners, made Appuldiircombe a delightful retreat, while the

Art treasures collected within the house were alone worth a pilgrimage. But all

these have now been dispersed. The house was sold some years ago by Lord

Yarborough, and afterwards converted into an hotel, and it is now a school. A
little further inland the church of Godshill, charmingly seated on an artificial-looking

mound that is clad with most luxuriant masses of foliage, stands in bold relief

against the grey lines of undulating downs. The Isle of Wight did not play

the prominent part in the straggles of England's troublous times for which, from

her position at the mouth of an important harbour, she would seem to have

been pre-destined ;
but though the history of the island has not been great, it

has been neither peaceful nor inglorious, and though the encounters have been

mainly between the islanders and bands of freebooting Frenchmen, the sturdy

resistance offered to these lawless marauders has not been wanting in examples

of heroism. In these conflicts the Worsleys always bore themselves well, and

it was Richard Worsley, Warden in the reign of Henry VIII., who inflicted on

one of the French captains the most summary punishment for his temerity in

daring to attack Carisbrook.

The importance of having the island well defended seems to have been recog-

nised veiy early. In the reign of Edward III. plenary and despotic powers were given

to the wardens of Carisbrook, whereby they were enabled to summon men for the

defence of the Castle and island from the neighbouring country. A commission

granted by Edward III. to John de Goddesden, authorised him to "array the men-

at-arms, hoblers,* and bowmen, with all others, as well horse as foot
;

to levy new

forces, if those already arrayed were found insufficient
;
to provide them with weapons,

and to marshal them. He was empowered to take men, who were to be paid by the

king, from the county of Southampton, as well as from the island, and that not

only within but also without the liberties. He was likewise to summon all

absentees, who were bound by their tenures to defend Carisbrook Castle or the Isle
;

to order them to return with their families within a limited time, under penalty of

forfeiting their lands and tenements, goods and chattels, to the king's use." In the

reign of the first Edward, men-at-arms for the defence of the island were mainly

supplied by bishops, abbots, and other persons, who probably thought their fat livings

in the forests of Beaulieu and the valleys of Southampton were worth protecting at

*
Soldiers lightly armed, and mounted on small horses or " hobbies."
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this sacrifice. In addition, the king sent one hundred slingers and bowmen, and the

City of London three hundred. The island won a fictitious, almost a burlesque

importance when it was raised to the rank of a separate kingdom, under Henry
Beauchamp, Duke of Warwick, who was crowned by the hand of Henry VI., under

the title of "
King of the Isle of Wight." With the death of this duke, who left

no male issue, the kingship died too
;
but the heiress of Beauchamp married Kichard

Nevil, Earl of Warwick, the great
"
setter up and plucker down of kings," and

the royal traditions of the island were continued by the next possessor, Kichard

Plantagenet, who was himself the descendant of an illustrious and the father of

an infamous line of English monarchs. In her will, which was opened at Carisbrook,

Plantagenet's wife, Philippa, Duchess of York, styled herself "
Lady of the Isle of

Wight."

Each successive governor of the island, whether constable, captain, king, or

warden, held court at Carisbrook, which was indeed for centuries the only place of

importance, and the only stronghold to which the inhabitants could fly for refuge in

time of need. From its dominating walls Norman Fitz-Osborne exercised stern sway

over the dogged and only half-conquered Saxons; it was here that the true-hearted

Countess of Portland uttered her bold defiance to the Parliamentary troops, and

declared she would fire the first cannon on those who dared to attack the place ;

its halls were alike the scene of the grim, unceremonious levees of Carey and the

lavish hospitalities of the luxurious Earl of Southampton. Above its various gate-

ways are the arms of Fitz-Osborne, Isabella de Fortibus, Montacute, Earl of Salisbury,

and Sir George Carey. Each of these governors had probably to repair the ravages

wrought by furious assaults in the days of his predecessor, as well as to provide

for his own more fastidious requirements, and it is therefore not surprising that

the buildings here furnish examples of nearly every period of English military archi-

tecture. The castle is said to have been rebuilt by a nephew of the Saxon Cerdric,

who besieged the fortress, A.D. 530. Some colour is given to the statement by the

remains of a base-court, apparently of Saxon construction
;
while the tradition of

an earlier stronghold even than this is supported by the British name, Caer-broc,

signifying
" the city among yew-trees ;" for, in those days, it was not usual to

build cities save under the protection of stout walls and well-defended towers.

The earliest remains of any extent now existing are, however, of Norman origin,

and probably the work either of William Fitz-Osborne who, for his services as one

of the Conqueror's marshals at the Battle of Hastings, was granted the lordship

of the Isle of Wight or of his son, Eoger de Breteville. Of this age are the

massive walls of the ruined watch-tower, that stands sentinel over the inland road

from the Medina, and gives its name to Montjoy Down; the fosse, the main walls

of the inner ballium, two crumbling barbicans, and the keep that rears its battered
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crest high above the topmost boughs of the trees that overshadow the outworks. This

keep stands on an artificial mound some sixty feet in height, surrounded by a fosse,

and from the moat a flight of seventy-two steps leads

up to the entrance archway, which was anciently de-

fended by a double gate and portcullis. The battlements

and loopholes of the sturdy old tower have dis-

appeared, and little idea can now be gained of the

extent to which the surrounding country was

commanded from its parapets, though, from a

broken staircase that led to the platform, a

view may still be obtained over a great part

CaHsbrwk

of the island the softly-wooded heights and

winding valleys of Gatcombe southward; swell-
A''"g Cha> '

lefs

ing hills, clothed with delicate green turf, and dotted with flocks of she.ep on every
side; peaceful farmsteads in the hollows, surrounded by verdant meadows and
fruitful corn-fields; Carisbrook village and the town of Newport at our feet; the
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Medina slowly curving between banks of varied foliage beyond; and the busy
waters of the Solent northward, backed by the "sombre boskage" of the New
Forest, and the misty outline of the Portsdown Hills. Within the walls that girt

this keep about there are lovely

bits of picturesque scenery. The

fosse is overgrown with dense

brushwood and tangled briars
; ivy

of a century's growth upholds

the crumbling masonry with ner-

vous arms, and hides the signs of

decay with a cloak of fresh, tender,

green leaves
;
dwarf oaks and ash-

trees crowd against the walls, and

spreading yew-trees venerable de-

scendants of the forest patriarchs stand darkly out in bold contrast to the brighter

foliage around. On the north side of the ballium is a mass of ruined Tudor work

that possesses for most visitors a more potent charm than all the more picturesque

points of the castle. Here it was that Charles I. endured the bitter hours of his

captivity, and the window at which he most loved to sit is still pointed out,

Gateivay at Carisbrook Castle.
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though the rooms are roofless, and little is left to mark the limits of his prison.

During the earlier days of his sojourn at Carisbrook, Charles was treated rather

as a guest than a prisoner, and allowed to ride out for recreation anywhere. Then the

bonds were gradually tightened, until the helpless monarch had to spend his mornings

in wandering meditatively on the ramparts, whither many people afflicted with "king's

evil" came to be touched by the royal fingers. But even this liberty led to intrigues

for attempting an escape. After suspicion was once aroused, his movements were

closely watched, and thenceforth he never passed unattended beyond the walls of his

narrow chambers. At length deliverance from the weariness of suspense came
;

but

the dethroned king marched from Carisbrook between files of Puritan soldiers, to take

his trial at Westminster, and seven weeks later the swift axe piit an end to his

sufferings. On his way to the coast the king presented his watch of curious filigree

silver to Sir Charles Worsley, who had been a faithful adherent of the royal cause, and

this valued relic still remains in the possession of the loyal knight's descendants. In

the centre of the quadrangle fronting King Charles's room is a well of fabulous depth,

the water from which used to be drawn by means of an enormous wheel worked by

donkeys that must have been of an exceptionally patient and enduring race. One of

them is said to have died in 1771, after forty-five years of faithful service. The next

went diligently his round of daily toil until quite the close of the last century. The

fate of his successor has not been recorded, and one may almost be pardoned for

fancying that he may be still living in honoured ease among the wise-looking beasts

that contentedly browse the thistles and briars within the castle precincts.

One of the most perfect remains of mediaeval masonry at Carisbrook Castle is

the western gateway, crowning the gentle slope above the village, and giving access

to the inner court. The gloomy, groined arch, flanked by sturdy round towers, and

crowned by a boldly corbelled parapet, is suggestive of the fierce and unrelenting spirit

that possessed Englishmen in the stirring times of which it is a monument. The

arms of its builder, Lord Widville, with the badge of York on either side, proclaim

it to have been erected in the reign of Edward IV., while the sanguinary straggles

between the adherents of the red and white roses were staining the soil of England

with the blood of her noblest sons. This gateway leads to an open wicket, in which

the original portcullis of oak, bound with iron, remained almost uninjured up to quite

a recent date. Carisboook was more completely fortified in the reign of Elizabeth,

when new ramparts were built probably on the foundations of the Norman work-

defended by five bastions, and surrounded by a deep fosse. The supposition that the

Elizabethan ramparts were built on the bases of the ruined Norman walls is

supported by the description given in the Domesday Book of the castle, the walls of

which are there said to enclose one virgate ;
and the area lying within the more

modern outworks measures just the twenty acres which are equivalent to this. The
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art of military engineering seems to have been little understood in England then,
as these Elizabethan works were entrusted to an Italian, who had been previously
employed on the fortifications of Antwerp.

The Celtic name of Gwict, for which the Eoman Vedis was a synonyme, has
led to the supposition that the island was, by some sudden commotion of Nature,
divorced or rent asunder from the mainland ages ago. If so, the kindly hand of Time
has smoothed away all traces of the rupture. Nothing could be less suggestive of a

violent separation than the formation of the northern shores of the Isle of Wight,
and the delightfully wooded coasts of Hampshire. On either side there are no
rude clefts or broken fragments of disjointed highland ranges, but the distant hills

slope gently down to the water's edge, and peaceful, sunny, or sylvan-shaded valleys
take the place of the deep combes that lie between the waves of the inland downs.

If the island and mainland were ever wedded, it is far more probable that they owe
their disunion to the slow action of the envious sea on impressionable soil. Once

having effected a breach between them, old Neptune would be sure to repeat his

advances with redoubled energy, until year by year the gulf widened, and he at length
embraced the fair Vectis, and claimed her as his by right of conquest. Such, at

least, from present appearances, would appear to have been the case.

Evidences of violent action are apparent only on the opposite side of the island,

and even there are confined to a very limited area. The region of landslips may be

defined as extending along the most southerly promontory, from the craggy heights of

Dunnose, or Bonchurch, to Black Gang Chine. Bonchurch is the lull before the

storm. Peaceful, secluded, embowered amid trees, the little hamlet is a picture of

rural repose, and the tiny church simple and meagre even in comparison with the

other meagre churches of the island seems a fitting resting-place for men whose

lives have been passed in patient toil rather than in the fierce excitement of strife.

Leaving this sequestered hollow, and the lovely watering-place of Ventnor nestling

close beside it, we come amongst the massive fragments heaved into all manner

of strange shapes, and the rudely-riven precipices, that tell of mighty forces constantly

at work. Silent and unseen, an irresistible power is ceaselessly mining the rock fortress.

Insignificant as the rills look that bicker down the crevices, and slow though their

work may be, we know that there lurks in them a wonderful strength, and that when

this is exerted, these walls of rude limestone may be hurled down to the valley beneath

in a chaos of destruction which could not be wrought by the more awe-inspiring

agencies of roaring thunder and blinding lightning. The greatest landslip of which any

record has been preserved occurred near Black Gang Chine, after heavy rains, in 1799.

Pitland's Farm, a hundred acres in extent, was moved bodily a long distance seaward
;

trees were upheaved and hurled into strange positions, where they took root and

continued to grow, presenting the most weird and fantastic forms, and the soil was
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deeply ploughed with a

vengeance. This avalanche lasted

for two days, and the roar of

falling masses, heard for miles around, was

commonly attributed to an earthquake. The

smaller landslip near Bonchurch happened

ten years later. The masses here are not

so gigantic as at Black Gang, hut there

are many grand fragments with smaller

ones resting on them, the whole towering

up in the form of huge natural pyramids ;

and the change from the gentle declivity

of St. Boniface Down to this romantic

The Landslip, Isle of Wight.
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waste of craggy, broken, and bare rocks is very striking. The most extensive and,

in many respects, the most impressive landslips are in the neighbourhoods of

Steephill and St. Lawrence. The rugged platform known as the Undercliff is here

nearly a mile wide. The surface of the ground is torn up into miniature hills and

valleys, amid which houses nestle in picturesque irregularity ;
cultivated patches,

where corn grows abundantly, are interspersed with large and lofty rocks, from the

crevices of which briars and creeping brambles trail in tangled confusion. Myrtles,

fuchsias, and semi-tropical plants flourish luxuriantly in some places, while close at

hand there is nothing to be seen but wild weeds, and the gnarled and twisted

branches of stunted bushes fringing the dark sheer sides of frowning cliffs, where it

seems as if the colour and brightness of a garden were suddenly exchanged for

the gloom and solitude of a mountain pass. Behind all this, the irregular pinnacles

and broken battlements, formed by successive fractures of the precipice, tower up

to meet the mist-wreaths that so often envelop the higher points of the island
;

while in front are the numerous coves and steep cliffs of a pleasantly diversified

coast line.

Ventnor, with its crowd of summer visitors, has somewhat changed the sweet
I

simplicity of these peaceful retreats to the aspect of the sight-seer's haunts that are

familiar to the habitues of most watering-places. It has, indeed, never put on quite

the fashionable air of yacht-frequented Cowes, or of the still more cockneyfied Ryde,

which in the days of its new prosperity seems ashamed of the past not very distant

when a local guide-writer could describe it as "a village on the highway to

Portsmouth," and sum up its attractions in the words,
" Here is a bathing-machine,

and several good lodging-houses have been opened."

The charm of this, as of other parts of the island, however, is rapidly disappearing

before the march of civilisation, and we may be pardoned an occasional sigh of

regret for the past, though one might not quite care to return to the primitive

simplicity suggested by Sir John Oglander's quaint description of the days when

"there was no lawyer nor attorney in oure island; but in Sir George Carey's time

an attorney, coming in to settle in the island, was, by his command, with a pound
of candles hanging at his breech lighted, and with bells about his legs, hunted

owte of the island." Lawyers were among the questionable benefits conferred upon
the community here by the theological king

" Who stuck the pedant's chair above the throne

Taught war with words, and war with words alone."

Westward of the romantic Undercliff, beyond Black Gang Chine, there is a

long stretch of monotonous and uninteresting hills to be passed over, until the

traveller reaches Freshwater Bay. Here the isolated rocks, nearly half a mile from
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the shore, in one of which the waves have worn a curiously perfect Gothic arch,

through which flashes a dazzling light, reflected from the micaceous sand of the

silvery beach
;

the cave, with its weird combination of shadowy arches and "
ghostly

pale
"

piUars, peculiarly in keeping with the tragic story of the French prisoner who

was starved to

death within

its gloomy re-

cesses
; and, above all, the view

along the coast from the beacon

on Headon Hill, will well repay the toil

of a visit. The chief attraction, however,

for visitors to Freshwater in recent years

has been the pleasant mansion of Alfred Tennyson, situated some

little distance inland, where

" Groves of pine on either hand,

To break the blast of winter stand;

And further on the hoary channel

Tumbles a breaker on chalk and sand."

From Headon Hill it is but a short walk down to Alum Bay, whence is to be

obtained by far the most picturesque view of the Needles. The chalk cliffs here

are worn into capricious curves, hollowed into caverns, and rent into chasms by the

The A'ea/ks.
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action of the leaping waves, which in stormy weather dash against the coast with

terrific violence, hiding the topmost pinnacle of the headlands in showers of spray.

When the level rays of sunset flash on the high crags that stand like immovahle

sentinels guarding a lonely shore
;
when their pale fronts glow with a hundred

reflected hues
;
when the dark shadows in their thousand crevices are warmed to a

rich purple; and the spray-drops hanging on the rude jutting corbels gleam with

liquid transparency, these huge rocks take a marvellous resemblance to mountain

peaks fretted with the frost of centuries, or to icebergs rent and fractured by some

sudden convulsion. When the moonlight shines on them through the warm haze of

a summer night, and the harsh lines and shadows are softened to the semblance of

man's handiwork, they might be the spires and pinnacles of some grand cathedral

cleaving the sky above the midnight mists of a slumbering southern city. In the calm

of a summer day this bay is very charming. The various tints on the diversified

strata of the eastern cliffs, the sparkle of the alkaline sands, the cold sheen

of the iceberg-like Needles, and the changing colours of the sea, have a power

of fascination for the lover of Nature that more beautiful scenes often lack. In

such a place one will often linger listlessly, regardless of passing time, while his

fancy follows the flight of the sea-birds or the track of the swift-sailing ships, until

daylight fades to twilight, twilight deepens into darkness, and on the farthermost

point of rock shines like a star the light that has served to flash on many an exile

the last farewell of Old England, and to many a weary wanderer on the face of

the earth the first welcome home.

H. H. S. PEAESE.

CASSELL, PET-TEH & GALI-IX: BELLE SAUVAGE WORKS, LONDON, E.C.
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